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SHOULD THE SCUBA BUSINESS DIVE 
INTO THE EXPANSION? 
 
 
Michael H. Moms, Professor of Accountancy 
University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana 
 
Andrew M. Crowe, Controller 
Don Foster's Dive Cayman, Ltd., Cayman Islands 
 
 
 
As controller and general manager of Don Foster's Dive Cayman, Ltd., Andy Crowe knew that something 
had to be done to improve the profit performance of the company. Although profits increased for several 
years after incorporating in July of 1991, sales revenue declined during the last two years, with the 
company reporting a loss for fiscal 1996. Andy knew that the current fleet of dive boats were being 
underutilized, so the timing was right to examine ways to expand sales revenue. 
 
 
ENVIRONMENT 
 
Don Foster's Dive is located in the Cayman Islands, a self-governing British crown colony, situated 480 
miles south of Miami. To vacationers, the Cayman Islands mean calm clear waters and a carefree world 
of outdoor pleasures. To scuba divers and snorkelers, the Caymans are synonymous with the world's best 
diving. Not only are the quality and variety of the dive sites spectacular, but the Cayman Islands also 
possess a unique dive site called Stingray City. At this location, divers and snorkelers swim with 30 to 40 
wild stingrays that feed from human hands. 
 
To investors, the Cayman Islands are a reliable tax haven. There are no corporate, capital gains, 
payroll, property or withholding taxes on the islands. The absence of taxes on income together with 
political and racial stability, has attracted the attention of investors seeking a tax free base for their 
operations. Currently there are approximately 32,000 companies, 550 banks, 900 mutual funds and 400 
insurance companies of various categories registered or licensed in the Cayman Islands. Those companies 
operate from an environment in which there are no excessive restrictions on their freedom to trade or their 
ability to transact business in any part of the world. In addition, disclosure of information by government 
officials, professional agents, attorneys and accountants and their staffs is forbidden by law under severe 
penalties. 
 
 
BUSINESS 
 
Don Foster's Dive specializes in providing vacationers with a wide variety of exciting watersports 
activities including the rental of snorkeling equipment, wave runners, sail boats, wind surfers, floating 
mats, and plastic kayaks. Parasailing and other local excursions are also offered through Don Foster's 
Dive, but its primary line of business is providing scuba diving trips and instruction. 
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  Scuba is an acronym for Self-Contained Underwater Breathing Apparatus. The breathing apparatus 
consists of a tank containing pressurized air and a regulator that delivers the air to the diver on each 
inhalation. Other basic equipment includes a soft rubber face mask to improve visibility, swimming fins 
to enhance mobility, and a vest, called a buoyancy compensator device, to help regulate divers' depth 
while submerged and to keep divers afloat when they are on the surface of the water. 
 
Don Foster's Dive maintains twenty employees to staff the dive shops and dive boats, provide various 
levels of instruction, and guide divers while underwater. It maintains six dive boats in various locations 
around the island in addition to the wide variety of watersports equipment. Don Foster's Dive provides 
two dives in the morning, starting about 9:00 a.m., one dive in the afternoon, and a final dive at night. 
Customers are either transported by Don Foster's Dive vans to the dive boat or picked up at the beach in 
front of their hotel. Divers can explore wrecks, walls (huge underwater cliffs), and reefs. Dive instruction, 
equipment, and information about the 200 different dive locations in the Caymans are provided by their 
experienced, professional instructors on the way to the dive site. 
 
OVERVIEW OF THE PROBLEM 
 
Increased competition in the dive industry in the Cayman Islands has caused revenues to stagnate and 
even decline in recent years (see Exhibit 1). With a huge investment in boats and diving equipment, (see 
fixed assets in Exhibit 2) Don Foster's Dive must find a way to utilize excess capacity. Since about 40 
percent of its $2.4 million dollars of revenue arise out of a single dive and watersports rental shop located 
on the beach just outside a resort hotel, Andy thought about expanding to a second dive shop, located 
near the other end of the famous 7 Mile Beach. After considering several locations, he settled on the 
Holiday Inn because of its superior beach location and the fact that it attracts a younger more family 
oriented clientele, who are more likely to participate in watersports activities. He approached the Holiday 
Inn owners with a proposal to have Don Foster's Dive open a full service dive and watersports facility at 
the resort. The owners were interested in offering their guests a wide variety of watersports activities and 
dive services. They agreed to provide a small building on their premises and the exclusive license to 
provide diving and other watersports services at their hotel in return for the minority interest in a 60/40 
split of any profits generated by the proposed dive shop. Don Foster's Dive would renovate the shop and 
provide vessels and staff for the new venture. Although the proposal sounded exciting for Don Foster's 
Dive, Andy wasn't sure of the viability of the venture given the additional investment it would require 
and its unknown impact on assets, debt, cash flow and income. Andy knew the first step was to determine 
the impact of the expansion on profits and to obtain proforma (projected) financial statements that he 
could carry to the bank to justify the necessary financing. Don Foster's Dive just completed its 1996 fiscal 
year on May 31, and could have the new facility open on a limited basis in a matter of days after signing 
the contract. 
 
OPERATIONAL ISSUES 
 
Although there is some uncertainty in the incremental business the new dive shop would generate, Andy 
has obtained data that can help with the projections. He contacted the local Department of Tourism and 
obtained statistical data for a dive shop on the beach outside the Radisson Resort, which is similar to the 
proposed site. Using those statistics, he estimated monthly sales and profit from operations (provided in 
Exhibit 3 along with a trend line) for the dive and watersports facility during the last three years. Given 
Andy's experience with the business, he feels confident that the trend established from the data at the 
Radisson dive shop would be representative of business at the new Holiday Inn location. Adjustments for 
the difference in size of the hotels (Radisson Resort has 330 rooms and the Holiday Inn has 230 rooms) 
would, of course, have to be made in order to get accurate annualized projections of sales revenue and 
profit from operations. In addition, Andy knows that it takes approximately one year for a new shop to 
reach its full sales potential. From recent experience in opening new dive shops for Don Foster's Dive and 
in talking to competitors along 7 Mile Beach, Andy believes that revenue and profit from operations at 
the proposed site for the first year will be 50 percent of subsequent figures and operating expenses 
(mostly variable) will be ten times as large as adminiistrative expenses on the new facility for the  
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foreseeable future. All other previously existing facilities at Don Foster's Dive are expected to yield about 
the same revenue, expenses and income as in 1996. 
 
The additional investment required by Don Foster's Dive to open the new shop includes $31,000 for 
building improvements and signs; $ 17,500 for waverunners, aqua trikes, sailboats, kayaks, and floating 
chair mats; $10,000 for additional scuba equipment; $20,000 for increased retail inventory and $5,000 for 
additional computer equipment. All of the investments are anticipated to be financed by a long-term bank 
loan which together with existing long-term bank loans will be repaid in equal installments of $4,008 per 
month (exclusive of interest). The existing note payable is also reduced by monthly payments of $9,070 
(exclusive of interest). The interest cost on both debt instruments is part of the administrative expense 
component on the income statement. If the purchases are made, the total depreciation expense (included 
with operating expenses) using a straight line method is expected to increase by $15,000 to about $65,000 
per year on all fixed assets (all figures are stated in CI dollars). 
 
 
 
EXHIBIT  1 
 
DON FOSTER'S DIVE CAYMAN, LTD. 
INCOME STATEMENTS (UNAUDITED) 
 FOR THE YEAR ENDED MAY 31 
 
 
                  1996                    1995                     1994 
 
Sales Revenue    $ 2,376,874  $ 2,479,367  $ 2,556,897 
 
Operating Expenses   $(2,204,865)  $(2,162,768)  $(2,010,180) 
 
Profit from Operations   $    172,009  $    316,599  $    546,717 
 
Administrative Expenses          $  (257,132)   $   (295,043)   $   (331,470) 
 
Profit Before Gains/Losses     $    (85,123)   $      21,556      $    215,247 
 
Gain on Sale of Fixed Assets     $        1,824      $       (3,799)   $              0 
Gain on Currency Exchange    $      16,018  $      18,186     $      10,437 
 
Profit (Loss) for the year      $     (67,281)     $      35,943   $    225,684 
 
 
Note: Statements are reported in Cayman Island (CI) Dollars (Fixed Rate of US $1.00 = CI $.82) 
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EXHIBIT 2 
 
DON FOSTER'S DIVE CAYMAN LTD. 
BALANCE SHEETS (UNAUDITED) 
MAY 31 
 
 
                                                         1996                      1995                      1994 
Current Assets: 
Cash       $       1,038  $       1,004  $       1,701 
Accounts Receivable    $     54,744  $     67,547  $     49,502 
Inventory      $     38,103  $     43,860  $     46,341 
Total Current Assets    $     93,885  $   112,411  $     97,544 
Non-Current Assets: 
 Investments      $       3,000  $   167,000  $   167,000 
 Fixed Assets      $1,220,097  $1,270,631  $1,341,818 
 Goodwill       $   384,950  $   384,950  $   384,950 
Total Non-Current Assets  $1,608,047  $1,822,581  $1,893,768 
Total Assets       $1,701,932  $1,934,992  $1,991,312 
 
Current Liabilities: 
 Short-term Bank Loan    $     93,608  $   140,293  $   122,941 
 Customer Deposits     $     46,913  $     69,349  $     36,984 
 Accounts Payable     $   158,437  $   113,293  $   141,415 
  Total Current Liabilities   $   298,958  $   322,935  $   301,340 
Long-term Liabilities: 
 Long-term Bank Loan    $   156,958  $   189,910  $   264,953 
 Note Payable      $   870,741  $   979,591  $1,078,123 
  Total Long-term Liabilities  $1,027,699  $1,169,501  $1,343,076 
Shareholders' Equity: 
 Capital Stock      $        82  $           82  $       82 
 Paid-In Capital     $   223,094  $   223,094  $   163,377 
 Retained Earnings     $   152,099  $   219,380  $   183,437 
  Total Equity     $   375,275  $   442,556  $   346,896 
Total Liabilities and Equity    $1,701,932  $1,934,992  $1,991,312 
 
 
Note: Statements are reported in Cayman Island (CI) Dollars (Fixed Rate of US $1.00 = CI $.82) 
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QUESTIONS 
 
Incremental Profit Analysis 
 
1. Realizing that the key to the expansion decision is the projection of incremental income, calculate the 
projected sales revenue and profit from operations for June 1996 (x=37), using the trend lines in 
Exhibit 3. Do the same for the next 11 months (hint: spreadsheets could prove to be useful). Estimate 
operating expenses (difference in above figures) and administrative expenses (10% of operating 
expenses) to arrive at profit before gains/losses for fiscal 1997. Don't forget to adjust income for the 
first year of operations, number of rooms, and Don Foster's Dive share of the profits. Based on 
projected performance for the first year, do you think the business should undertake the expansion 
which Andy Crowe has proposed? 
 
2. Expand the analysis to include income projections for 1998 and 1999. Given the superior location for 
     the new dive shop and the more active clientele at the Holiday Inn, does the longer term perspective 
     have any impact on your decision to expand? 
 
3. Students are often misled by looking only at dollars of profit. Divide the profit before gains/losses (in 
parts 1 and 2 above) by the incremental investment in assets required by Don Foster's Dive, to get a 
return on investment measure for each year. How do these returns stack up against other opportunities 
available to Don Foster's Dive (e.g., investment in common stocks)? What is the outlook for returns 
beyond 1999? Does this additional analysis have an impact on your decision to expand? 
 
Financial Statement Preparation and Analysis 
 
4. Generate the proforma (projected) financial statements for the entire Don Foster's Dive business for 
1997, 1998, and 1999, assuming the expansion is undertaken. Assume that 1996 was a normal year 
for Don Foster's Dive, and that expansion income each year will be added to 1996 results. Assume 
assets (with the exception of the additional investment in fixed assets and inventory) will remain the 
same in future years. Also assume that current liabilities will be the same except for short-term bank 
loans, which will be used to make the balance sheet balance. 
 
5. Calculate the debt ratio (total debt/total assets) and the current ratio (current assets/current liabilities) 
for each year. Comment on the strength of the proforma financial statements from the perspective of a 
banker considering whether to make the bank loan to the business for the expansion. 
 
Analysis of International Differences 
 
6. To take the analysis one step further, assume Don Foster's Dive is considering Key West, Florida as 
an alternative location for the new dive shop because of high import duties on purchases and high 
work permit fees in the Cayman Islands. Assume a partner can be found in Florida with similar 
contractual arrangements as that obtained from the Holiday Inn owners. Assume that Don Foster's 
Dive share of profit before gains/losses will be 5 percent higher and the investment required would be 
5 percent lower (prior to considering conversion to US dollar equivalents). Compute the incremental 
income (ignoring taxes and goodwill amortization) and ROI from the expansion to Key West. Should 
the expansion to Key West be undertaken? 
 
7. Now consider the additional factors arising from international differences as they relate to taxes and 
goodwill (assume one half of the goodwill could be associated with the U.S. segment, that goodwill is 
amortized equally over 10 years in the U.S., and that goodwill amortization must be deducted after 
computing Don Foster's Dive share of the profits, but before taxes). Recompute the return on 
investment and decide if the expansion makes as much sense in the U.S. as it does in the Cayman 
Islands. Assume current federal, state and local tax rates are 40 percent in the U.S. location. 
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Accounting Disclosures and Behavioral Implications 
 
8. Businesses in the Cayman Islands can choose among various internationally accepted accounting 
standards as the basis for preparing financial statements. In addition, there is no requirement for 
financial statements to be provided to the public. For a business operating in this environment, 
examine the ability of accounting information to assist the banker and the Holiday Inn owners in 
drawing performance comparisons with other business segments and in monitoring the performance 
of Don Foster's Dive. What differences might arise in the behavior of Don Foster's Dive management 
under such disclosure requirements? Be sure to address attitudes toward risk and ethical 
considerations. 
 
9. Note that the financial statements (Exhibits 1 and 2) indicate that they are unaudited. In addition, in 
an environment without taxes, no tax returns are required to be filed and no threat exists to be audited 
by a tax authority in the Cayman Islands. Address the need for auditing in this financial reporting 
environment. In other words, is it more important for the banker and the Holiday Inn owners to have 
audited financial statements since Don Foster's Dive is located in the Cayman Islands? 
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HILBURN TECHNOLOGY, INC. 
David M. Dennis, Professor 
University of South Florida, Tampa. Florida 
Sally Dudash, Senior Manager 
Harris Corporation, Melbourne, Florida 
 
THE COMPANY 
Hilburn Corporation is a multi-billion dollar company headquartered in Ft. Pierce, Florida, whose products and 
services are on the cutting edge of high technology. The company’s products range from consumer electronics to 
sophisticated satellite communications.  
     Hilburn is divided into four sectors whose businesses, although diverse, share common growth objectives in the 
various communication technologies that are core to each business unit. 
• The Communications Sector 
• Hilburn Consumer Electronics 
• Hilburn International 
• The Varied Electronic Systems Sector 
     The Varied Electronic Systems Sector (VESS) is involved in the development of a wide array of systems including 
air traffic control, airport automation, railway control, energy management, defense communications, information 
systems, avionics and space programs. Hilburn VESS is a major supplier of the US Department of Defense, NASA, 
the FAA, other governmental agencies, and commercial organizations throughout the world. Hilburn's success in this 
highly competitive marketplace is a direct result of its technological resources and its ability to adapt to an ever 
changing global economy. 
 
THE MEETING 
     It was early Monday morning on December 19, 19X4. John Braxton, a Hilburn VESS project manager felt like 
he had just received an early Christmas present. He was excited as he hurriedly made his way through the 
expansive corridors at Hilburn’s Communications System Division. He did not want to be late for a meeting as 
important as this one. As he punched in the security key code that would allow him access to the conference 
room, he reflected on the events that had brought him and his division to this day.
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     Several years ago, Hilburn had decided to design and manufacture an advanced global positioning system (GPS).1 
This new GPS was to be known as the Finder. The product was to be a part of the company's strategic decision to 
form new and extended markets in a variety of areas. The product was designed to be used by surveyors, hunters, the 
military and other users who had a need to fix precise positions. The device could also be installed in automobiles, 
boats and other transportation media, thereby allowing the vehicle, boat, etc. to be precisely located at any moment in 
time. Finder had turned out to be even more profitable than the company had anticipated. More recently, the 
Department of Defense (DOD) had entertained discussions with the company about extending this technology into a 
new use. 
     As John made his way to his seat, several managers and engineers were already discussing the new developments 
among themselves. Once John had settled in at the head of the conference table, the others directed their attention 
toward him. John was the manager of the Finder program, and would also be heading up the substantial, and 
potentially lucrative, modification to the original design. “Ladies and Gentlemen, we have just tied up the last loose 
strings with the DOD, and... it looks like we’re going to be moving forward with Gotcha.” The comment was met with 
the visible approval of all in attendance with a hearty round of clapping, and congratulations among the group 
members. 
     A couple of months earlier, the DOD — one of Finder’s primary customers — had approached Hilburn  with a 
request that the company expand the Finder system to include a new GPS product which would be significantly 
miniaturized. Such units would be included in the clothing of ground troops making it possible to track both 
individuals and coordinated groups such as a platoon. 
     After extensive internal discussion among Hilburn personnel and numerous meetings with the DOD, it was decided 
that the Finder modification was potentially feasible, and that the new design, if successful, would be called Gotcha. 
The proposed modification would use some of the latest micro-engineering techniques developed by the Japanese. 
However, there will also have to be some pioneering technological developments by Hilburn’s own scientists in order 
to turn the Gotcha theoretical plans into a functional product. 
     The proposed technology would utilize circuits to be integrated into a new defense communications 
satellite set for launch in the latter part of this decade. This factor would help to mitigate the risk that Gotcha would 
become obsolete in the near future, as this new satellite will use hi-tech CDMA (code division multiple access) 
technology to transmit and receive signals. 
     Following this current developments update, John dismissed his team. There was a lot of challenging work ahead 
of them, and each was excited to do his or her part. 
 
Finder
The Finder project had originated February 2, 19X1 as an internally funded research effort. Design and development 
occurred over a sixteen month period with the end result being a fully functioning FD-111 prototype and the start of a 
production run of thirty units. The engineering progress log (see Appendix 1) details the key events in bringing this 
project to fruition. The capital expenditures and costs necessary to make Finder a viable commercial product are 
described in the project PPE summary below and the project cost summary in Appendix 2. 
     While hardware development and board integration were key elements of the research effort, the majority of Finder 
project costs were associated with software design, development, and testing. Analysis of project costs incurred 
through the final testing of the FD-111 prototype resulted in a ratio of 85 percent software and 15 percent hardware 
costs. During the pre-production phase hardware work was minimal, with software activities accounting for 
substantially all project costs incurred in this period. Additional costs associated with Finder included legal fees 
incurred in the patent process and marketing and selling expenses. 
     The marketing efforts for Finder were as successful as the technical efforts. Fueled by the test results of the 
FD-111 prototype, $8.2 million in orders were secured soon after the product was brought to market.  The 
Department of Defense as well as commercial enterprises eagerly acquired this new technology. 
 
1 This product, although representative of products actually made by companies similar to Hilburn, and all case data related to it 
(including references to DOD contracts) are fictitious. 
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Property, Plant and Equipment Expenditures 
Finder Project 
 
A 2000 square foot laboratory building was constructed for the sole purpose of evaluating the feasibility of Finder 
technology. The building was constructed on Hilburn owned property. While the building is likely to have future uses 
upon completion of the Finder project, it is anticipated that the equipment will not be useable after the research and 
development activities. Construction of the lab began 6/30/X0 and the structure was completed 1/18/X1. Equipment 
installation was completed 2/27/X1.  
Building as Constructed   $175,000 
Equipment      120,000 
$295,000 
A 950 square foot test structure was constructed on newly purchased land to test the performance of the Finder 
technology. This building was designed to simulate environmental factors that may affect the degree of accuracy of 
the FD-111 prototype. It was anticipated that neither the structure nor the equipment will be useable after the 
completion of research and development activities. Construction of the test site began 8/25/X0 and the structure was 
completed 12/18/X0. Equipment installation was completed 1/25/X1. 
Land     $  47,000 
Structure as Constructed    100,000 
Equipment        65,000 
$212,000 
Hilburn depreciates both buildings and equipment using straight line depreciation. For buildings a 30-year estimated 
life is used, while a five year life is estimated for this class of equipment. Salvage value is ignored.  Hilburn uses 
MACRS for tax reporting. 
 
Gotcha 
Design and development associated with the Gotcha project is the result of funding through a contract with the 
Department of Defense. Modification of the existing FD-111 started on January 2, 19X5 and is scheduled to reach 
production stage within the following ten months. Hilburn has decided to outsource a small portion of the research and 
development work to the TCS Group. TCS has very extensive experience with a key aspect of positioning grid 
technology. Highlights of both the primary contract with the DOD and the subcontract with TCS are outlined in the 
contract summary. 
     In addition to the enhancements associated with Gotcha, Finder sales have remained strong. The estimated 
economic life of Finder (six years) as a viable technology appears to have been understated. The marketing director 
has forecast new sales and follow on work to continue at current levels through 19X9.  The 19X5 expenditures related 
to both the Gotcha effort and continued Finder production are found in the project tracking report in Appendix 3. 
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Gotcha Contract Summary 
 
 
Hilburn VESS has agreed to develop one prototype and thirty production units of the modified FD-
111 under a firm fixed priced contract for the US Department of Defense.  Gotcha has a total award 
value of $8.5 million, with orders for the  development and delivery of the prototype comprising $4 
million of the total award.  The remainder of the award represents payment for the manufacture, 
delivery, and field support of the production units.  Design and development of the prototype are 
scheduled to begin January 2, 19X5 with a target delivery date of October 20, 19X5. Upon delivery 
and acceptance of the prototype, manufacture of production units shall commence immediately with 
delivery of production units no later than April 23, 19X6 
Hilburn and the DOD have agreed to a structure of monthly progress payments, with formal customer 
review at each three month interval. These progress payments which defray the capital costs 
associated with the prototype research shall be liquidated as milestone  requirements are met by 
Hilburn and receive customer acceptance. Monthly payments will total $200,000 with the balance of 
payments to be billed upon final acceptance of the prototype. Payments associated with production 
units will be made after delivery, testing, and acceptance by the customer.  
Payments are contingent upon Hilburn meeting all technical specifications outlined in the contract. 
Inability of Hilburn to perform may result in termination of the contract with the return of all 
unearned progress payments. Hilburn will provide resources necessary to remedy any deficiencies in 
the prototype prior to acceptance. Cost overruns in the design and development of the prototype or in 
rework are the responsibility of Hilburn. The customer is not required to provide relief under this 
fixed price contract. However, any change in or addition to customer requirements during the design 
and production stage would merit modification of completion schedules as well as total contract 
value.  
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TCS Group Contract Summary 
 
 
The TCS Group has entered into a contract to provide research and consulting services as a 
subcontractor on Hilburn’s Gotcha project. Total funding for this research effort is capped at 
$400,000. Payment of $250,000 will be provided to TCS up front in order to initiate capital 
acquisitions necessary for this research. This study research will commence February 10, 19X5 and 
shall be completed no later than May 31, 19X5. The balance of payments will be made subsequent to 
scheduled mid-period and final period working group meetings attended by TCS, Hilburn senior 
engineers, and Hilburn program management. 
TCS is responsible for a best efforts attempt to meet all objectives of this research contract.  The 
company will not be held liable for performance to meet any technical specifications outlined in 
Hilburn’s primary contract with the DOD.  Under best efforts TCS will be fully funded regardless of 
the final outcome. TCS will be held, however, to provide performance under the contract using due 
diligence, appropriate research methodologies, and effective cost management strategies. 
The results of the research conducted by TCS in this study effort are the exclusive property of 
Hilburn VESS.  The term “results” includes any and all  work papers, software, and  prototypes 
developed for the Gotcha project as well as any byproduct or extraneous work conducted with funds 
provided by Hilburn. In addition, TCS will not communicate findings associated with the Gotcha 
effort to any third party without the consent of Hilburn. 
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REQUIREMENTS 
 
Accounting Issues 
1. You are the manager of accounting and taxes for Hilburn VESS.  John approached you in 19x1 for advice on 
the accounting treatment for the Finder program and you have remained close to the project ever since that 
time. Discuss the accounting treatment for expenditures relating to the development of the Finder program in 
fiscal years 19X1 and 19X2 (fiscal year ends June 30).  Prepare a schedule detailing the amount and timing 
of expense recognition to support your answer.  Discuss useful life considerations for any expense you 
determine should be capitalized. 
2. Assume that Hilburn had internally funded the development work on the Finder project but that the work 
was being done to develop a product for potential use by the Department of Defense? Under this scenario, 
how should Hilburn account for expenses related to the Finder project? For this question, you should read 
the related Cost Accounting Standards applicable to government contract work. This material may be 
accessed through the Internet. The site is located at http://www.gsa.gov/far/current/pdf/toc.html. Once into 
this site, double click on “Part 31” which will take you to the FAR.  The Independent Research and 
Development section is Part 31.205-18 which starts on page 25 of this document. 
3. a. Compare and contrast the accounting treatment of expenditures relating to the Gotcha program with 
that of the Finder expenditures.   
b. Compare and contrast the revenue recognition principles that would likely be followed for Finder 
sales versus Gotcha sales. How would your answer differ if Hilburn did not have customer funding 
for Gotcha? 
 
Tax Issues 
1. Part of your annual tax reporting responsibilities to Hilburn Corporate Headquarters is the preparation of a 
schedule detailing book/tax differences for deferred tax calculations. How would the Finder expenditures be 
handled on this schedule?  Support your answer by reference to any relevant accounting rules and tax 
regulations [IRC Section 174] and the use of MACRS lives for tax purposes. 
2. Can Hilburn claim R & E deductions and the research tax credit for expenditures on the Gotcha project? 
For this question, refer to IRC Section 41 and the Fairchild v. United States court case referred to in the 
suggested readings.
3. a. Assume that some of the R & D work on the Gotcha project is being performed at a Hilburn 
subsidiary located in Canada. In filing a Canadian tax return for that subsidiary, how would the 
treatment of R & D costs on that return differ from US tax treatment, if at all? Note:  For this 
requirement, you can obtain information from the Billings, et al., article listed under suggested 
readings as well as through use of the Internet by searching under “research and development tax 
credit.”  
b. How does the growth in Hilburn’s annual R & D costs as compared with the growth in company 
sales revenues impact the ability of  Hilburn to claim any R & E tax credits?  Assume that Hilburn’s 
“Fixed Base Percentage” for this calculation is 16%. 
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SUGGESTED READINGS 
1. AICPA, Statement of Position 81-1, “Accounting For Performance of Construction-Type and Certain 
Production-Type Contracts.” 
2. Billings, B. Anthony, John R. McGowan, and Fouad K. AINajjar, “An Inter-Country Comparison of the 
Research and Development Tax Credit,” Accounting Horizons, March 1994, 19-34. 
3. Fairchild Industries, Incorporated v. The United States (various cases from original through appeal). 
4. FASB, Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts No. 5, “Recognition and Measurement in Financial 
Statements of Business Enterprises,” paragraphs 83-84. 
5. FASB, Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 2, “Accounting for Research and Development 
Costs.” 
6. FASB, Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 86, “Accounting for the Costs of Computer 
Software to Be Sold, Leased, or Otherwise Marketed.” 
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APPENDIX  1 
ENGINEERING PROGRESS LOG  
PROCESSOR 
L. R. Gerstner - Lead Systems Engineer 
 
PROGRAM  
Finder 
 
START DATE  
2 Feb. 19x1 
 
SIGNATURE 
 
 
EXI #: 
0003 - 028543 - 22363 - BB  
7/12/X0 
 
Technical discussion of Finder concept with division management.    
8/3/X0 
 
Conference with Marketing Director on domestic and international shipping markets.  Sarah and John 
also present.  
2/10/X1 
 
Deadline for material procurement requests (for subcontracts stability reviews).    
3/2/X1 
 
Lab research start date. Coordinated w/ software design engineers in lab 33.    
3/28/X1 
 
Meet on TX line code numbers. Prepare working document for circuit integration and test for TDMA 
cell codes.  
4/27/X1 
 
Schematics and templates to machine shop for box construction and pre-wiring.    
5/2/X1 
 
Switching circuits from CTR Communications, Inc. arrive Hilburn Shipping/Receiving Dept.  Begin 
integration with T-Mod unit following test.  
6/28/X1 
 
Finder CTX software debug - 1  
8/2/X1 
 
CTX software debug - 2  
8/4/X1 
 
TDMA circuit integration and test - through 8/16/X1   
9/4/X1 
 
CTX software debug - 3  
11/6/X1 
 
T-Mod circuit integration and test - through 12/1/X1   
1/5/X2 
 
T-Mod circuit rework. Signal attenuation problem causing scanner read falsing.  Expect solution by 
Feb. 1.    
2/1/X2 
 
T-Mod circuit re-integration and re-test  
2/15/X2 
 
Finder working model completed. Will begin three phase test series.  
2/20/X2 
 
Finder model test - phase one  
2/21/X2 
 
Meet with CTR Communications, Inc. representative to discuss production of switching circuits.  
2/22/X2 
 
Finder model test - phase two  
2/25/X2 
 
Finder model test - phase three. Tests check out O.K.  F-111 unit and software produce expected 
results.    
2/28/X2 
 
Demonstration to Team Leaders and project manager.  
3/28/X2 
 
Documentation of all CTX software modules completed.   
4/3/X2 
 
Full diagnostics and final debug of all software modules conducted;  two modules flagged for 
revision. All code to be reviewed prior to baseline release.  
4/18/X2 
 
CTX software reviewed by J. Lewis (Lead Software Engineer). Coding revisions approved.  
4/20/X2 
 
Baseline version of code released for integration during production run.  
6/1/X2 
 
Begin first production run of 30 units Robotic units initiate T-Mod production.  
6/22/X2 
 
Assembly of F-111 casing and display panels completed  
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APPENDIX 2 
PROJECT COST SUMMARY 
FINDER 
Cumulative Costs per Engineering progress Log Dates 
(excludes capital expenditures)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
Date 
 
 
Labor 
 
 
Non-Labor 
 
General and 
Administrative Cost 
 
 
Totals  
7/12/X0 
 
--- 
 
--- 
 
--- 
 
---  
8/3/X0 
 
--- 
 
--- 
 
--- 
 
---  
2/10/X1 
 
39,772 
 
8,750 
 
9,148 
 
57,669  
3/2/X1 
 
67,000 
 
14,740 
 
15,410 
 
97,150  
3/28/X1 
 
268,464 
 
59,062 
 
61,747 
 
389,273  
4/27/X1 
 
417,610 
 
91,874 
 
96,050 
 
605,535  
5/2/X1 
 
442,468 
 
97,343 
 
101,768 
 
641,579  
6/28/X1 
 
725,846 
 
159,686 
 
166,945 
 
1,052,477  
8/2/X1 
 
786,000 
 
172,920 
 
180,780 
 
1,139,700  
8/4/X1 
 
792,000 
 
174,240 
 
182,160 
 
1,148,400  
9/4/X1 
 
924,560 
 
203,403 
 
212,649 
 
1,340,612  
11/6/X1 
 
1,156,833 
 
381,755 
 
266,072 
 
1,804,659  
1/5/X2 
 
1,282,450 
 
423,209 
 
294,964 
 
2,000,622  
2/1/X2 
 
1,301,985 
 
429,655 
 
299,457 
 
2,031,097  
2/15/X2 
 
1,379,245 
 
455,151 
 
317,226 
 
2,151,622  
2/20/X2 
 
1,404,103 
 
463,354 
 
322,944 
 
2,190,401  
2/21/X2 
 
1,408,622 
 
464,845 
 
323,983 
 
2,197,450  
2/22/X2 
 
1,414,046 
 
469,494 
 
325,231 
 
2,208,770  
2/25/X2 
 
1,428,960 
 
474,189 
 
328,661 
 
2,231,809  
2/28/X2 
 
1,443,875 
 
478,931 
 
332,091 
 
2,254,897  
3/28/X2 
 
1,468,733 
 
483,720 
 
337,809 
 
2,290,261  
4/3/X2 
 
1,498,562 
 
488,557 
 
344,669 
 
2,331,788  
4/18/X2 
 
1,692,452 
 
493,443 
 
389,264 
 
2,575,159  
4/20/X2 
 
1,911,200 
 
498,377 
 
439,576 
 
2,849,153  
6/1/X2 
6/14/X2 
 
1,962,320 
2,442,300 
 
 
987,410 
1,065,230 
 
451,334 
561,729 
 
3,401,06 
4,069,259 
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APPENDIX 3 
PROJECT TRACKING REPORT 
Program Expenditures for 19X5 
  
DESCRIPTION 
 
Gotcha 
 
         Finder 
Research conducted to tap into alternative GPS technology  
for Gotcha Program 
 
 
$985,000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Engineering development of positioning technology for  
Gotcha Program 
 
1,560,000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Modification of Finder unit for integration into aircraft 
instrument console 
 
 
 
63,250 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Adaptation of Finder unit to fit into the Gotcha system design  
 
53,850 
 
  
 
 
 
 
  
Periodic improvements to the Finder unit for quality spec purposes 
 
 
 
81,000  
 
 
 
 
  
Design of additional calibration and test tools   
 
 
 
2,450  
 
 
 
 
  
Modification of software modules in order to meet DOD's  
performance requirement 
 
 
 
15,000 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Design, construction, and testing of Gotcha prototype before 
production phase 
 
750,000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Hardware material used in Gotcha prototype 
 
250,000 
 
  
 
 
 
 
  
Software material used in Gotcha prototype 
 
41,650 
 
  
 
 
 
 
  
Legal fees to obtain patent for Finder 
 
1,750  
 
 
 
 
  
Contract payments to TCS Group 
 
400,000 
 
  
Total 
 
$4,040,500 
 
$161,700 
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APPENDIX 4 
QUALIFIED RESEARCH EXPENDITURES 
AND GROSS RECEIPTS 
 
  
 
 
Year 
 
    
Gross Receipts 
(‘000’S) 
Qualified 
Research Expenditures 
(‘000’S) 
 
 
19W2 
 
 
$1,304,100 
 
 
$156,490  
19W3 
 
$1,275,900 
 
$290,640  
19W4 
 
$1,386,400 
 
$259,550  
19W5 
 
$1,264,200 
 
$237,560  
19W6 
 
$1,125,400 
 
$156,310  
19W7 
 
$960,300 
 
$163,640  
19W8 
 
$986,600 
 
$138,120  
19W9 
 
$1,023,200 
 
$163,710  
19X0 
 
$998,200 
 
$139,748  
19X1 
 
$1,003,500 
 
$140,490  
19X2 
 
$1,032,200 
 
$103,220  
19X3 
 
$1,010,100 
 
$80,810  
19X4 
 
$1,076,100 
 
$129,130  
19X5 
 
$1,035,800 
 
* $172,410  
 
 
     * This amount does not include the qualified research expenditures  
         associated with the Finder and Gotcha programs.  
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China has been referred to as a sleeping giant. With its 1.295 billion people, more than one-quarter of the 
world’s population, politicians, economists, social activists, and investors are watching events unfold in 
this vast country. In the past, China’s accounting system only served the macroeconomic needs of the 
government. As China is opening its doors to outside investments, financial reporting is also expanding to 
meet the information needs of investors. This case presents the financial statements of one of China’s 
largest companies that lists its shares on three stock exchanges, including the New York Stock Exchange. 
In addition to examining the financial statements, students should gain some understanding about the 
political, economic, legal and social environment of the PRC1. You will be asked to use the information in 
the case and information found on web sites to decide whether or not you would invest in the Sinopec 
Shanghai Petrochemical Company Limited. 
 
Sinopec Shanghai Petrochemical Company Limited 
 
Sinopec Shanghai Petrochemical Company Limited is a  large petrochemical company in the PRC.  The 
Company’s 2000 financial statements describe the company as: 
 
• Located in Jinshanwei in the southwest of Shanghai, the Company is a highly integrated 
petrochemical complex which processes crude oil into a broad range of synthetic fibers, resins and 
plastics, intermediate petrochemical products and petroleum products.  
 
• The company sells substantially most of its products in the PRC domestic markets and derives most of 
its revenues from customers in Eastern China, one of the fastest growing regions in the PRC. The 
Company’s rapid development is supported by the increasing demand in the PRC for downstream 
petrochemical products. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
                                            
1 PRC refers to the People’s Republic of China, which is also called “China”. 
Copyright 2002 by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA). Cases developed and distributed under the 
AICPA Professor/Practitioner Case Development Program are intended for use in higher education for instructional 
purposes only, and are not for application in practice. Permission is granted to photocopy any case(s) for classroom teaching 
purposes only. All other rights are reserved. The AICPA neither approves nor endorses this case or any solution provided herein 
or subsequently developed. 
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• Relying on the competitive advantage from its vertical integration, the Company is optimizing its 
product mix and the quality and variety of its existing products, upgrading technology and increasing 
capacity of its key upstream products. 
 
• In July 1993, the Company became the first company organized under the laws of the PRC to make a 
global equity offering, and its shares are listed on the Shanghai Securities Exchange, the Stock 
Exchange of Hong Kong Limited (the “Hong Kong Stock Exchange”) and the New York Stock 
Exchange. 
 
The company produces more than 60 manufactured products. These include synthetic fibers (16.1% of net 
sales), resins and plastics (28.11% of net sales), intermediate petrochemical products (11.21% of net 
sales), and petrochemicals (37.3% of net sales).   Some of the company’s products (7.28%) are used 
internally in the production of other products. The company sells domestically in almost all cities and 
autonomous regions. In addition, the corporation exports a small amount of its products.  
  
The Company reports that it will focus on the following six areas in 2001: 
 
• Maintain safe, stable and long-term operations and use best efforts to increase sales of production 
with high sales potential and high added value. 
• Promote the business concept of “Customer Focus,” actively develop the market and increase product 
sales. 
• Ensure that the construction and implementation of the “Phase IV” project, key technological 
upgrading and expansion projects and the ethylene joint venture project are on schedule. 
• Speed up technological advancements and technological innovation. 
• Continuously improve human resources development and management and further reform the 
Company’s system and mechanism. 
• Strengthen internal management. 
 
Petrochemical production requires large capital expenditures.  The company has spent, and expects to 
continue to spend, significant sums of money for expansion and improvement of production facilities.  In 
order to finance future capital projects, the 2000 annual report identifies the following capital 
expenditures: 
 
     Capital expenditures in 2000 were primarily related to various “Phase IV” projects, the diesel 
hydrogenation unit with an annual capacity of 1,2000,000 tons, the project for the transformation of the 
C5 separation device with an annual capacity of 35,000 tons, the vinyl acetate project with an annual 
capacity of 20,000 tons, the project on the installation of two crude oil tanks with a capacity of 50,000 
cubic meters each and the No. 2 polyester filament project 
 
In 2000, the Company carried out a feasibility study on an ethylene joint venture with BP Amoco 
Petroleum and Sinopec Corporation. The feasibility study and an environmental appraisal report have 
been completed. The three companies expect to create the largest, most efficient petrochemical complex 
in China. 
 Sinopec Shanghai Petrochemical Company Limited is listed on the stock exchanges of Shanghai, 
Hong Kong and the New York Stock Exchange. Sinopec Shanghai Petrochemical reports its major 
shareholder as China Petroleum and Chemical Corporation (Sinopec), which holds a 56% interest in the 
company. Sinopec is the immediate parent company of Sinopec Shanghai Petrochemical Company while 
China Petrochemical is the ultimate parent company. China’s petrochemical industry, is a state-run 
enterprise where the government establishes production goals and prices. 
 Sinopec Shanghai Petrochemical Company Limited has two classes of stock: “A-shares” are owned 
by either the State or Chinese investors (corporate and individual), and shares traded on the stock 
exchange in Hong Kong, known as “H-shares”, are sold to foreign individuals or enterprises. In China, 
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shares not in trade are unregistered and cannot be traded. Shares that are traded on the New York Stock 
Exchange are denominated in American Depository Receipts (known as ADRs) 1 ADR = 100 H shares. 
American Depository Receipts (ADR) are certificates representing stakes in a foreign company held in 
the United States. ADRs, also called American Depository Shares (ADS), are traded on U.S. stock 
exchanges and through U.S. brokers, eliminating the need for U.S. residents to deal in foreign currencies 
on foreign markets. ) The financial statements show the following shares issued: 
 
 
Share Capital Structure At the End of the 
Year 2000 
 At the Beginning 
of the Year 2000 
 
 (‘000) (%) (‘000) (%) 
1. Shares not in circulation (A shares) 
 
    
Shares owned by China Petrochemical 
Corporation (“Sinopec”) (A shares) 
  4,000,000 55.56 
Shares owed by China Petroleum and 
Chemical Corporation (Sinopec Corp.)  (A 
shares) 
4,000,000 55.56   
Shares owned by legal persons (A shares) 150,000 2.08 150,000 2.08 
2. Shares in circulation (A and H shares)     
Domestic listed RMB Ordinary shares (A 
shares) 
720,000 10.0 720,000 10.0 
Overseas listed foreign shares (H shares) 2,330,000 32.36 2,330,000 32.36 
Total 7,200,000 100.0 7,200,000 100.00 
 
On February 25, 2000, the former controlling shareholder of the Company, Sinopec, completed a 
reorganization. As part of the reorganization, Sinopec transferred its 4,000,000 shares, representing 
55.56% of the total number of shares in the Company, to Sinopec Corp. Accordingly, Sinopec Corp, a 
government controlled entity, became the largest shareholder of the Company. The former name of the 
company was Shanghai Petrochemical Company. 
 In addition to following the reporting requirements for domestic users, H-share listed companies 
should also prepare financial information in conformity with International Accounting Standards (IAS) or 
Hong Kong standards.   
 The price of a share of Sinopec Shanghai Petrochemical Company, Ltd stock, quoted on the N.Y. 
Stock Exchange in U.S. dollars, was 9 5/8 on December 31, 2000. During the year, the stock traded in the 
range of a high of 18 ½ and a low of 9.  
 
Sinopec Shanghai Petrochemical Company’s year 2000 annual report contains these elements: 
 
General Information: 
Company profile 
Financial Highlights 
Principal Products 
Chairman’s Statement 
Business Review 
Management’s Discussion and Analysis 
Report of the Directors 
Report of the Supervisory Committee 
Directors, Supervisors and Senior Management 
Notice of Annual General Meeting 
Corporate Information 
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Financial Information: 
Prepared Using International Accounting Standards: 
Report of the International Auditors  
Consolidated Profit and Loss Account  
Consolidated Balance Sheet 
Balance Sheet 
Consolidated Cash Flow Statement 
Notes to the Consolidated Cash Flow Statement 
Consolidated Statement of Changes in Equity 
Notes to the Accounts  
Supplementary Information for North American shareholders 
 
 
Prepared Using PRC Accounting Standards: 
Report of the PRC auditors 
Consolidated  Balance Sheet 
Balance Sheet 
Consolidated Income Statement and Profit Appropriation Statement 
Notes to the Consolidated Cash Flow Statement 
Notes to the Accounts 
 
Exhibits 1 – 5 present the financial statements for the consolidated group using International Accounting 
Standards (IAS) and Chinese (PRC) Accounting Standards and selected notes to the statements prepared 
under IAS. The complete annual report can be obtained from the company’s website at www.spc.com.cn.  
(Look for the English version) As noted earlier, H-share listed companies prepare financial information in 
conformity with International Accounting Standards (IAS) or Hong Kong GAAP. China’s currency is 
called the Renminbi or RMB and is often referred to as the Yuan.  
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Exhibit I 
Sinopec Shanghai Petrochemical Company Limited 
Consolidated Profit and Loss Account 
For the Year Ended 31 December 2000 
Prepared under International Accounting Standards 
  
 
 2000 
RMB’0002 
1999 
RMB’000 
Turnover 19,918,870 14,036,587 
Cost of sales   (18,250,790) (12,532,636) 
Gross profit 1,668,080 1,503,951 
Selling and administrative expenses (314,870) (275,003) 
Other operating income 175,927 121,979 
Other operating expenses (111,815) (261,797) 
Profit from operations 1,417,322 1,089,130 
Share of losses of associates (64,491) --  
Net financing costs (272,186) (368,287) 
Profit  before tax 1,080,645 720,843 
Income tax expense (200,837) (99,185) 
Profit after tax 875,808 621,658 
Minority interests (23,298) (15,932) 
Profit attributable to shareholders 856,510 605,726 
Basic earnings per share RMB 0.12 RMB 0.08 
 
 
2RMB is Renminbi (or the Yuan), the currency of China 
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Consolidated Income Statement and Profit Appropriation Statement 
Prepared under PRC Accounting Standards 
 
  2000 1999 
  RMB’000 RMB’000 
 Income from principal operations 20,467,583 14,386,482 
Less:  Cost of sales (17,150,495) (11,458,011) 
 Business taxes and surcharges (548,713) (349,895) 
 Profit from principal operations 2,768,375 2,578,576 
Add: Profit from other operations 84,194 69,477 
 Write-back of provision for diminution in 
inventories 
28,725 -- 
Less: Provision for diminution in inventories (3,571) (18,131) 
 Selling expenses (314,870) (275,003) 
 Administrative expenses (1,125,449) (1,056,494) 
 Financial expenses (272,186) (368,287) 
 Income  from  operations 1,165,218 930,138 
Add: Investment (losses)/income  (17,748) 8,989 
 Subsidy income 5,465 5,667 
 Non-operating income 26,077 24,398 
 Less: Non-operating expenses (98,367) (92,951) 
Total profit  1,080,645 876,241 
 Less: Taxation (153,415) (122,495) 
 Profit after taxation 927,230 753,746 
Minority 
interests 
 (23,298) (15,932) 
Net Profit  903,932 737,814 
Add:  Retained profits at beginning of year 540,998 310,746 
 Distributable profits 1,444,930 1,048,560 
Less:  Transfers  to statutory surplus reserves (90,393) (73,781) 
Less:  Transfers  to statutory public welfare fund (90,393) (73,781) 
 Distributable profits to shareholders 1,264,144 900,998 
 Less: Appropriated ordinary dividends (432.000) (360,000) 
Retained profits  832,144 540,998 
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Exhibit 2 
Sinopec Shanghai Petrochemical Company Limited 
Consolidated Balance Sheet 
As of 31 December  2000 
Prepared under International Accounting Standards 
 
    2000  1999 
 Non-current assets  RMB’000 RMB’000 
 Property, plant and equipment  11,726,871 12,150,339 
 Construction in progress  1,720,987 1,609,158 
 Interests in associates  126,410 -- 
 Investments   966,670 863,052 
 Goodwill  76,207 89,655 
 Deferred tax assets  13,479               64,220 
 Total non-current assets  14,630,624 14,776,424 
 
 Current assets 
 Inventories   3,406.681 2,273,319 
 Trade debtors   569,681 623,825 
 Bills receivable   385,921 432,495 
 Deposits, other debtor and prepayments  911,132 518,278 
 Amounts due from parent company  
  and fellow subsidiaries  157,074 346,932 
 Deposits with banks  28,000 426,000 
 Cash and cash equivalents  1,612,197 2,549,931 
 Total current assets  7,070,686 7,170,780 
 
 Current liabilities 
 Bank loans   3,200,245 4,743,030 
 Trade creditors   768,151 407,591 
 Bills payable   324,343 70,141 
 Other creditors   820,535 699,540 
 Amounts due to parent companies 
  and fellow subsidiaries  838,262 152,664 
 Income tax payable  356 19,742 
 Net current liabilities  5,951,892 6,092,708 
 
 Net current assets  1,118,794 1,078,072 
 Non-current assets and net current assets  15,749,418 15,854,496 
 
 Non-current liabilities 
 Deferred income   103,755 118,577 
 Bank loans   1,863,776 2.463,837 
 Total non-current liabilities  1,967,531 2,582,414 
 
 Minority interests  280,253 266,958 
 
 Net assets   13,501,634 13,005,124 
 
 Shareholders’ equity 
 Share capital   7,200,000 7,200,000 
 Reserves   6,301,634 5,805,124 
       13,501,634 13,005,124 
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Exhibit 3 
Sinopec Shanghai Petrochemical Company Limited 
Consolidated Balance Sheet 
As of 31 December 2000 
Prepared under PRC Accounting Standards 
 
     2000 1999 
     RMB’000    RMB’000 
 Current assets 
 Cash at bank and in hand 1,640,197 2,975,931 
 Bills receivable  385,921 432,495 
 Trade debtors   595,052 641,346 
 Other debtors   932,139 772,819 
 Less: Provision for bad debts (26,571) (22,824) 
 Trade and other debtors, net 1,500,620 1,391,341 
 Advance payments  127,489 87,916 
 Inventories   3,327,476 2,314,488 
 Less Provision for diminution in inventories (19,717) (44,871) 
 Inventories, net  3,307,759 2,269,617 
 
 Total current assets  6,961,986 7,157,300 
 
 Long-term equity investments 1,146,155 926,271 
 
 Fixed Assets 
 Fixed assets at cost  21,247,352 20,384,848 
 Less: Accumulated depreciation (10,273,876) (8,953,910) 
 Fixed assets net book value 10,973,476 11,430,938 
 Construction materials 98,922 3,702 
 Construction in progress 2,107,357 1,609,158 
 
 Total Fixed Assets  13,179,755 13,043,798 
 
 Intangible assets, net  798,282 764,288 
 
 Deferred tax assets  13,479 16,798 
 
 Total assets   22,099,657 21,908,455 
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 Liabilities and shareholders’ equity 
 Current liabilities 
 Short-term loans  2,306,500 3,696,399 
 Trade creditors  613,371 262,203 
 Bills payable   324,343 70,141 
 Receipts in advance  154,780 145,388 
 Dividends payable  432,000 360,000 
 Taxes payable  169,880 131,654 
 Other payables  1,479,495 730,514 
 Current portion of long-terms loans 893,745 1,046,631 
 Total current liabilities 6,374,114 6,442,930 
 
 Long term liabilities 
 Deferred income  80,623 92,141  
 Long-term loans  1,863,776 2,463,837 
 Housing revolving fund (316,147) (316,147) 
   
 Total liabilities  8,002,366 8,682,761 
 
 Minority interests  280,253 266,958 
 
 Shareholders’ equity 
 Share capital   7,200,000 7,200,000 
 Capital reserves  2,856,278 2,469,908 
 Surplus reserves  2,928,616 2,747,830 
 Retained profits  832,144 540,998 
 Total shareholders’ equity 13,817,038 12,958,736 
  
 Total liabilities and shareholders’ equity 22,099,657 21,908,455 
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Exhibit 4 
Sinopec Shanghai Petrochemical Company Limited 
Consolidated Cash Flow Statement 
For the Year ended 31 December 2000 
Prepared under International Accounting Standards 
 
    2000 1999 
    RMB ‘000 RMB’000 
 
 Cash generated from operations 3,020,913 3,252,971 
 Interest paid  (378,475) (666,026) 
 Income tax paid  (169,482) (136,155) 
 Net cash flow from operating activities 2,472,956 2,450,790 
 
 Investing activities 
  Interest and investment income received 164,990 125,232 
  Capital expenditures (1,572,923) (1,380,092) 
  Proceeds from government grants 386,370 -- 
  Proceeds from the disposal of  
   property, plant and equipment 17,264 89,083 
  Purchase of investments (328,863) (67,713) 
  Sale of investments 22,026 33,110 
  Increase in time deposits (26,000) (186,000) 
  Maturity of time deposits 424,000 330,000 
 Net cash outflow from investing activities (913,136) (1,056,380) 
 
 Net cash inflow before financing activities 1,559,820 1,394,410 
 
 Financing activities 
  Proceeds from loans 2,574,020 3,693,588 
  Repayment of loans  (4,700,670) (4,368,162) 
  Dividends paid (360,000) (216,000)  
  Dividends paid to minority interest (10,003) (2,538) 
 Net cash outflow from financing activities (2,496,653) (893,112)  
 (Decrease)/increase in cash  
  and cash equivalents (936,833) 501,298 
 Cash and cash equivalents at 1 January 2,549,931 2,047,386 
 Effect of foreign exchange rate changes (901) 1,247 
 Cash and cash equivalents at 31 December 1,612,197 2,549,931 
 
The notes to the Cash Flow Statement includes a reconciliation of profit before taxation to cash generated 
from operations using the indirect method.  
  
Prepared under PRC Accounting Standards. When prepared under PRC accounting standards, the Cash 
Flow Statement is identical to IAS based statement. The notes to the Cash Flow Statement also include a 
reconciliation of profit before taxation to cash generated from operations using the indirect method. 
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Exhibit 5 
Sinopec Shanghai Petrochemical Company Limited 
Selected Notes to the Financial Statement (Paraphrased) 
Prepared using IAS 
For the Year ended 31 December 2000 
(International Accounting Standards are developed by the IASB. Information about  
international accounting standards can be found at www.iasb.org.uk) 
  
 Using IAS Standards 
Basis of preparation The consolidated accounts are prepared on the historical cost basis as 
modified by the revaluation of certain property, plant and equipment 
where stated. The accounting policies have been consistently applied 
by the Group and, except for the change in accounting policy in 
respect of the recognition of dividend liability, are consistent with 
those used in the previous year. 
Basis of consolidation 
 
The consolidated accounts of the Group incorporate the accounts of 
the Company and all of its principal subsidiaries made up to 31 
December 2000. Subsidiaries are those enterprises controlled by the 
Company. Control exists when the Company has the power, directly, 
or indirectly, to govern the financial and operating policies of an 
enterprise so as to obtain benefits from its activities. The accounts of 
subsidiaries are included in the consolidated accounts from the date 
that control effectively commences until the date that control 
effectively ceases. 
Goodwill Goodwill arising on consolidation represents the excess of cost of 
investments in subsidiaries over the fair value of their separable net 
assets on acquisition. Goodwill is amortized on a straight-line basis to 
the profit and loss over its economic useful life. Negative goodwill 
arising on acquisition represents the excess of the fair value of the 
separable net assets of subsidiaries acquired over the cost of 
acquisition in these companies. Negative goodwill is, where material, 
credited to deferred income which is recognized in the profit and loss 
account on a systematic basis. 
Property, Plant and Equipment Property, plant and equipment are stated in the balance sheet at cost or 
valuation less accumulated depreciation. Revaluation are performed 
periodically to ensure that the carrying amount does not differ 
materially from that which would be determined using fair value at the 
balance sheet date. 
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Construction in progress Construction in progress represents various plant and equipment under 
construction and pending installation, and is stated at cost less the 
government grants that compensate the Company for the cost of 
construction. Cost comprises direct costs of construction as well as 
interest charges and foreign exchange differences on related borrowed 
funds to the extent they are regarded as an adjustment to interest 
charges during the period of construction. Capitalization of these costs 
ceases and the construction in progress is transferred to property, plant 
and equipment when the asset is substantially ready for its intended us. 
Depreciation: Property, plant 
and equipment 
Depreciation is provided to write off the costs or valuation of fixed 
assets over their anticipated useful lives on a straight line basis, after 
taking into account their estimated residual values, as follows: 
Buildings 15 to 35 years; Plant, machinery, equipment and other 5 to 
13 years. No depreciation is provided in respect of construction in 
progress. 
Amortization: Land and 
building use rights 
The values of land and building use rights are amortized on a straight-
line basis over the respective periods of the grants. 
Investments Investments in subsidiaries that are included in the consolidated 
accounts are accounted for using the equity method. Other investments 
are stated at cost less any provision for permanent diminution in value 
considered necessary by the Directors. 
Inventories Inventories, other than spare parts and consumables, are carried at the 
lower of cost and net realizable value. Spare parts and consumables 
are stated at cost less any provision for obsolescence. 
Reserves: The Capital Fund This reserve fund represents gifts or grant received from China 
Petrochemical Corporation, the ultimate parent company and which 
are required to be included in this reserve fund by PRC regulations. 
Reserves: The Statutory Public 
Welfare Fund 
 
According to the Company’s Articles of Association, the Company is 
required to transfer 10% of its profits after taxation, as determined 
under PRC accounting rules, to a statutory surplus reserve until the 
reserve balance reaches 50% of the registered capital. The transfer to 
this reserve is made before distribution of a dividend to shareholders. 
In addition, the Company is required to transfer 5% to 10% of its 
profit after taxes to the statutory public welfare fund. This fund can 
only be utilized on capital items for the collective benefit of the 
Company’s employees such as the construction of dormitories, canteen 
and other staff welfare facilities.  
Retirement scheme As stipulated by the regulations of the PRC, the Group participates in a 
defined contribution retirement plan organized by the Shanghai 
Municipal Government for its staff. 
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Related party transactions Most of the transactions undertaken by the Group during the year 
ended December 31, 2000 have been effected with such counterparties 
and on such terms as have been determined by Sinopec, the immediate 
parent company, and other relevant PRC authorities. 
Translation of foreign 
currencies 
Transactions in foreign currencies are translated into Renminbi at the 
applicable exchange rates ruling at the transaction dates. Monetary 
assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are translated 
into Renminbi at rate quoted by the People’s Bank of China at the 
balance sheet date. Foreign currency translation differences relating to 
funds borrowed to finance the construction of fixed assets to the extent 
that they are regarded as an adjustment to interest costs are capitalized 
during the construction period. All other exchange differences are 
dealt with in the profit and loss account. 
Turnover Turnover represents the sales value of goods sold to customers, net of 
value added tax, business taxes and surcharges and is after deduction 
of any sales discounts and returns. 
Loss on disposal of staff 
dormitories 
In 1999, in accordance with the housing reform policy in the PRC and 
with reference to the implementation policy as set out in the document 
issued by the Office of Shanghai Municipal Housing System Reform 
and Shanghai Municipal Housing and Land Administration, the legal 
titles of certain staff dormitories were acquired by the employees. The 
amount charged to the profit and loss account represented the loss on 
disposal of these staff dormitories. 
 
Changes in accounting policy In the current year, the Group adopted IAS 10 (revised 1999) Events 
After the Balance Sheet Date. The adoption of IAD 10 has resulted in 
dividends being recognized as a liability at its declaration date. In 
previous years, dividends relating to an accounting period declared 
after the period end date were recognized in that accounting period. 
This change has been accounted for retrospectively by restating 
comparatives and adjusting the opening balances of retained earnings 
at 1 January 1999. 
 
 
Differences between accounts prepared under IAS and PRC Accounting Rules and Regulations as 
reported in the Notes to the Account by the company in its annual report: 
 
1. Under IAS, the building use rights of staff dormitories are considered to be of no value and 
written off to the profit and loss account once the employees have acquired the legal titles. Under 
PRC Accounting Rules and Regulations, the amount of such rights written off were carried 
forward in a Housing Revolving Fund pursuant to the notice “Cai Kuai Zi (1995) No. 14” issued 
by the Ministry of Finance (MOF) on March 3, 1995. The deferred tax effects of the above were 
recognized in the IAS accounts. In 2000, the Directors have evaluated the realization of the 
deferred tax assets arising from loss on disposal of staff dormitories. The Directors considered 
that it is uncertain that such loss will be deductible in the future and accordingly, the deferred tax 
assets of RMB 47,422,000 have been written off. 
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2. Under PRC Accounting Rules and Regulations, the excess of fair value over the carrying value of 
assets given up in part exchange for investments should be credited to capital reserve fund. Under 
IAS, it is inappropriate to recognize such excess as a gain as its realization is uncertain. 
 
3. Under PRC Accounting Rules and Regulations, government grants should be credited to capital 
reserve. Under IAS, such grants for the purchase of equipment used for technology improvements 
are offset against the cost of the asset to which the grants relate. Upon transfer to property, plant 
and equipment, the grant is recognized as income over the useful life of the property, plant and 
equipment by way of a reduced depreciation charge. 
 
4. Under the PRC Accounting Rules and Regulations, dividends relating to an accounting period 
declared after the period end date are recognized as a liability in that accounting period. Under 
IAS, dividends are recognized as a liability at its declaration date  
 
5. The comparative figures have been adjusted to reflect the retrospective effect of the adoption of 
IAS 10 (revised 1999) Events After the Balance Sheet Date. 
 
 
Effects on the Group’s profit attributable to shareholders and shareholders’ equity of significant 
differences between IAS and PRC Accounting Rules are summarized below: 
 
          Year Ended December 31 
         2000  1999  
      RMB’000 RMB’000 
 
 Profit attributable to shareholders under IAS 856,510 605,726 
 Adjustments: 
 Building use rights of staff dormitories written off -- 155,398 
 Deferred tax effect 47,422 (23,310) 
 Profit attributable to shareholders under PRC 903,932 737,814 
 
 
              Year Ended December 31 
   2000 1999 
 Shareholders’ equity under IAS as previously reported  12,645,124 
 Effect of adopting IAS 10 (revised 1999)  360,000 
 Shareholders’ equity under IAS(1999 as restated) 13,501,634 13,005,124 
 Adjustments: 
 Building use rights of staff dormitories written off 316,147 316,147 
 Deferred tax effect -- (47,422) 
 Valuation surplus 44,887 44,887 
 Government grants 386,370 -- 
 Dividends declared post balance sheet date (432,000) (360,000) 
 Shareholders’ equity under PRC accounting rules 13,817,038 12,958,736 
 
 
U.S. GAAP Reconciliation: 
 
Foreign companies that wish to list shares on U.S. stock exchanges may either prepare their financial 
statement using U.S. GAAP (Generally Accepted Accounting Principles) or another comprehensive body 
of accounting principles, such as IAS. If U.S. GAAP is not used, however, the financial statements must 
include a discussion and quantification of any material differences between U.S. GAAP and the 
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accounting principles, practices, and methods used in preparing the financial statements. The Sinopec 
Shanghai Petrochemical Company Limited prepares its financial statements using IAS, and reconciles to 
U.S. GAAP. Alternatively, the company could have prepared another set of financial statements using 
U.S. GAAP.  The following items were identified as significant differences between IAS and U.S. 
GAAP: 
 
1. Foreign exchange gains and losses:  Foreign exchange differences on funds borrowed for 
construction are capitalized as property, plant and equipment to the extent they are regarded as an 
adjustment to interest costs during the construction period. For the year 2000, no material foreign 
exchange differences were capitalized to property, plant and equipment.  Under U.S. GAAP, all 
foreign exchange gains and losses on foreign currency debt are included in current earnings. For 
the year 2000, $4,476,000 (RMB 37,054,000) foreign currency exchange gains represent the 
effect of amortization of amounts previously capitalized and should be included in US GAAP 
income. 
 
2. Capitalization of property, plant and equipment:  In prior years, certain adjustments arose 
between IAS and U.S. GAAP concerning the capitalization of interest and pre-production results 
under IAS that were reversed and expensed under U.S. GAAP. For the year 2000, there were no 
material adjustments related to the capitalization of construction cost.  However, U.S. GAAP 
adjustment for the year 2000 in the amount of $2,622,000 (RMB 21,703,000) represents the 
amortization effect of prior period’s original entries that was included in IAS based income and 
should not be included in US GAAP. 
 
3. Revaluation of property, plant and equipment:  In connection with the June 1993 restructuring, 
the net assets of the Company were revalued to reflect current fair values. The revaluation surplus 
of RMB 1,152,027,000 has been recognized in the accounts for the year ended December 31, 
1993. Additional depreciation charges related to the revalued property. Depreciation taken on the 
revalued amounts for IAS based income is $16,126,000 (RMB 133,491,000) that should not be 
deducted for U.S. GAAP income.  
 
4. Basic earnings per share:  The calculation of basic earnings per share is based on approximate 
profit attributed to shareholders under US GAAP of RMB 1,019,921,000 and the number of 
shares in issue during the year of 7,200,000,000. Approximate basic earnings per ADS is 
calculated is calculated on the basis that one ADS is equivalent to 100 shares. 
 
Comparative information: 
 
Prior to December 31, 1999, IAS permitted dividends declared subsequent to an accounting period to be 
recognized in that accounting period. Under U.S. GAAP a dividend is only recognized at its declaration 
date. In the year 2000, Sinopec Shanghai Petrochemical Company adopted IAS 10 (revised 1999) Events 
After the Balance Sheet Date. 
 
United States dollar equivalents:  Amounts in RMB are converted to US dollars at the rate of US$1.00 = 
RMB 8.2781, which is the average of the buying and selling rates quoted by the People’s Bank of China 
on December 29, 2000. 
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China: Historical Overview 
 
China is a society that emphasizes the good of the group over the good of the individual.  The Communist 
Party currently regulates almost all facets of life in China. In 1979, looking for a way to improve the 
Chinese economy, the late Chairman, Deng Xiaoping, opened China’s doors to foreign investors.  
However, the government did not abandon its socialist orientation. China currently refers to this blend of 
capitalism and socialism as a “socialist market economy.” The Chinese securities market, legal and 
accounting systems are developing.  Early foreign investors took on high risks due to the Chinese political 
and cultural environment.  Some of these risks, such as inconsistent legal enforcement and legal loopholes 
as well as an uncertain financial market subject to frequent policy changes, continue today. Exhibit 6 
provides a general overview of China.  
 
Exhibit 6 
China’s Key Statistics 
 
 Official name:  People’s Republic of China (PRC) 
 Total area:  3,705,408 square miles 
 Population  1.295 billion people  
 Main cities:  Beijing (Capital) 
    Shanghai 
    Tianjin 
    Chongqing 
    Guangzhou 
    Hangzhou 
    Shenyang 
    Harbin 
    Chengdu 
    Wuhan 
 Currency:  Renminbi (Yuan) 
 Exchange rate:   8.2781 RMB = US $1 (December 2000) 
 GDP   RMB8,191.1Billion(1999statistics) 
 Per Capital GDP RMB6,534(1999statistics) 
 Capital markets  Shenzhen 
    Shanghai 
 Top companies 
  (based on sales): 1.  SINOPEC 
 2.  State Power Corporation 
 3.  Industry Commercial Bank of China 
 4.  China Tele-communications 
 5.  Bank of China 
 
China: Economic Overview 
 
China is experiencing great economic growth. The statistics presented in Exhibit 7 show the living 
conditions in China have improved and the quality and quantity of goods have increased.  
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Exhibit 7 
A Comparison of China in 1978 with 2000 
 
    1978 1999 
 Population (billions)  .97 1.3 
 Pop. growth rate  1.2% 0.8% 
 Births/1,000 people  18 15 
 Deaths/1,000 people  6.25 6.46 
 Infant mortality /1000birth  65 30 
 Hospital beds/1,000people  .68 2.39 
 Doctors /1,000people  1.8 1.67  
 TVs (millions)  1.0 314.8 
 Fixed telephones (millions)  5.0 108.8 
 Mobile telephones (millions)   0 43.2 
 Personal computers/1000people  0 12.2 
 Internet hosts/1,000 people  0 .5 
 
 Source:  China Statistical Year Book (2000) 
 
 
Exhibit 8 
China’s Economy 
 
Economic Overview 
 
Currency:  Yuan 
Real GDP Growth Rate (1999E):  7.1% 
Major trading partners:  Japan, United States, Germany, Russia, Italy 
Trade Surplus (1999E): $29.2 billion  
Exports:   $195.1 billion  
Imports:  $166.7 billion 
Major Export Products:  Textiles, garments, steel, toys, crude oil 
Major industries:  Iron and steel, coal, machine building, armaments, textiles 
and apparel, petroleum, cement, chemical fertilizers, 
footwear, toys, food processing, automobiles, consumer 
electronics, telecommunications 
Major Import Products:  Rolled steel, motor vehicles, machinery, oil 
  products 
Monetary Reserves (1999, non-gold):  $154.6 billion 
External Debt (1999):  $151.8 billion 
Inflation rate  
     (consumer prices-1999 estimated):  -1.3% 
Labor force (1998 estimate):   700 million 
Labor force  
     (by occupation – 1998 estimate):  agriculture 50%, industry 24% services 26% 
Unemployment rate (1999 estimate):  urban unemployment roughly 10%; substantial 
unemployment and underemployment in rural areas 
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Economic Trends 
 
 1996 1997 1998 1999 
GDP (RMB billion) 6,781 7,446 7,835 8,191 
Price Index 106.1 100.8 97.4 97 
Retail sales (RMB 
billion) 
2,477 2,730 2,915 3,113 
 
 
Exchange Rate  
 
Prior to January 1, 1994, foreign currency transactions were governed by a dual exchange rate 
system. From January 1, 1994, the RMB exchange rate was unified. The unified rate became a 
unique managed float system based on market supply and demand. The exchange rate with the 
US dollar has been relatively constant since 1994: 
       US$1 equals 
   1999   8.2796 Yuan 
   1998   8.2791 Yuan 
   1997   8.2898 Yuan 
    1996   8.3186 Yuan 
    1995   8.3514 Yuan 
  
 
China’s Macro-economic Planning 
 
China’s macro-economic planning by the government is highly organized. The country is currently in 
their Tenth Five-Year Plan that is approved by the National People’s Congress and carried out through 
the extensive Ministry system.  These five-year plans influence the national economic and social 
development of China. The latest five-year plan recognized the importance of the expansion of the 
petrochemical industry and approved targeted levels of production for every aspect of the industry.  
 
China’s Social Welfare System 
 
Before 1998, every state-run enterprise should provide numerous benefits for its employees including 
housing, education, medicine, and pensions.  Now, all the full time employees of the enterprises are 
covered by a state-sponsored pension scheme under which the employees are entitled to an annual 
pension equal to their basic salaries at their retirement dates. The PRC government is responsible for the 
pension liability to these retired employees. All of the fulltime employees of an enterprise are entitled to 
participate in a state-sponsored housing fund. The fund can be used for the construction of living quarters 
or may be withdrawn upon the retirement of the employees. The enterprise and employee are required to 
make contributions to the housing fund at a rate of 7% respectively of the employees’ basic salaries. 
 
China: The Petrochemical Industry 
 
Responding to the pace of China’s economic development, the petroleum and petrochemicals 
industry has expanded rapidly and become a “pillar” industry for China’s economy. China has 
been one of the world’s fastest growing consumers of petroleum and petrochemicals in the last 
ten years, and demand for petrochemical products continues to outpace domestic supply. 
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The petroleum and petrochemical industry in China has experienced significant growth in the 
past ten years. From 1990 to 1999: 
 
• crude oil consumption in China increased at a compound annual growth rate of 
approximately 5.5%; 
• consumption in China of gasoline, diesel, jet fuel and kerosene increased at a 
compound annual growth rate of approximately 8.6%; and 
• Consumption of petrochemicals increased significantly as evidenced by the 
compound annual growth rate of approximately 18.5% for consumption of ethylene, 
including net import of downstream petrochemical products converted to ethylene.  
Growth in the consumption of petrochemicals is reflected in the growth in the domestic 
production of consumer products, many of which are made of petrochemicals. Domestic 
production in related industries such as washing machines, refrigerators, air conditioners, 
fibres and tyres increased at compound annual growth rates of 9.1%, 7.1%,18.3%,15.2%and 
8.4%, respectively, from 1995 to 1999. For the same period, the disposable income per capita 
for urban residents in China increased from RMB4,283 in 1995 to RMB 5,854 in1999.  
 The exploration for and production of oil and natural gas in China is currently dominated 
by Sinopec Corp. and its subsidiaries, the PetroChina Group and CNOOC. Sinopec are 
principally engaged in the exploration and production of onshore crude oil and natural gas in 
the eastern southern coastal central regions in China. The PetroChina Group principally 
engaged in the exploration and production of onshore crude oil and natural gas in the northern 
and western regions in China. CNOOC is principally engaged in the exploration and 
production of crude oil and natural gas in offshore areas.  
 China’s rapid economic growth has fueled a significant increase in crude oil consumption. 
From 1990 to 1999, domestic crude oil consumption increased t a compound annual growth 
rate of 5.5% from 117.6 million tones in 1990 to 189.7million tones in 1999. However, 
domestic crude oil production increased at a compound annual growth rate of only 1.6% for 
the same period from 138.3 million tones in 1990 to 160.2 million tones in 1999. 
 
The following table sets forth the total crude oil consumption in the PRC, compared with total 
domestic production of crude oil in and net imports of crude oil by the PRC for each of the ten 
years from1990 to 1999. 
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Year 
Crude Oil 
Consumption 
Domestic Production of 
Crude Oil 
Net Import (Export) 
of Crude Oil 
 (in million tones) 
1990 117.6 138.3 (21.1) 
1991 123.6 141.0 (16.6) 
1992 132.3 142.1 (10.2) 
1993 138.3 145.2 (3.8) 
1994 140.2 146.1 (6.2) 
1995 148.9 150.1 (1.8) 
1996 158.7 157.3 2.3 
1997 173.7 160.7 15.6 
1998 172.2 161.0 11.2 
1999 189.7 160.2 29.4 
 
Source: China Statistical Year Book (2000). 
 
 
China has been one of the world’s most rapidly growing producers of petrochemicals in 
the last ten years. The Asia-Pacific region now represents a larger portion of global 
ethylene capacity than Western Europe and has been the driver of much of the growth 
in the petrochemicals market over the past ten years, with growth in capacity in China 
accounting for a significant portion of Asia-Pacific growth. The PRC’s petrochemical 
segment produces more than 1,500 kinds of petrochemical products, which are widely 
used in different industries. 
 The petrochemicals industry is a cyclical industry. In the Asia-Pacific region, there 
are signs that the petrochemicals industry is recovering with a positive turn in demand 
growth. In 1999, the annual growth rate of ethylene production in China increased to 
approximately 15% from 5% in the prior year. 
 Despite the significant growth in capacity of petrochemicals in the PRC, production 
has not kept pace with domestic demand. Due to insufficient domestic supply, the PRC 
imported a significant amount of petrochemical products in 1999 as shown in the table 
below. The principal categories of petrochemicals produced in China are ethylene and 
other intermediate petrochemicals, synthetic resins, synthetic fibre monomers and their 
polymers, synthetic fibers, synthetic rubbers and chemical fertilizers. The following 
table sets forth the consumption (other than ethylene), production and net imports of 
major petrochemicals in China for the years ended December 31,1997,1998 and 1999. 
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  1997 1998 1999 
  (in million tones) 
Ethylene Production 3.58 3.77 4.35 
 Net imports (exports) (.03) .03 .04 
     
Synthetic resins Consumption 14.85 16.41 17.64 
 Production 6.47 7.03 8.42 
 Net Imports 8.38 9.38 9.22 
     
Synthetic fiber monomers  
and their polymers 
Consumption 6.78 7.48 9.96 
 Production 5.65 5.88 7.14 
 Net Imports 1.13 1.60 2.82 
     
Synthetic fibers Consumption 5.82 6.12 6.77 
 Production 4.18 4.60 5.49 
 Net imports 1.64 1.52 1.28 
     
     
Synthetic rubbers Consumption 1.04 1.03 1.29 
 Production .62 .59 .68 
 Net imports .42 .44 .61 
     
Urea Consumption 25.97 26.36 29.38 
 Production 22.90 26.37 29.37 
 Net imports 3.07 (.01) .01 
 
Sources: China Petroleum and Chemical Statistics (2000 Supplement); Yearbook (1999); 
 Chemical Industry Statistics and Information (January 2000) 
 
Chemicals are an important component of China’s drive to modernize industrial production. In 1997, 
petrochemical revenues were US$73 billion (Economist Intelligence Unit). Even while domestic demand 
has sustained sales volumes, China has had to cope with the two-pronged effects of the Asian financial 
crisis, namely decreased demand as export growth has slowed and new supplies of low priced Asian 
imports. 
 In 1998, China imported $4.45 billion in inorganic and organic chemical, $465 million of which was 
imported from the U.S. Although the government is eager to attract foreign investment, they are skittish 
about giving away too much of the domestic market. In 1997, China’s ethylene output reached 3.58 
million tons, which only met around half of the domestic demand. However, due to heavy losses racked 
up by many of Sinopec’s affiliates in 1998, Sinopec decided to postpone all five of the multibillion-dollar 
petrochemical joint ventures it had been planning with Western partners to produce ethylene. In East 
China this new policy affected projects with BASF, BP Amoco and Phillips. 
 China mirrors the world market in that the inorganic and organic chemicals face areas of both 
oversupply and under-supply. Inorganic chemicals, such as caustic soda and soda ash are greatly 
oversupplied whereas ethylene, propylene, butadiene and styrene are under-supplied (Source: a survey of 
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the demand of chemical commodities of China in the period of 9th Five Year Plan – U.S. Department of 
State and US Foreign Commercial Service)  
 
Source: Wright Investor Service’s web page provided this industry overview on Sept. 4, 2001 
 
Taxation in China 
 
The Ministry of Finance is responsible for the setting of tax policies. The State Tax Bureau is responsible 
for the collection of national taxes. The rate for corporations normally is 30% federal and 3% local. The 
tax rate is reduced to 15% for those companies in the special economic zones. Companies in Shanghai 
receive special tax incentives because Shanghai is a special economic development zones.  In addition to 
federal and local corporate taxes, China has a value-added tax system.  Local governments also have the 
right to assess additional taxes and fees. The tax rate for Sinopec Shanghai Petrochemical Company is 
15%. 
 
China: Accounting and Auditing Overview 
 
Since most of China’s enterprises are owned by the state, in the past, China’s accounting system 
resembled the U.S. accounting for non-profit entities.  Currently, China follows accrual accounting.  State 
enterprises in China provide detailed financial information to the government. In addition, special rules 
apply to enterprises with foreign investment and stock companies. Joint ventures and companies listed on 
stock exchanges must follow special accounting rules which are similar to, but not identical to, 
international accounting standards.  
 As part of the move to bring all enterprises in line with international accounting standards, a 
conceptual framework entitled Accounting Standards for Business Enterprises was effective for 1993 and 
revised in the year 2000.  A total of 30 new accounting standards have been drafted and 13 standards have 
been issued (at 30 September 2001). The chart in the next section describes the standards issued, the 
effective date, and which enterprises must follow the new regulations.   
 In addition, in 2001, MOF adopted a comprehensive financial reporting system that covers concepts, 
definitions, standards, presentation, and record keeping.  It supplements, rather than replaces, the 13 
existing PRC accounting standards.  The new accounting system brings accounting practice in the PRC 
more closely into line with international best practice, including a requirement to recognise impairment 
losses on all assets (financial and nonfinancial).  MOF intends the new system eventually to apply to all 
large and medium sized enterprises in China, other than those in banking and insurance.  However, as a 
transitional measure the system initially applies only to listed companies and others with widely held 
shares.  MOF encourages other enterprises to adopt the new system, though State-owned enterprise must 
first obtain approval from the relevant government authority.  In addition, if a parent company adopts the 
new system, its subsidiaries should adopt the new system at the same time.  
 The Ministry of Finance is also responsible for establishing auditing standards. Before the 1980s, 
most Chinese enterprises were state owned and audits were performed by the State Audit Bureau.  
Beginning in 1992, China has developed regulations for the independent Certified Public Accountant and 
nongovernmental CPA firms as well as independent auditing standards. 
 
Objectives of Financial Accounting 
 
In the People’s Republic of China (PRC), the official objectives of accounting, as specified in Accounting 
Standards for Business Enterprises are as follows: 
(a) to meet the requirement of national macro-economy control;  
(b) to meet the needs of all concerned external users (investors and creditors) to understand 
an enterprise’s financial position and operating results for the purpose of decision 
making; and  
(c) to meet the needs of managers and to strengthen internal administration and management. 
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Accounting Standards 
 
The National People’s Congress (NPC) has the highest authority for issuing accounting laws and 
regulating CPAs.  In 1985, the NPC created the Accounting Law of the People’s Republic of China.  It 
was revised in 1993 and again in 2000.  In addition, the NPC created the Law of CPAs, which became 
effective in 1994.  The NPC delegates to the Ministry of Finance (MOF) the task of issuing accounting 
and auditing standards.  The MOF also regulates CPAs. 
 In 1992, China adopted “Classification of Accounts and Accounting Statements of Foreign 
Investment Industrial Enterprises”, which incorporated a number of international accounting standards. 
Chinese companies trade two classes of shares (A Shares and B Shares) on the two Chinese exchanges, a 
third class (H Shares) on the Hong Kong exchange, and several other classes of shares in New York and 
London.  Companies with A shares (sold only to Chinese investors) publish financial statements using 
Chinese GAAP.  Companies with B shares (originally sold only to foreign investors but as of 2001 sold 
also to Chinese investors) must publish IAS financial statements.  Companies with H shares must publish 
either IAS or Hong Kong GAAP financial statements.  Chinese companies listing on the New York Stock 
Exchange must prepare U.S. GAAP accounts or reconcile to U.S. GAAP.  Chinese companies listed in 
London prepare IAS financial statements. 
 The MOF began an ambitious program in 1993 designed to standardize financial reporting and to 
bring all entities in line with IAS. In 1993, The MOF published the basic standards in “Accounting For 
Business Enterprises. The MOF published 31 exposure drafts on issues considered important to China 
today.  However, only the following 13 have been issued as statements  
 
 
Topic Effective Date Applies to: 
Disclosure of Related Party Transactions January 1, 1997 Listed Chinese enterprises 
Cash Flow Statements (revised 2001) January 1, 2001 All PRC enterprises 
Events Occurring After the Balance Sheet Date January 1, 1998 Listed Chinese enterprises 
Debt Restructuring (revised 2001) January 1, 2001 All PRC enterprises 
Revenue January 1, 1999 Listed Chinese enterprises 
Investments January 1, 2001 Joint Stock Limited 
Enterprises 
Construction Contracts January 1, 1999 Listed Chinese enterprises 
Changes in Accounting Policies and Accounting 
Estimates and Corrections of Accounting Errors 
(revised 2001) 
January 1, 1999 All PRC enterprises 
Non-monetary Transactions (revised 2001) January 1, 2001 All PRC enterprises 
Contingencies July 1, 2000 All PRC enterprises 
Intangible Assets January 1, 2001 Joint Stock Limited 
Enterprises 
Borrowing Costs January 1, 2001 All PRC enterprises 
Leases January 1, 2001 All PRC enterprises 
 
For more information on China’s accounting standards, visit www.iasplus.com  
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Auditing 
 
CPA firms and CPAs are regulated by the MOF, which is responsible for issuing detailed auditing 
standards. Under current laws, CPAs must audit: 
 
• the financial statements of foreign funded investments 
• the financial statements of the limited liability state-owned enterprises 
• capital construction investments by the state 
• the financial statements of Chinese funded enterprises outside China 
• listed companies 
 
For those companies who issued stocks in foreign currency such as B share and those commercial banks 
who issued public stocks, starting in 2001 an international accountant’s audit on those financial 
statements prepared in accordance with IAS is necessary.  
 In addition, CPAs may provide assistance to the state-run enterprises. 
 As the accounting and auditing systems were developing, there was some concern that independent 
CPAs would clash with government auditors of state-run enterprises. The problem was solved when the 
Ministry of Finance’s Chinese Institute of CPAs (CICPA) and the Ministry of Audit’s Chinese Institute of 
Auditing (C.I.A.) joined together under the CICPA. By the end of 1996, China had almost 6,700 CPA 
firms and approximately 58,000 practicing CPAs and 66,000 CPAs working in government agencies and 
other enterprises. However, only about 55,000 accountants in China qualified as CPAs under the CICPA 
uniform exam since 1991. The others were admitted as part of the merger. The CICPA is a member of the 
Confederation of Asian and Pacific Accountants (CAPA) and, in May 1997, joined the International 
Federation of Accountants (IFAC). From 1997 to 2000, China sat as an observer at International 
Accounting Standards Board (IASB) meetings. 
 From 1995 to 1999, MOF have issued and put into enforce 35 independent auditing standards which 
means the China independent audit standards system is basically built up. These standards and practical 
announcements were principally similar with international audit standards. 
 The audit reports for the Sinopec Shanghai Petrochemical Company Limited appears in Exhibit 9. 
 
China: Tax Incentives  
 
Since the company enjoys the tax benefits of being located in one of the special development zones, the 
tax rate in effect is 15%. The company is not guaranteed that the rate will continue in the future and 
incentives may be changed in the future.   
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Exhibit 9 
The Auditors’ Report 
Report of the PRC Auditors to the Shareholders of Sinopec Shanghai Petrochemical Company 
Limited: PRC Based Financial Statements 
 
We accepted the appointment and have audited the company’s consolidated balance sheet and balance 
sheet as of 31 December 2000, and the consolidated income statement and profit appropriation statement, 
income statement and profit appropriation statement, consolidated cash flow statement and cash flow 
statement for the year then ended. These accounts are the responsibility of the Company. Our 
responsibility is to express an audit opinion on these amounts based on our audit. We conducted our audit 
in accordance with “Independent Auditing Standards for Chinese Certified Public Accountants” issued by 
the Ministry of Finance (MOF) of the People’s Republic of China (PRC).  In the course of our audit, we 
considered the circumstances of the Company and its subsidiaries, and carried out such audit procedures, 
including an examination of the accounting records on a test basis, as we deemed necessary. 
 
In our opinion, the above financial accounts have been prepared in accordance with the requirements of 
“Accounting Standards for Business Enterprises”, and “Accounting System for Companies Limited by 
Shares,” issued by the MOF of the PRC and present fairly, in all material respects, the consolidated 
financial position and financial position of the Company as of 31 December 2000 and the consolidated 
results of their operations, results of operations, consolidated cash flows and cash flows for the year then 
ended, and the accounting policies have been consistently applied. 
 
KPMG Peat Marwick Huazhen 
Certified Public Accountants 
Registered in the People’s Republic of China 
13 April 2001 
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Exhibit 10 
The Auditors’ Report 
Report of the PRC Auditors to the Shareholders of Sinopec Shanghai Petrochemical Company 
Limited: IAS Based Financial Statements 
 
We have audited the accounts on pages 49 to 66 -which have been prepared in accordance with 
International Accounting Standards. 
 
Respective Responsibilities of Directors and Auditors 
 
The Company’s Directors are responsible for the preparation of accounts, which give a true and fair view. 
In preparing accounts which give a true and fair view it is fundamental that appropriate accounting 
policies are selected and applied consistently, that judgements and estimates are made which are prudent 
and reasonable and that the reasons for any significant departure from applicable accounting standards are 
stated. 
 
It is our responsibility to form an independent opinion, based on our audit, on those accounts and to report 
our opinion to you. 
 
Basis of Opinion 
 
We conducted our audit in accordance with Statements of Auditing Standards issued by the Hong Kong 
Society of Accountants. An audit includes examination, on a test basis, of evidence relevant the amounts 
and disclosures in the accounts. It also includes an assessment of the significant estimates and judgements 
made by the Directors in the preparation of the accounts, and of whether the accounting policies are 
appropriate to the Company’s and the Group’s circumstances, consistently applied and adequately 
disclosed. 
 
We planned and performed our audit so as to obtain all the information and explanations which we 
considered necessary in order to provide us with sufficient evidence to give reasonable assurance as to 
whether the accounts are free from material misstatement. In forming our opinion we also evaluated the 
overall adequacy of the presentation of the information in the accounts. We believe that our audit 
provides a reasonable basis for our opinion. 
 
Opinion 
 
In our opinion, the accounts give a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the Company and of the 
Group as at 31 December 2000 and of the Group’s profit and cash flows for the year then ended and have 
been properly prepared in accordance with International Accounting Standards and the disclosure 
requirements of the Hong Kong Companies Ordinance. 
 
KPMG   
Certified Public Accountants 
Hong Kong 
13 April 2001 
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REQUIRED: 
 
Doing Business in China 
 
1. Provide a comparison of China to the U.S. identifying differences related to the following: 
 
  a. Tax system and tax incentives  
  b. Pricing in the petrochemical sector 
  c. The role of the state-owned firms in providing employee benefits 
  d. Ownership of enterprises and political risks 
  e. Exchange rates 
  f. Accounting standards 
 
2. Describe the Sinopec Shanghai Petrochemical Company, Limited.  Include a discussion of the 
company’s products, its shareholders, and the risks facing the company and the petrochemical 
industry.  Be sure to include a discussion of the company’s relationship with the government. 
 
3. Foreign companies, including the American U.S. Phillips Petroleum, often conduct business in China 
as joint ventures.  
(a) Why did the Shanghai Petrochemical Company enter into a joint venture with the UK company 
BP Amoco? 
(b) What are the benefits for BP Amoco? 
(c) What present or future problems might be created when a Chinese company partners with an 
American company? 
 
Accounting and Auditing Standards 
 
4. How are accounting standards established in China? Your discussion should include the following 
areas: 
 
 (a) What are the objectives? 
 (b) Who sets the standards? 
  (c) Why do different companies currently follow different rules? 
 (d) The reason for the proposed changes in accounting standards. 
(e) China has issued exposure drafts on 30 accounting areas, and issued 13 of these as standards. 
 1) Suggest several accounting topics you think the Chinese consider in addition to these 13 that 
are so important as to include them in the set of exposure drafts and explain why. 
  2) Speculate what difficulties China might face in implementing the new standards? 
 
5. In developing accounting standards, developing countries can chose to follow IAS, another particular 
country’s standards, or develop their own unique set of accounting rules.  
 
 (a) How would you describe the development of Chinese accounting standards? 
(b) Why did China make the choice to follow IAS but develop its own national accounting 
standards? 
 
6. Read the auditors’ reports found in Exhibit 9 and 10.  Discuss the role of the independent   CPA.  
Your discussion should include the following areas: 
 
 (a) Is the auditors’ report in China similar to that of a U.S. audit report?  
 (b) In China, what are the responsibilities of auditors? 
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As a Potential Investor 
 
7. Read the financial statements in Exhibits 1 through 5. Comment on the changes in the operating 
performance of the Sinopec Shanghai Petrochemical Company in 2000 compared to 1999.  
 
8. Compare the financial statements prepared using IAS and PRC accounting standards. 
 
 (a) What are the major differences between the two presentations? 
 (b) Which presentation was more useful to you? 
 
9. The Company lists its shares (in the form of American Depository Receipts) on the New York Stock 
Exchange. 
 
 (a) What financial statements are acceptable for a foreign company to list its shares on the U.S. stock 
exchange? 
 (b) Speculate why Sinopec Shanghai Petrochemical decided to reconcile its IAS financial statement 
to US GAAP rather than prepare financial statements using US GAAP. 
 (c) Provide a reconciliation of income prepared under IAS with US GAAP. The tax rate for the 
company in the year 2000 was 15%. 
 
10. On the basis of your findings in questions 7, 8, and 9, would you invest in the Sinopec Shanghai 
Petrochemical Company? Why or why not? What additional information would you want? 
 
11. Follow up activity: What has happened to the Sinopec Shanghai Petrochemical Company limited 
since 2000?  Have you changed your investment decision on the basis of the year 2001 information? 
 
12. How might China’s entry into the World Trade Organization and its commitment to follow WTO 
rules affect an investment decision?  See www.wto.org. 
  
Additional Internet Sites: 
    
http://www.mof.gov.cn  PRC Ministry of Finance (Chinese) 
http://www.mof.gov.cn/eng/index2.htm   PRC Ministry of Finance  (English) 
http://www.sse.org.cn   Shenzhen Stock Exchange  (Chinese) 
http://www.sse.com.ch   Shanghai Stock Exchange (Chinese) 
http://www.mof.gov.cn/eng/index2-data.htm Chinese Economic Statistics from the Ministry of Finance 
http://www.stats.gov.cn/   Chinese Economic Statistics from the National Bureau of Statistics - Chinese 
http://www.stats.gov.cn/english/index.html   Chinese Economic Statistics from the National Bureau of 
Statistics - Chinese 
http://www.cicpa.org.cn   Chinese Institute of Certified Public Accountants 
http://www.moftec.gov.cn   Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic Co-operation 
http://www.chinatax.gov.cn   State Administration of Taxation 
http://www.pbc.gov.cn   People's Bank of China 
http://www.safe.gov.cn   State Administration of Foreign Exchange 
http://www.cpasz.org.cn   Shenzhen Institute of CPAs 
http://www.gzicpa.org.cn   Guangzhou Institute of Certified Public  
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OVERVIEW 
 
Carolyn Schaeffer was wondering where to start. It was a lovely and unusually brisk fall day, much too 
nice to be sitting on the 25th floor of the high rise office building. She had just returned from a 
preliminary meeting with the staff at the Museum of Fine Arts, and had enjoyed a brief tour of the main 
building, particularly a traveling exhibit of the Treasures of Ancient Egypt. With an almost inaudible sigh, 
she opened last year's work papers. Carolyn had started work with Deloitte and Touche immediately after 
graduating from Texas A&M University almost three years ago, and she was now a CPA and senior 
accountant. So far, she had been involved with a wide range of audit clients including several other not-
for-profit entities. However, this was her first year on the museum's audit. To further complicate things, 
the Financial Accounting Standards Board's new pronouncements on not-for-profit accounting would be 
in effect this year. Craig Stevenson, the museum's controller, a graduate of the University of Houston, had 
met with Carolyn earlier that day to discuss the upcoming audit. Craig had graduated with a degree in 
accountancy slightly over eight years ago. Immediately after graduating, he accepted a position with the 
United Way as a staff accountant. When the museum promoted their assistant controller four years ago, 
Craig was offered the position and immediately accepted. Through dedication and hard work, he 
eventually was promoted to controller. After several years of fine tuning the museum's accounting 
systems, he was now faced with the seemingly impossible task of changing the existing systems to 
accommodate the new FASB pronouncements.  
 
MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS 
 
Opening the handsome 1994-95 annual report, Carolyn enjoyed the photographs of paintings, sculpture, 
fine furniture and other objects of art the museum had added to its collection that year. The auditors' 
report and the financial statements didn't start until page 85! As she browsed the annual report, she 
thought about what she had learned about the museum. The Museum of Fine Arts first opened its doors in 
1924 with only 25 paintings in its permanent collection. Today, its collections included over 27,000 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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works of art from around the world. In addition to the main museum building, there is a studio school, a 
decorative arts center, gift shop, sculpture garden, an art storage and conservation building and the 
administration building which has one wing dedicated for children's art classes. The museum facilities are 
currently undergoing renovation and expansion that will take the museum from 30th place to sixth in the 
nation in terms of exhibit space. The museum is very fortunate in that it was, and continues to be, the 
beneficiary of many philanthropists. From the extensive list of foundations, Carolyn could identify many 
names associated with the founding of the major oil companies which was no surprise. After all, Houston 
is the oil capitol of the world. 
 Carolyn also learned that the museum is certainly involved in many programs! There is the art school, 
a textile and costume institute and a "photo forum" group of patrons particularly interested in 
photography as a fine art. The department of art history and education provides lectures and symposia in 
addition to programs for school teachers and students. Many volunteers are involved with the museum's 
activities, including several garden clubs that help maintain the grounds and a "museum collectors" group 
that participate in the selection of new works of art for the permanent art collection. All together, for the 
fiscal year ending in 1996 the museum employed over 300 people, worked with more than 2,300 
volunteers that gave over 53,000 hours of their time and managed four different facilities. 
 
FASB Statements No. 116, 117, and 124 
 
Putting aside the annual report for the moment, Carolyn searched her desk for the information she had 
recently received at a staff training seminar. She remembered that there had been a good synopsis of the 
new accounting standards. Yes, looking at the outline [Exhibit I] was enough to remind her of the key 
points.  
 Carolyn recalled that FASB 116 requires immediate recognition of all contributions received. It also 
had some new guidelines on the valuation of pledges or "promises to give." They had to be recorded at 
the present value of the anticipated cash flows. Carolyn and Craig had discussed this problem including a 
review of Craig's preliminary numbers for the June 30, 1996 receivables. From his analysis, it looked like 
the pledges receivable related to gifts would be classified as temporarily restricted and the present value 
accounting would decrease the 1995 receivables amount by $2,611,666 or approximately 14%. 
 Under the new standards, contributions must be classified as unrestricted, temporarily restricted, or 
permanently restricted. Permanent restrictions do not expire and include contributions to endowment 
funds where the principal is maintained in perpetuity. Temporary restrictions are satisfied by the passage 
of time or by actions of the recipient organization such as providing a service or conducting a program in 
accordance with a donors' restrictions. The not-for-profit organization's fund balance (now called "net 
assets") was also classified as unrestricted, temporarily restricted or permanently restricted. Carolyn 
remembered the instructor stressing that the temporarily restricted classification might give rise to 
"double counting" revenue if a gift was received in one year but is to be used in a later year. In the year 
received, temporarily restricted net assets would increase when the contribution was presented in the 
revenue section in the statement of activities. During the year when the restrictions were satisfied, 
temporarily restricted net assets had to be decreased and unrestricted net assets had to be increased. Since 
expenses are classified as "unrestricted," according to the new standards, to make the reclassification 
balance out, a line labeled "net assets released from restrictions" would appear after other revenue items 
in the statement of activities. On this line, unrestricted net assets would be increased and temporarily 
restricted net assets would be decreased simultaneously. 
 Based on the old standards, the museum had recognized restricted contributions as revenue when they 
were used for the designated purpose. The unused portion was shown as deferred revenues on the balance 
sheet. The offsetting of expenditures by contributions was pretty obvious, now that Carolyn looked at the 
"accessions funds" columns on the balance sheet and statement of public support and revenues, expenses, 
and changes in fund balance. The purchase of collection items was covered exactly by the total revenues 
shown! Clearly, the deferred revenue amounts restricted for accessions and other capital additions would 
become temporarily restricted net assets under the new standards. The change in the amounts deferred for 
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these purposes would have to bear some relationship to the temporarily restricted contributions actually 
received during the year. Carolyn decided to assume that all restricted contributions would flow through 
the temporarily or permanently restricted net asset categories. That way, all the purchases of plant assets 
out of the old "plant fund" would be "released from restrictions," as would the "accessions."  
 There were also deferred revenues in the unrestricted column. The museum did have legitimate 
deferred revenues of course. In the meeting with Craig, Carolyn had made some notes. He was estimating 
that $140,947 of the deferred revenues reported in the operating funds would become part of the 
unrestricted net assets, $5,312,727 would become part of the temporarily restricted net assets and 
$933,333 would become part of the permanently restricted net assets. 
 Carolyn also remembered the instructor discussing plant assets. When donors restrict their gifts for 
the purchase or construction of land, buildings and equipment, the restrictions are generally considered 
satisfied when the asset is acquired or complete. That would mean that the amount already invested in 
plant should really be part of the new unrestricted net assets category! Was there any disclosure of 
contributions received for endowments and plant assets? Ah, yes, there it was under "capital additions." 
Contributions for plant would have to be classified as temporarily restricted but contributions for the two 
endowment funds would be classified as permanently restricted. Additionally, Carolyn discovered that the 
$35,480,754 reported in the June 30, 1995 audited financial statement for Property and Equipment (net) 
included $173,074 which was improperly classified as part of fund balance instead of due to/due from. 
This was corrected by reducing the net PPE amount previously reported and reducing unrestricted net 
assets balance by the same amount. This $173,074 is the same as the $173,075 shown in the Operating 
Funds column of the audited 1995 financial statements in Exhibit II on page 24 of the case study.  
 One controversial issue in the new standards, particularly relevant for museums, was the 
capitalization of collections. The new pronouncement permitted three choices: no capitalization, 
prospective capitalization, and retroactive capitalization. Carolyn had asked Craig about the museum's 
position on the issue and was told that the museum, like many other art museums, did not intend to 
capitalize its art collection. In her conversation with Craig, the words 'accession' and 'deaccession' kept 
popping up. Carolyn had finally felt obligated to ask Craig to explain. Apparently this was industry jargon 
for buying new works of art (accessions) and for selling existing collection items (deaccession). Craig 
explained that the museum had two general types of endowments: endowments restricted to providing 
operating income for the museum, and endowments restricted for accessions. He also explained that 
contributed works of art usually included donor restrictions. In the past the museum had generally agreed 
to almost anything the donor wanted, so there were some items that could never be sold. In more recent 
years, the museum had only agreed to accept objects of art that could be sold and donors usually 
conceded to this demand with the provision that whatever proceeds were received in the sale would be 
restricted to acquiring other works of art and not diverted to operating income or capital projects.  
 Under the new standards, the museum would have three financial statements. The statement of 
financial position would show the assets, liabilities and net assets. The statement of activities would show 
revenues and expenses and other changes in the three net asset categories. The statement of cash flows 
would show operating, investing, and financing cash flows. The statement of functional expenses had 
probably been optional for the museum under the old standards and would continue to be optional under 
the new ones as well. Any nonfinancial information or service efforts and accomplishments information 
would also be optional disclosures.  
 The outline Carolyn was using also included SFAS No.124 on accounting for investments. Craig had 
told her that the museum decided to adopt SFAS No.124 as of July 1, 1995. Since there were so many 
changes needed to implement SFAS 116 and 117, he thought they might as well get all the new 
pronouncements taken care of at the same time. Since the museum had already been disclosing fair values 
in the notes, Craig didn't anticipate any major problems in implementing the new pronouncements on 
investments. On the statement of financial position these investments would be reported at the fair market 
value as of June 30, 1995 of $198,404, 7741ess the accrued interest already recorded at June 30, 1995 of 
$508,498. The only real problem was the fact that the old spending formula had left some investment 
income and gains in the endowment funds that under the new pronouncements should be reclassified as 
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temporarily restricted instead of permanently restricted. The decrease in the endowment fund balance 
would be about $13,233,558. 
 Carolyn wondered, however, if she would be able to figure out the revenue side of the unrealized 
gains issue. It certainly would not be the full $84,561,271 unrealized gain at June 30, 1995! Much of that 
amount would have been unrealized gains attributed to earlier years. Looking back at the work papers 
from the previous year, Carolyn found the following information on the market values of the investments 
at the beginning of the 1995 fiscal year. Comparing the beginning and ending fair values, Carolyn 
estimated that the unrealized gains during the 1995 fiscal year could be $35,655,495. That at least was a 
much more reasonable figure for the statement of activities. 
 
 
As of July 1, 1994 
   Cost of  
Investments 
  Fair Value  
of Investments 
Operating $    2,543,778 $    2,543,778 
Accessions $    2,512,767 $    2,512,767 
Plant $    1,714,189 $    1,714,189 
Endowment –operations $  67,292,166 $  99,968,650 
Endowment –accessions $  33,433,329 $  49,662,621 
 $107,496,229 $156,402,005 
 
 
With Craig's help, Carolyn analyzed the endowment fund balances and reclassified the old fund balances 
in the 1995 financial statements into the three net asset categories specified in SPAS 117. The following 
table shows the computation of the ending balances for the net assets on the balance sheet. 
 
 
Estimating Pledges Receivable: 
 
Unrestricted 
Temporarily  
  Restricted_ 
Permanently 
_Restricted_ 
Total Net 
_Assets__ 
Old format fund balances:     
Unrestricted $     251,833   $       251,833 
 
Restricted for plant $35,480,755 $  (2,907,904)  $  32,572,851 
 
Endowment-operations  $    7,146,381 $63,483,918 $  70,630,299 
Endowment-accessions __________ $    8,995,081 $25,514,196 $  34,509,277 
   Reclassified fund balances: $35,732,588 $  13,233,558 $88,998,114 $137,964,260 
 
Adjustments for new standards:     
Fair value of investments (net)  $  84,052,773  $  84,052,773 
Discount on pledges receivable 
 
 $ (2,611,666)  $ (2,611,666) 
Deferred revenue = temp. 
restricted: 
    
   Unrestricted (for operations) $     140,947 $         85,775 $    933,333 $    1,160,055 
   Restricted for operations  $    5,226,952  $    5,226,952 
   Restricted for accessions  $    4,347,086  $   4,347 ,086 
   Restricted for capital additions  _________ $  21,100,005 __________ $  21,100,005 
Restated Net Assets $35,873,535 $125,434,483 $89,931,447 $251,239,465 
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Where to start? 
 
Despite the big pile of information on her desk, Carolyn still wasn't sure what she should do first. She 
knew from experience that reading about new standards or listening to a lecture wasn't nearly the same as 
doing the accounting the new way. She had the distinct feeling that Craig didn't have much more 
background on the new standards than she did, and that the museum would be relying on Deloitte and 
Touche for assistance in drafting the financial statements and notes. The museum also had pretty much 
continued doing its books the "old way" without too much regard for the new pronouncements. Carolyn 
wanted to be sure she had a solid understanding of both the new statements and the recently issued 
AICPA audit and accounting guide for not-for-profit organizations. Since Carolyn wanted to do her own 
homework without assistance from any of the partners or managers in the office, she decided to think of it 
as a new piece of software. She knew how to get through that -just start working on a project and look 
things up as necessary. It is tough to get a sense of the program from just reading a manual. 
 That was it! She opened the annual report of the museum to the financial statements and FASB 
Statement No.117 to the examples in the back. She would learn the new pronouncements by trying to 
recast the 1994-95 statements into the new format. Recasting the financial statements wouldn't be useless 
effort since they would need those numbers anyway for the beginning balances and comparative amounts. 
Of course, she didn't have beginning balances for the three new "net asset" balances at the beginning of 
the 1995 fiscal year - but she should be able to back into them once she recast the old "statement of public 
support and revenues, expenses, and changes in fund balances" into the new "statement of activities." 
 
Required 
 
1. With respect to the new accounting standards, one of the more controversial issues for museums is 
capitalization of collections. FASB Statement No.116 made capitalization optional. For those who 
chose capitalization, FASB allowed both retroactive capitalization of all existing artifacts or 
prospective capitalization of new accessions only. Earlier, FASB Statement No.93 said depreciation 
need not be recognized on collections. When provisions of accounting standards are optional, it often 
means that one of the options was very controversial or that implementation of the standard is 
extremely difficult. Reflect on the pros and cons of capitalization of museum collections. In other 
words, if the museum capitalized its collections, how would financial statement users (including 
museum management) benefit? Think of at least three arguments the museum might put forward to 
justify its decision to continue to record purchases of artifacts as expenses rather than assets. 
 
2. Restate the museum's 1994-95 Statement of Financial Position and Statement of Activities provided 
in Exhibit II (into the format type B provided in Exhibit ill) as mandated under FASB Statement 
No.117. What information was needed to recast the financial statements which was missing from the 
earlier financial statements?  
 
3. New standards are intended to improve general purpose financial reporting for the benefit of current 
and potential resource providers and other users. However, the cost of implementation falls on the 
preparers. As you answer the following questions, reflect on the costs (as opposed to the benefits) of 
the new standards.  
 
 a. Identify the barriers you encountered in attempting to restate the financial statements.  
 b. What do you think the museum's biggest implementation problems would have been?  
 c. When new accounting standards are issued, what steps should public accounting firms take to 
ensure the quality of their work?  
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4. Compare and contrast the benefits of the new versus the old formats for financial statements of not-
for- profit organizations. You may also consider whether the differences between not-for-profit 
accounting standards and business accounting standards are justified.  
 
 a. Donor perspective: Which format would be the most useful if you were considering making a 
large cash contribution to the museum? Which format would be the most useful if you were 
thinking of giving a "priceless" family heirloom to the museum? What additional information 
would you want prior to making your decision that is not provided in either set of statements?  
 
 b. Board of directors perspective: Which format would be the most useful in overseeing the 
operations and management of the museum? What additional information would you want or 
need?  
 
 c. Creditors' perspective: Which format would be the most useful to someone contemplating making 
a short-term operating loan to the museum? How would this be different for a creditor 
contemplating a long term loan for the multi-million dollar renovation project?  
 
5. Taken as a whole and with various types of financial statement users in mind, do you believe the new 
accounting standards (including revenue recognition guidelines) are an improvement over the old 
standards?  
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DENTISTAR, INC.
Alan T. Lord, Associate Professor
Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio
Robert J. Winiarski, Senior Consultant
Arthur Andersen, Detroit, Michigan
GENERALBACKGROUND
Dentistar, Inc. ("Dentistar") was fonned in 1985 to provide dental and orthodontic services to members of
prepaid dental plans throughout the country. The core of the business grew out of the steel industry in the
Pittsburgh area and spread through the surrounding region in support of major customers. Growth of the
company, through acquisitions of similar organizations in the western, southern, and eastern portions of the
United States, has been rapid (see Exhibit A).
Dentistar employs approximately 400 individuals and maintains four primary locations. The combined
corporate Headquarters and Central Region offices are located in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, while three addi-
tional regional offices are located in Los Angeles (West Region), Atlanta (South Region), and Boston (East
Region). The bulk of the sales and marketing, management infonnation systems, claims processing, finance,
and accounting functions are maintained at Headquarters. The Regional office houses a sales and marketing
force to recruit new subscribers and providers in the region, a member services team to respond to the
requests and complaints of subscribers, and a small management team to oversee regional operations. An
organization chart for the West Region is documented in Exhibit B.
The geographic expansion of Dentistar resulted in operations in 29 states. The customers of the company
are made up of three constituencies: the patients (subscribers), the dentists (providers), and groups (employ-
ers) contracting for the services. Dentistar provides services for approximately 250,000 families, which
represents approximately 850,000 family members. The expansion of the company has enlarged the
employer base such that the five largest industries served by Dentistar are the steel industry, the auto indus-
try, public school districts, hospitals, and unions.
The company's primary product is the prepaid dental plan that is typically funded by a fixed monthly fee
from the group purchaser (employer) in combination with employee contributions or a co-payment arrange-
ment. While there is a wide variation in product offerings driven by customer requirements and regional
practices, the basic Dentistar plan reimburses 50 to 100% of the subscribers' dental costs, depending on the
nature of the procedure perfonned.
Dentistar has arrangements with over 15,000 providers nationwide. These dentists are paid a fixed
monthly fee to provide primary care for Dentistar plan members that select their office for their dental ser-
vices. Dentists are provided a list of Dentistar subscribers (patients) who are authorized to receive treatment
through their office.
Copyright 1998 by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA). Cases developed and distributed under the AICPA Case
Development Program are intended for use in higher education for instructional purposes only, and are not for application in practice.
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DENTISTAR TASK ONE -INTERNAL CONTROL ANALYSIS
Most accounting functions are perfonned at the corporate level in Pittsburgh. All payroll and cash receipts
are processed at corporate; regional management has no involvement in the accounting for these transactions.
Similarly, corporate accounting personnel process nearly all cash disbursements through the accounts
payable function of Dentistar's general ledger system. All monthly payments to dentists and the majority of
routine regional operating expenses are recorded in Pittsburgh.
While nonnal operating expenses are processed at corporate, each of the regions maintains the ability for
the management of the region to issue manually written checks for operating expenses when there is insuffi-
cient time to have the nonnal accounts payable system issue checks from the home office. Corporate
management does not specify policies or guidelines for the use of manual checks by regional management,
and each region varies in the volume and nature of manual disbursements processed.
Although the management of each region is responsible for drafting manual checks, the home office
makes all deposits into the accounts. Corporate accounting personnel receive all bank statements directly
from the banks and are responsible for reconciling the bank accounts for the regions and for insuring that
there are adequate funds in the accounts to cover all checks that a region issues. The management of the
regions does not have the infonnation required to detennine the cash balance in any of the checking
accounts.
The check fonns used by each region contain two parts: the check that is detached and mailed to the
payee, and a check stub that the region prepares as a record of the disbursement. Because the check stub is
part of the same page of paper as the check itself, all infonnation on the check must be rewritten onto the
check stub to provide a record of support for the cash disbursement. In addition to the date, payee, and
amount, the reason for issuing the check or the nature of the payment is noted on the check stub by regional
management. Monthly, check stubs are mailed to the corporate office to facilitate the reconciliation of the
bank accounts and to provide infonnation to properly record the expenditures in Dentistar's accounting
records. The general ledger and all accounting records are maintained at the home office. Thus, the home
office uses the stubs to account for the cash disbursements for the regions and to predict future cash needs to
detennine the necessary deposits to replenish the checking accounts.
Until recently, Dentistar's system of cash management had been operating reasonably well. However,
during the last few I.I1onths there have been several overdrafts in the operating bank account maintained at the
West Region. Dentistar's management has requested its newly hired internal audit manager, Sheila Tate, to
examine the issue and detennine the nature and source of the overdrafts. Through discussions with corporate
management, Sheila learns that the volume of manual checks processed by the West Region is greater than
that of the other three regions. West Region management issues manual checks each month for two types of
transactions: subscriber termination refunds and expedited payments of operating expenditures.
SUBSCRIBER TERMINATION REFUNDS
Refunds for the unused portion of their premium payments are issued to subscribers upon their request for
tennination from the plan. All refunds are processed at the regional office. Subscribers request a refund by
either telephoning a regional member services representative or by sending a letter to the regional offices.
The member services representative that handles a telephone request for termination documents various
subscriber infonnation, including the subscriber's name, address, social security number, and the appropriate
plan and provider number on a Refund Request fonn (see Exhibit C). Refund Request fonns are forwarded
to Tom Swindler, West Region Finance Coordinator, for payment. Written requests are received in the mail
by the West Region's executive assistant, Chris Martin, and forwarded directly to Tom Swindler for payment.
Based upon the written tennination request letter received directly from the subscriber or the Refund
Request fonn prepared by member services, Tom Swindler prepares a Request for Payment Adjustment (see
Exhibit D). The primary purpose of this fonn is to document the calculation of the amount of refund due the
subscriber. Tom reviews the status of the subscriber's policy and payment history online in Dentistar's
subscriber tracking system. Tom, as well as all West Region personnel, is limited in his ability to edit the
subscriber tracking system. Within the subscriber tracking system, regional personnel can only edit
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subscriber addresses and initiate transfers of subscribers to different dentists. All other changes to the
subscriber profile are processed at the Central Region Headquarters. Based upon the infonnation in the
subscriber tracking system, Tom calculates the amount of the refund and prepares the Request for Payment
Adjustment.
Tom Swindler forwards the Refund Request or subscriber letter and the Request for Payment Adjustment
to Sally Trusts, West Region Director of Administration, for approval. After reviewing the fonns to ensure all
information has been properly documented thereon, Sally recalculates the amount of refund and approves the
refund by signing the Request for Payment Adjustment. Sally does not review the information on line in the
Dentistar subscriber tracking system to ensure that the data has been input on the forms correctly. Sally
returns the supporting documentation and the approved refund to Tom Swindler.
Tom Swindler prepares a manual check from the approved refund package and runs the check through a
check signing machine, which affixes Sally Trusts signature to the check. Sally is the only authorized check
signer on the account. Historically, Sally manually signed each check; however, the rapid growth of the West
Region rendered this practice impractical. The check signing machine was purchased approximately two
years ago. Tom Swindler copies the date, payee, amount, and purpose of the disbursement from the signed
check to the check stub. Tom prepares a cover letter to the subscriber and attaches the refund payment. The
letter is forwarded to Jamie Snoops, the West Region receptionist, for mailing to the subscriber.
Once the refund has been authorized and the check issued to the subscriber, Tom Swindler sends a copy
of the Request for Payment Adjustment to the Computer Information Systems Group at the corporate offices
in Pittsburgh. Tom staples the original Refund Request or subscriber termination letter to the original Request
for Payment Adjustment and files the package by date in the West Region accounting files.
The Infonnation System Group utilizes the infonnation from the Request for Payment Adjustment
received from Tom Swindler to delete subscribers from the Dentistar subscriber tracking system. Subsequent
to deleting the subscriber, the Infonnation System Group files their copy of the Request for Payment
Adjustment. Once deleted, the subscriber is removed from the providers' list of subscribers (patients)
authorized to receive treatment through their office.
EXPEDITED OPERATING EXPENDITURES
The West Region also issues manual checks in order to expedite payment of its operating expenses.
Frequently, the West region sends surveys, comment cards, and other literature to subscribers and providers.
Postage on these items is paid via a manual check issued at the regional office. Office supplies, advertising
expenses, promotional costs, and other operating expenses are also frequently paid at the regional level.
All West Region personnel may request a manual check in payment of a regional operating expense by
preparing a Check Request indicating the payee, amount, and reason for the request (see Exhibit E). The
individual preparing the request attaches any supporting documentation, such as a vendor invoice, to the
Check Request and forwards the entire package to Tom Swindler. Tom reviews the request to ensure all
appropriate supporting documentation is present and forwards the Check Request package to Sally Trusts for
approval. Sally reviews the package and authorizes payment by signing the check request. Sally returns the
package to Tom for final issuance to the vendor.
Tom prepares a manual check and runs it through the check signing machine. The appropriate informa-
tion from the signed check-date, amount, payee, and nature of payment-is copied by Tom onto the check
stub. Tom gives the signed check to the West Region receptionist, Jamie Snoops, for mailing to the vendor.
Tom files the approved check request and supporting documentation by payee in the West Region account-
ing files.
At the end of each month all the check stubs written by the West Region during the month are accumu-
lated and sent to corporate headquarters in Pittsburgh. Accounting personnel in Pittsburgh review the check
stubs and record the disbursement in Dentistar's general ledger accounting system based upon the nature of
the payment noted on the stub. For example, payments to the Postmaster are recorded in the general ledger
Postage Expense account. West Region personnel are not authorized to edit any of the transactions or bal-
ances recorded in the general ledger system. After the check stubs are recorded, they are placed in Dentistar's
off site storage area in Pittsburgh.
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Subsequent to recording all regional manual expenditures, corporate accounting personnel prepare
monthly profit and loss statements for each region. The monthly reports, an example of which is attached as
Exhibit F, compare actual profit and loss figures for the month, per the general ledger system, with the activ-
ity budgeted for the month. Budgets are prepared by corporate management at the start of each fiscal year.
The budget for any particular year is typically based upon the prior year's actual result plus some factor for
growth in the subscriber base and for expected inflation. The regional profit and loss reports are reviewed by
corporate management as well as the Director of Administration for each region. In the West region, Sally
Trusts reviews the statement and investigates any significant variations in actual results from budget.
Cancelled checks, including all manual checks written by the regions, are returned with the monthly
bank statement directly to corporate accounting personnel in Pittsburgh. Corporate personnel reconcile each
region 's cash account on a monthly basis. In preparing the reconciliations, the accounting clerks refer to the
bank statement to determine which deposits are in transit and which checks have yet to clear the bank.
Because of the volume of checks each month, the canceled checks are not used in the bank reconciliation
process. However, for security, the canceled checks are typically separated from the bank statement and
placed in the general accounting storage vault at the Pittsburgh headquarters. The West Region's cash
account has reconciled each month without exception. The reconciled bank statements are filed at the home
office.
INTERVIEWS WITH WEST REGION PERSONNEL
After learning about the subscriber termination refund and expedited operating expenditure procedures,
Sheila Tate decides to conduct interviews of West Region personnel. An interview with Sally Trusts, West
Region Director of Administration, reveals that the West Region's subscriber base has grown rapidly over the
last six years. Until approximately two and a half years ago when Tom Swindler was hired, the total number
of administrative personnel in the Region remained unchanged. Prior to Tom's joining Dentistar, Sally was
responsible for all of the Finance Coordinator functions, in addition to her current duties as Director of
Administration. Sally was quick to praise Tom as a personable, hard working employee upon whom she
places great reliance.
There has beeQ significant turnover in all other administrative positions within the region. During
interviews, both Sally Trusts and Tom Swindler noted the considerable time they spend retraining new
personnel in the administrative and accounting functions of the Region. In addition to manual disbursements
in support of West Region operations, Tom has several other responsibilities. He is responsible for coordi-
nating the collection of the region's past due accounts receivable, assists corporate personnel in organizing
the financial support for all internal and external audits by the Internal Revenue Service, accounting agencies,
and insurance bureaus, and assists Sally Trusts with Regional human resources issues. Peggy Connor, an
administrative clerk, is the newest employee of the Region. Peggy assists Tom and Sally in performing their
administrative and financial functions.
During an interview with Sheila Tate, the receptionist for the West Region, Jamie Snoops, relayed her
recollection of a manual subscriber termination refund issued to a friend of the West Region Finance
Coordinator, Tom Swindler. Jamie had no recollection of this friend being a valid subscriber to Dentistar
dental plans. Sheila concludes Jamie's comments deserve additional investigation. To begin the investigation,
Sheila wants to document and analyze the internal control system at Dentistar. She decides to prepare a flow-
chart to document the transaction flows and internal controls over manual disbursements in the West Region.
STUDENT REQUIREMENTS FOR TASK ONE
I. Prepare a flowchart or data flow diagram to document the flow of transactions and internal controls over
manual disbursements for both subscriber termination refunds and expedited operating expenditures.
2. Analyze the flowchart or data flow diagram and identify control strengths and weaknesses in the system.
3. In your opinion, is the overall control system in place for manual disbursements at the region effective?
Describe any preliminary recommendations to improve this system that you would suggest?
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DENTISTAR TASK TWO -FRAUD INVESTIGATION
Sheila Tate, the internal audit manager for Dentistar, has completed her documentation and analysis of the
system of internal controls over manual disbursements at the West Region. She thinks some potential weak-
nesses exist at the Region. In addition, Sheila thinks some of the things she recently learned at a continuing
professional education course that discussed Statement on Auditing Standards (SAS) No.82, "Consideration
of Fraud in a Financial Statement Audit," may be relevant to this situation. Although SAS No.82 is focused
on clarifying requirements for external auditors, it contains a discussion of many issues that also are relevant
for corporate accounting managers and internal auditors. Sheila specifically recalls a particular section of the
SAS that discusses risk factors related to the misappropriation of assets from employers. She is concerned
that some of these risk conditions exist at Dentistar's West Region.
In particular, Sheila is concerned about J amie Snoops' recollection of a subscriber termination refund to
a friend of Tom Swindler, the West Region Finance Coordinator. The internal controls analysis revealed that
Tom was responsible for multiple accounting functions. Sheila believes one person's control over multiple
functions increases the risk of potential abuse of the internal control system. In consideration of these factors,
Sheila concludes a specific review of manual disbursement transactions processed at the Region is merited.
Sheila begins her investigation by retrieving the West Region's manual check stubs from off site storage
and the corresponding cancelled checks from the general accounting storage vault at the Pittsburgh head-
quarters. Sheila determines that approximately 60 manual checks are written by the West Region each month.
While Sheila concludes her initial investigation should focus on the most recent twelve months of activity,
she does not have the time or the resources to examine all the manual disbursements processed by the
Region during this time period. She judgmentally selects approximately 10% of all the West Region's man-
ual disbursements in the previous year for testing. The details of the selected West Region canceled checks
are summarized in Exhibit G; the information from the corresponding check stubs is summarized in Exhibit
H.
Sheila requests from the West region all of the supporting disbursement documentation for each manual
check selected. Sheila reviews the documentation provided, noting whether adequate documentation and
regional management approval have been provided. A summary of Sheila Tate's review of the supporting
documentation is summarized in Exhibit I. Sheila also requests from the Computer Information Systems
group in Pittsburgh. a list of all West Region subscribers terminated from the subscriber tracking system
within the last twelve months. A copy of the report provided is attached as Exhibit J .
STUDENT REQUIREMENTS FOR TASK TWO
I. Determine the risk factors relating to misstatements in financial statements arising from the misappro-
priation of assets as suggested in SAS No.82.
2. Evaluate the risk factors in relation to the control system existing at Dentistar. What, if any, factors or
controls mitigate the risks you have identified?
3. What additional procedures should Sheila Tate perform in her fraud investigation? Review Exhibits G,
H, I and J for any unusual or fraudulent transactions and perform the additional procedures you feel
appropriate.
4. Prepare a brief description of the procedures performed and results obtained in step 3. Discuss the fac-
tors within the control system that enabled any fraudulent transactions you identify to be processed at the
West Region without detection by regional or corporate management.
5. What recommendations would you make to the management of Dentistar to improve controls over
manual disbursements at the West Region and to prevent additional instances of fraud? Are there any
operational improvements you would suggest that either corporate or regional management of Dentistar
implement?
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6. The focus of this case has been on the manual cash disbursements of Dentistar. If you discovered an
employee attempting to defraud Dentistar in this area it is possible that the same employee would
attempt to steal from the company in an alternate manner. What are some of additional areas that might
possess the risk of fraudulent activity? What controls does Dentistar currently have in place to prevent
fraud in the areas you identified? If no controls currently exist what recommendations would you make
to management?
SUGGESTED REFERENCE MATERIAL
Auditing Standards Board. Statement on Auditing Standards No.82, "Consideration of Fraud in a Financial
Statement Audit" (New York: AICPA, 1997).
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EXHmIT A
For The Year Ended
1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 (A)
Dentistar, Inc.
Revenue $ 39,306 $ 44,416 $ 53,299 $ 59,695 $ 66,858
Net Income $ 177 $ 393 $ 533 $ 1,194 $ 1,671
Total Subscribers 560,000 630,000 760,000 850,000 950,000
Dentistar- West Region
Revenue $ 786 $ 1,777 $ 3,198 $ 4,776 $ 7,220
NetIncome $ (220) $ (140) $ 38 $ 67 $ 181
Total Subscribers 11,000 25,000 45,000 70,000 105,000
(A) Projected.
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EXHIBIT C
(..,
DENTISTAR, INC.
REFUND REQUEST
Date:
Name:
Address:
CHECK LIST
1. Provider Number:
2. Phone Number:
3. Social Security Number:
4. Balance:
5. Date of Last Appointment:
6. Member Services Initials:
7. Plan Number:
8. Effective Date:
9. Person With Whom You Spoke at the Office:
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EXHIBIT D
DENTISTAR, INC.
REQUEST FOR PAYMENT ADJUSTMENT
Reason for request:
SUBSCRIBER
Name: Plan Type:
Address: Amount Paid:
City/State: Comments:
Zip Code:
Sac. Sec. No.:
Amount of Adjustment: $
Months To Be Adjusted: Through:
Coverage Effective Date: Coverage Termination Date:
Please Terminate Policy Effective:
PROVIDERS
Months Credit Debit
Name Number Retro (+) (-)
I.
2.
3.
BROKERS
Months Credit Debit
Name Number Retro ( + ) ( -)
I.
2.
3.
Prepared By: Date:
Approved By Regional Manager: Date:
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EXHIBIT G
Dentistar, Inc.
WEST REGION CANCELLED CHECK DETAILS
Check Check
Number ~ Amount ~ Number ~ Amount ~
1026 II/2/96 125.00 Chris Mynatt 1769 6/12/1997 101.60 Bob Tumer
1039 II/6/96 102.64 U.S. Postage Service 1790 6/13/1997 111.99 ABCAdvertising
1045 11/18/96 112.98 Lawn Valley 1834 6/14/1997 50.00 U.S. Postage Service
1046 11/18/96 200.01 North Central Electric 1860 6/16/1997 51.20 Hi- Tech Mobile Phone
1051 11/22/96 168.64 Bailey Ins. 1876 6/22/1997 10.00 Donald Cox
1054 12/1/96 12.12 ABC Advertising 1888 6/23/1997 92.80 North Central Electric
1066 12/2/96 152.64 U.S. Postage Service 1922 6/25/1997 92.80 Bob Tumer
1070 12/10/96 122.99 Quiks Supply 2099 7/1/1997 99.20 Quiks Supply
1077 12/15/96 116.88 Jones Equipment 2125 7/10/1997 56.43 Hi-Tech Mobile Phone
1099 12/15/96 12.50 U.S. Postage Service 2231 7/12/1997 11.99 U.S. Postage Service
1111 12/17/96 682.56 Fix A Wreck, Inc. 2256 7/12/1997 16.24 Newsweek
1125 12/17/96 100.50 QuiksSupply 2298 7/13/1997 112.20 William Long fellow
1135 12/18/96 88.64 Yellow Cab 2355 7/15/1997 106.80 U.S. Postage Service
1142 12/30/96 192.40 Tom Swindler 2377 7/30/97 199.99 Ben Franklin, Inc.
1188 1/6/97 62.11 ABCAdvertising 2395 8/1/97 200.16 Tom Swindler
1225 1/10/97 88.92 U.S. Postage Service 2413 8/12/97 101.90 Quiks Supply
1245 1/15/97 100.00 Charles Zilch 2469 8/15/97 88.60 U.S. Postage Service
1250 1/15/97 18.16 Wood County 2546 8/15/97 82.96 R&JDecorating
1265 1/22/97 125.44 Rob Howard 2598 8/20/97 101.11 Lawn Valley
1280 1/25/97 .116.99 Hi-Tech Mobile Phone 2602 8/20/97 54.97 Quiks Supply
1325 2/10/97 10.00 Quick N Clean 2621 8/22/97 88.98 U.S. Postage Service
1367 2/12/97 128.90 U.S. Postage Service 2649 8/25/97 99.10 North Central Electric
1445 2/20/97 130.64 Hi-Tech Mobile Phone 2700 8/27/97 10.00 Cathy Bobb
1464 2/28/97 188.60 Computer Basics, Inc. 2711 8/29/97 100.02 U.S. Postage Service
1475 3/6/97 116.90 U.S. Postage Service 2749 9/1/97 64.97 Temporary Help, Inc.
1499 4/18/97 114.80 Quiks Supply 2775 9/5/97 82.67 Cleve Malone
1526 4/22/97 202.60 Quick N Clean 2798 9/12/97 98.99 Temporary Help, Inc.
1529 4/30/97 240.80 U.S. Postage Service 2804 9/30/97 42.60 Quiks Supply
1574 5/5/97 249.16 North Central Electric 2815 10/2/97 44.90 Temporary Help, Inc.
1613 5/12/97 100.16 U.S. Postage Service 2846 10/15/97 54.01 U.S. Postage Service
1624 5/22/97 22.11 WaIter Ziegler 2865 10/15/97 88.90 Lawn Valley
1634 6/2/97 54.69 U.S. Postage Service 2894 10/23/97 60.64 Kathleen Quiroga
1702 6/2/97 17.11 Hi- Tech Mobile Phone 2899 10/24/97 202.80 Temporary Help, Inc.
1710 6/3/97 118.19 Bob Tumer 2931 10/25/97 44.98 Hayden McLaughlin
1731 6/8/97 88.64 North Central Electric 2945 10/30/97 16.16 Quiks Supply
1755 6/12/97 200.01 Elder-Bearman 2965 10/30/97 59.39 Douglas Challen
2988 10/30/97 68.88 Mary Churchill
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EXHIBIT H
Dentistar, Inc.
WEST REGION CHECK STUBS
Check G/LAccount
Number ~ Amount ~ Puruose Number
1026 11/2/96 125.00 Chris Mynatt patient refund 4050-04
1039 11/6/96 102.64 U .S. Postage Service postage 5480-04
1045 11/18/96 112.98 Lawn Valley lawn care 5500-04
1046 11/18/96 200.01 North Central Electric utilities 5750-04
1051 11/22/96 168.64 Bailey Ins. insurance 5305-04
1054 12/1/96 12.12 ABC Advertising advertising 5000-04
1066 12/2/96 152.64 U.S. Postage Service postage 5480-04
1070 12/10/96 122.99 Quiks Supply supplies 5475-04
1077 12/15/96 116.88 Jones Equipment repairs and maintenance 5600-04
1099 12/15/96 12.50 U.S. Postage Service postage 5480-04
1111 12/17/96 682.56 Fix A Wreck, Inc. car repairs 5025-04
1125 12/17/96 100.50 Quiks Supply supplies 5475-04
1135 12/18/96 88.64 YeIlowCab cab fees 5025-04
1142 12/30/96 192.40 U.S. Postage Service postage 5480-04
1188 1/6/97 62.11 ABCAdvertising advertising 5000-04
1225 1/10/97 88.92 U.S. Postage Service postage 5480-04
1245 1/15/97 100.00 Charles Zilch patient refund 4050-04
1250 1/15/97 18.16 Wood County parking fees 5025-04
1265 1/22/97 125.44 Quiks Supply supplies 5475-04
1280 1/25/97 116.99 Hi-Tech Mobile Phone telephone 5740-04
1325 2/10/97 10.00 Quick N Clean office maintenance 5500-04
1367 2/12/97 128.90 U.S. Postage Service postage 5480-04
1445 2/20/97 130.64 Hi-Tech Mobile Phone telephone 574004
1464 2/28/97 188.60 Computer Basics, Inc. technical support 5430-04
1475 3/6/97 116.90 U.S. Postage Service postage 5480-04
1499 4/18/97 114.80 QuiksSupply supplies 5475-04
1526 4/22/97 202.60 Quick N Clean office maintenance 5500-04
1529 4/30/97 240.80 U.S. Postage Service postage 5480-04
1574 5/5/97 249.16 North Central Electric utilities 5750-04
1613 5/12/97 100.16 U.S. Postage Service postage 5480-04
1624 5/22/97 22.11 Walter Ziegler patient refund 4050-04
1634 6/2/97 54.69 U.S. Postage Service postage 5480-04
1702 6/2/97 17.11 Hi- Tech Mobile Phone telephone 5740-04
1710 6/3/97 118.19 U.S. Postage Service postage 5480-04
1731 6/8/97 88.64 North Central Electric utilities 5750-04
1755 6/12/97 200.01 Elder-Bean11an advertising 5000-04
1769 6/12/97 101.60 Bob Turner patient refund 4050-04
1790 6/13/97 111.99 ABC Advertising advertising 5000-04
1834 6/14/97 50.00 U.S. Postage Service postage 5480-04~
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EXHIBIT H
Dentistar, Inc.
WEST REGION CHECK STUBS (Page 2)
Check G/LAccount
Number ~ Amount ~ PurRose Number
1860 6/16/97 51.20 Hi-Tech Mobile Phone telephone 5740-04
1876 6/22/97 10.00 Donald Cox patient refund 4050-04
1888 6/23/97 92.80 North Central Electric utilities 5750-04
1922 6/25/97 92.80 North Central Electric utilities 5750-04
2099 7/1/97 99.20 Quiks Supply supplies 5475-04
2125 7/10/97 56.43 Hi-Tech Mobile Phone telephone 5740-04
2231 7/12/97 11.99 U.S. Postage Service postage 5480-04
2256 7/12/97 16.24 Newsweek subscriptions 5225-04
2298 7/13/97 112.20 William Long fellow patient refund 4050-04
2355 7/15/97 106.80 U.S. Postage Service postage 5480-04
2377 7/30/97 199.99 Ben Franklin, Inc. office supplies expense 5475-04
2395 8/1/97 200.16 Lawn Valley lawn service 5500-04
2413 8/12/97 101.90 Quiks Supply supplies 5475-04
2469 8/15/97 88.60 U.S. Postage Service postage 5480-04
2546 8/15/97 82.96 R & J Decorating office maintenance 5500-04
2598 8/20/97 101.11 Lawn Valley lawn service 5500-04
2602 8/20/97 54.97 Quiks Supply supplies 5475-04
2621 8/22/97 88.98 U.S. Postage Service postage 5480-04
2649 8/?5/97 99.10 North Central Electric utilities 5750-04
2700 8/27/97 10.00 Cathy Bobb patient refund 4050-04
2711 8/29/97 100.02 U.S. Postage Service postage 5480-04
2749 9/1/97 64.97 Temporary Help, Inc. contract labor 5125-04
2775 9/5/97 82.67 Cleve Malone patient refund 4050-04
2798 9/12/97 98.99 Temporary Help, Inc. contract labor 5125-04
2804 9/30/97 42.60 Quiks Supply supplies 5475-04
2815 10/2/97 44.90 Temporary Help, Inc. contract labor 5125-04
2846 10/15/97 54.01 U.S. Postage Service postage 5480-04
2865 10/15/97 88.90 Lawn Valley lawn service 5500-04
2894 10/23/97 60.64 Kathleen Quiroga patient refund 4050-04
2899 10/24/97 202.80 Temporary Help, Inc. contract labor 5125-04
2931 10/25/97 44.98 Hayden McLaughlin patient refund 4050-04
2945 10/30/97 16.16 Quiks Supply supplies 5475-04
2965 10/30/97 59.39 Douglas Challen patient refund 4050-04
2988 10/30/97 68.88 Mary Churchill patient refund 4050-04
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EXHIBIT I
Dentistar, Inc.
WEST REGION CANCELLED CHECK SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION
Supporting Documentation Present
Check Account Customer Refund Payment Check Vendor Social
Number Number ~ Reguest Adjustment Reguest Invoice Securit\: #
1026 4050-04 X X 287-43-4386
1039 5480-04 X
1045 5500-04 X X
1046 5750-04 X X
1051 5305-04 X X
1054 5000-04 X X
1066 5480-04 X
1070 5475-04 X
1077 5600-04 X X
1099 5480-04 X
1111 5025-04 X X
1125 5475-04 X
1135 5025-04 X
1142 5480-04 X
1188 5000-04 X X
1225 5480-04 X
1245 4050-04 X X 952-88-2860
1250 5025-04 X
1265 5480-04 X
1280 5740-04 X X
1325 5500-04 X
1367 5480-04 X
1445 5740-04 X X
1464 5430-04 X X
1475 5480-04 X
1499 5475-04 X
1526 5500-04 X
1529 5480-04 X
1574 5750-04 X X
1613 5475-04 X
1624 4050-04 X X 823-52-4305
1634 5480-04 X
1702 5740-04 X X
1710 5480-04 X
1731 5750-04 X X
1755 5000-04 X
1769 4050-04 X X 287-45-9876
1790 5000-04 X
Note: X identifies the examination by Sheila Tate of Dentistar documentation.
!
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ExmBIT I
Dentistar, Inc.
WEST REGION CANCELLED CHECK SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION (Page 2)
Supporting Documentation Present
Check Account Customer Refund Payment Check Vendor Social
Number Number ~ Reguest Adjustment Reguest Invoice Securitt #
1834 5480-04 X
1860 5740-04 X X
1876 4050-04 X X 538-32-0552
1888 5750-04 X X
1922 5750-04 X X
2099 5475-04 X
2125 5740-04 X X
2231 5480-04 X
2256 5225-04 X
2298 4050-04 X X 623-52-8288
2355 5480-04 X
2377 5475-04 X
2395 5500-04 X X
2413 5475-04 X
2469 5480-04 X
2546 5500-04 X
2598 5500-04 X X
2602 5475-04 X
2621 5480-04 X
2649 575Q-04 X X
2700 4050-04 X X 432-88-3042
2711 5480-04 X
2749 5125-04 X X
2775 4050-04 X X 443-52-3398
2798 5125-04 X X
2804 5475-04 X
2815 5125-04 X X
2846 5480-04 X
2865 5500-04 X X
2894 4050-04 X X 963-54-1836
2899 5125-04 X X
2931 4050-04 X X 003-65-8668
2945 5475-04 X
2965 4050-04 X X 416-63-5257
2988 4050-04 X X 383-83-2481
Note: X identifies the examination by Sheila Tate of Dentistar documentation.
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EXHIBITJ
Dentistar, Inc.
WEST REGION SUBSCRIBER TERMINATIONS (11!1/96 THROUGH 10/31/97)
Date of Subscriber Social Date of Subscriber Social
Termination ~ Securitt No. Termination ~ SecuritY No.
11/1/96 Kenneth Hoot 832-34-1305 5/2/97 Richard Dick 192-93-2824
11/2/96 Chris Mynatt 287-43-4386 5/3/97 Michael Coss 243-53-2824
11/8/96 George Stackhouse 123-53-7701 5/5/97 Henry Cunningham 243-53-7718
11/10/96 Roger Mulholland 429-69-2144 5/5/97 James Fryda 183-54-7151
11/15/96 Michael Tirnmins 002-22-5541 5/15/97 Paul Winans 513-54-1240
11/15/96 Sam Simone 126-87-8218 5/22/97 Walter Ziegler 823-52-4305
11/20/96 Duane VanDyke 354-77-7254 6/3/97 Larry Albrecht 183-53-4805
12/3/96 Donald Valentine 352-93-2735 6/7/97 Glen Rettig 163-52-0427
12/5/96 Steven Whitacre 353-54-7434 6/9/97 Gary Rosendale 593-53-7157
12/12/96 Jim Johnson 782-33-8987 6/22/97 Donald Cox 538-32-0552
12/13/96 Marian Twyman 353-47-0537 6/23/97 Valeria McGrain 083-52-0212
12/18/96 Melissa Ury 832-77-4751 6/25/97 Guy Minich 063-54-3282
12/23/96 Wendy Mountain 669-52-2449 7/1/97 Jack Steward 323-54-0806
12/28/96 Eldon Weis 833-52-8804 7/5/97 Bernard VanHoose 853-53-6233
1/6/97 Carl Diebley 235-28-7447 7/13/97 William Long fellow 623-52-8288
1/8/97 Carl Fox 669-54-2860 7/22/97 Rodney Kowalski 192-99-3344
1/9/97 Douglas Cook 257-20-8863 7/28/97 Maurice Hosmer 013-53-4151
1/15/97 Charles Zilch 952-88-2860 7/29/97 Jennings Merrill 813-54-3912
1/15/97 Gene Smith 572-57-2245 8/1/97 Scott Reed 492-93-3211
1/16/97 Lanny Fay 438-23-3047 8/3/97 Harvey Peters 416-69-2783
1/22/97 Lee Tom 528-88-2254 8/6/97 Kay Zwick 923-52-4339
1/23/97 Howard Ricker 856-69-2933 8/16/97 Phillip Saunders 833-52-5142
1/25/97 Robert Plott 603-52-1628 8/17/97 Mary Perry 213-52-3103
1/31/97 David Silverwood 303-52-4862 8/20/97 Jeff Richard 943-54-8038
2/2/97 Billy Bailey 823-64-2199 8/20/97 Patrick Gonyer 783-84-0236
2/2/97 Kent Stambaugh 823-88-8003 8/27/97 Cathy Bobb 432-88-3042
2/4/97 Kenneth Stage 325-58-1993 8/31/97 Tammy Lindquist 072-88-3340
2/8/97 John Stockman 832-35-3500 9/5/97 Cleve Malone 443-52-3398
2/8/97 Sherry Wolpert 293-22-2590 9/8/97 Richard Instone 762-57-2109
2/25/97 Jason Tomm 123-59-8218 9/12/97 Dale Jimison 182-57-3238
3/4/97 Jack French 354-23-7268 9/15/97 Emerson Quaintance 333-53-9152
3/6/97 Tyler McKenna 287-39-4989 9/16/97 CindyOrges 178-74-4791
3/8/97 Brad Dudley 184-82-0012 9/21/97 Elmer Ritts 182-25-7785
3/9/97 Michael McDowell 293-30-3643 9/22/97 Leslie Rosebrook 178-32-6604
3/13/97 Thomas McLaughlin 257-92-2758 9/30/97 Albert Schuck 218-32-2003
3/20/97 Carrie Melzer 352-21-4112 10/11/97 RoberYantz 156-69-3943
3/21/97 Jared Ireland 823-32-1401 10/13/97 Steve Tussing 543-54-0367
3/30/97 Lauren McDole 823-33-1023 10/22/97 Jerry Usher 798-88-3396
3/30/97 Howard Carpenter 352-65-6524 10/23/97 Kathleen Quiroga 963-54-1836
4/5/97 Rober Byler 452-22-8659 10/25/97 Edgar Noriega 763-52-1002
4/9/97 Ethos Carrillo 354-37-4231 10/25/97 Diana Gibson 713-54-3550
4/10/97 Bethany McCoy 293-23-2233 10/25/97 Joan Eickmeier 263-54-9707
4/15/97 Hans Sagmanty 288-28-3705 10/30/97 Brad Anderson 253-53-7166
4/18/97 Earl Haas 352-36-1207 10/30/97 Douglas Challen 416-63-5257
4/25/97 Nancy Turmpet 345-44-4400 10/30/97 Mary Churchill 383-83-2481
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ARKANSAS FOODS, INC.
John Pendley, Assistant Professor
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas
Phil Trolinger, Senior Propeny Accountant
Tyson Foods, Inc., Springdale, Arkansas
BACKGROUND
Arkansas Foods is a $2 billion producer of poultry, pork, and other food products. The company is an inte-
grated operation of hatcheries, feed mills, slaughtering and packaging plants, freezers, and packaged food
production facilities. Consumers recognize the company's products under the " Arkansas Gold" brand name
which are distributed to all 50 states and numerous foreign countries.
Because of the importance and magnitude of physical facilities (mills, plants, machinery, etc.), the com-
pany maintains an internal engineering department. The Engineering Department employs approximately
120 individuals and is involved with most aspects of design, repair, and maintenance of the production facil-
ities.
Bill Cunningham is the accountant for the Engineering Department. After earning a Bachelors Degree in
management 5 years ago, Bill began work at Arkansas Foods in their Property Control Department. The job
involved a good deal of accounting which Bill enjoyed. With Property Control, Bill received very favorable
annual reviews, and, about a year ago, applied for a job opening as accountant for the Engineering
Department. Bill won the job, which represented a promotion and a salary increase. Immediately after his
promotion, Bill started taking night classes to earn his degree in accounting.
Bill is assisted by Jessica Meads, an accounting clerk.
THEPROBLEM
The Engineering Department at Arkansas Foods is a service function. Generally, the costs incurred are inter-
nally allocated to the budgetary units that benefit from their work. In this regard, the Department functions
much like an outside engineering firm whereby an engineer's time and travel expenses are charged out to
specific clients. In this case, however, "clients" are other departments in the corporation.
Engineering Department costs are initially recorded on time sheets and travel expense reports. Time
sheets and travel expense reports are completed weekly by the Engineering staff. The time sheets list the
number of hours each engineer worked on specific projects. The travel expense reports function similarly for
mileage, lodging, meals, etc. Bill and Jessica then use the two source documents to prepare ajournal entry to
(1) charge the proper capital improvement or expense account and (2) credit the Engineering Department
cost center.
For large projects, the debit side of this entry is accumulated into a "capital improvement" account. For
these large projects, the engineering costs are capitalized and, as part of the overall cost of an asset, are then
Copyright 1998 by the American Institute of Certi.fied Public Accountants (AICPA). Cases developed and distributed under the AlCPA Case
Development Program are intended for use in higher education for instructional purposes only, and are not for application in practice.
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depreciated (for book and tax purposes). From a property control perspective, capital assets are assigned to
specific budgetary units (i.e., plants), so the idea of charging "clients" for engineering services remains
unchanged. However, there are two categories of costs that are not capitalized: costs associated with small
projects (below a specific dollar limit), and costs classified as research and development. These two types of
costs are expensed immediately. Small project costs are charged to expense account number 8809 and
research and development costs are charged to expense account number 880 I.
The Account Structure at Arkansas Foods
The account structure at Arkansas Foods is as follows:
.A four-digit account number, and
.a five-digit sub-account number.
The four-digit account number is ALWAYS required. The sub-account number may, or may not, be
required depending on the account number, an indication of whether sub-accounts are required for
given accounts is noted in Tables 1 and 2.
When the engineers prepare their reports, they will place the account number and sub-account number,
if applicable, to charge on the time sheets and travel expense reports. A listing of current, open capital
accounts and possible expense accounts is given in table 1.
Table 1
Accounts Involved in the Debit Side of the Entry
Panel A. Possible Debit Account Numbers
Sub-Account
Acct. # Description required?
8801 Research and Development No
8809 Engineering Services No
2660 Capital Improvement Account Yes
Panel B: Possible Debit Sub-Account Numbers
Capital ImprovementProject # Authorized
Loc. ID Description of Project Amount
~- 06 025 Bacon Packaging Line $243,000
58 032 Plant Parking Lot Expansion $123,100
21 039 Poultry Facility Addition $32,500,000
36 046 Distribution Freezer Study $75,000
58 053 Sprinkler System Installation $32,543
07 060 Kill Line Incline Conveyor $18,432
26 067 Hatchery Roof Addition $185,432
21 074 Forklift Purchase $32,000
20 081 Feedmill Receiving Conveying System $2,152,000
23 088 Production Line Labor Reduction Study $49,500
02 095 Meat Scale & Bagger $52,000
37 102 Hatchery Manager Pick-up Purchase $12,500
38 109 Breast Debone Machines $250,850
40 116 Computerized Factory Integration $775,000
08 123 Swine Research Facility $95,000
58 130 Metal Detection System Repair $25,000
58 137 Wastewater Treatment Facility $4,200,000
16 144 Feedmill Pellet Cooler $430,000
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Thehe ccche credit side thr the entry isdd to recrding revenue, if the Engineering Department was a sep-
arate entity. However it is not and since the Engineering Department is another budgetary unit (just like the
manufacturing plants), theedffgghh accounts/sub-accounts conform to the Arkansas Foods' budgetary control system.
Table 2 contains the accounts and sub-accounts where the credits are accumulated.
Table 2
Accounts Involved in the Credit Side of the Entry
Panel A. Possible Debit Account Numbers
Sub-Account
Account # Description required?
7074 Labor Yes
7075 Travel Yes
Panel B: Possible Credit Sub-Account Numbers
Engineering
Cost Center
Loc. ID Department Function Description
26 001 Engineering/Structural Design
26 002 Research & Development
26 003 Construction & Installation
26 004 Fabrication Shop
26 005 Electrical Systems & Controls
26 006 Manufacturing Systems Design
All charge-outs for engineers' time are accumulated in credit account 7074 ("Labor"). An engineer's
time is always charged-out at $60 per hour. Charges related to travel expenses are accumulated in account
7075 ("Travel"). As noted in table 2, a sub-account must accompany all postings to these two credit accounts.
For credit side entries, the sub-account designates the Engineering Department cost center. The Engineering
Department is organized into specific functional areas that for budgetary purposes are treated as cost centers.
These Engineering Department cost centers are shown in Panel b of table 2.
Each engineer is assigned to one (and only one) cost center. In this manner, there is no need for the
coding of the cost center on the time sheets or expense reports. A listing of the engineers and the cost center
to which they are assigned is given in table 3.
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Table 3
Listing of Staff Engineers
Name Employee Number Cost Center
--
Anderson, Leonard 6688 26003
Brooks, Madalyn 1326 26004
Brown, Chris 3354 26001
Collins, Gary 8744 26003
Combs, James 5873 26002
Crain, Dennis 6454 26003
Crawford, John 3682 26006
Davis, Stephanie 3371 26003
Donaldson, Rick 8885 26005
Griggs, Ken 2489 26006
Gwynn, Keith 1919 26006
Harris, Barry 4711 26001
Howard, George 1980 26005
Jackson, Vince 1622 26005
Jones, Andy 3007 26005
Knight, John 8591 26004
Lee, Raymond 2649 26002
Lewis, Nolan 8545 26001
Morrison, James 7745 26002
Myers, Michelle 1051 26003
Neil, Steve 9254 26001
Olson, Johnny 7319 26004
Raze, Brian 8067 26006
Rogers, Christopher 5972 26006
Ryan, Tom 5625 26001
Simpson~ Moe 4852 26004
Smith, Darrell 4654 26002
Thompson, Bob 6927 26004
Thompson, Sheila 2245 26002
Wilson, Phil 6448 26005
To illustrate the journal entry creation process, a sample time sheet is shown in exhibit I, a sample travel
expense report is given in exhibit 2, and ajoumal entry generated from the two sample source documents is
shown in exhibit 3. Note in exhibit 3 that two journal entries are created: one for time charges and one for
travel expenses.
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The problem is that the creation of the entry is time consuming (it can take up to two days to complete)
with a high risk of error. Bill has talked several times with the corporate Information Systems Department
about integrating the time and expense reporting into the existing system in order to automate the process.
Based on these discussions, the prospects for immediate help from the Information Systems Department
appear remote. Bill has learned that the existing accounting information system is many years old, having
been converted originally from a mainframe-based system dating from the 1970s. In addition, the system was
originally designed for Arkansas Foods' core businesses (i.e., production) and is not well suited for service-
type business processes. In addition, the Information Systems Department has a daunting backlog of requests
for larger and more "important" projects. However, important changes have been implemented in Arkansas
Foods' information systems strategy, one part of which is the development of a long-range strategic plan.
This plan calls for the development of an integrated client/server information system within seven years. Bill
was informed that at that time the requirements of the Engineering Department can be properly addressed,
and total integration can be achieved.
REQUIREMENTS
The Database
Assume that you have recently been awarded an internship with Arkansas Foods, and that you have been
assigned to work with Bill to automate the journal entry creation process. Bill believes that a personal com-
puter database may be a reasonable solution to automation and control of the process.
He envisions that the database will contain several reference tables that contain data on engineers and
data on current accounts that can be charged. The database will also contain several transaction tables.
Queries can then be constructed to create the journal entry.
Bill has structured the project into the following phases: (i) design the database structures, (ii) create the
database, (iii) test the system, and (iv) implement the system by processing actual data. As part of your
internship responsibilities, Bill has asked you to perform the following:
.(See table TN-l in the teaching notes to tailor the specific requirements.)
Additional Question
Recall that Arkansas Foods' strategic Information Systems Plan calls for the implementation of a
client/server-based system within the next seven years. How might the Engineering Department's business
processes be implemented in such a system? Consider total integration of the engineering processes into the
accounting information system, including the use of client/server networks and corporate intranets.
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ECONOMIC VALUE ANALYSIS, INVENTORY ACCOUNTING,
AND THE AMBITIOUS ACCOUNTING GRADUATE
Roger C. Graham, Jr., Associate Professor
Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon
Robert E. Wiltbank
Tektronix Inc., Wilsonville, Oregon
Amy Wiant arrived at Spec-Systems earlier than usual to make the final preparations for her meeting with her
boss Shane Hammond. Amy is to make a presentation to Hammond on her proposal to sell, with a buyback
agreement, a significant portion of her company's raw materials parts.
Amy first focuses on the accounting options for the sale. Amy knows Hammond will require support
from generally accepted accounting principles. For this reason she has come early to be alone to review
accounting pronouncements. She is becoming more and more confident that she has found the authority she
needs to remove the sold items from the inventory account. After a short pause, Amy turns to her notes on the
economics of the saJe. The sale, by her calculations, will result in a net present value of $139 ,000 if projected
over the next two years.
SPEC-SYSTEMS
Spec is a publicly traded multinational manufacturer of a wide range of electronic equipment. Spec is orga-
nized into three divisions; Electronic Testing Instruments (ET!), Spatial Systems and Imaging Products (SSI)
and Telecommunications and Video Instruments (TVI). Total and divisional sales for fiscal year 1996 follow.
Division
ET! 551 TVI
$812,250 45.9% $561,642 31.8% $394,966 22.3%
Total
$1,768,8881996
Amy works in Spec-System's SSI Division. SSI products include color printers and related products for the
specialty graphics and office markets. Currently it is the fastest growing of Spec's three divisions.
During Fiscal 1995, Spec went through a major restructuring, selling some of its manufacturing capa-
bilities and spinning off others. Prior to the restructuring all product components were manufactured
in-house. After the restructuring some product components are acquired from outside suppliers. The follow-
ing excerpt regarding the restructuring is found in Spec's fisca11996 10-k.
Because of these activities and other recent component operation divestitures, the Company 's
manufacturing operations are no longer highly integrated. Spec ( now) purchases raw materials,
additional components, data processing equipment and computer peripheral devices for use in
Copyright 1998 by rhe American lnslirure of Certified Pub/ic Accounrants (A1CPA). Cases developed and distributed under the AlCPA Case
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its products and systems. In addition, the Company purchases components of its products from
a variety of third party suppliers. Such purchased materials and components are generally
available to Spec as needed. Because some of these components are unique, disruption in sup-
ply can have an effect on Company operations.
Although expressing concern with inventory disruptions, Spec's management also expressed their intention
to establish just-in-time inventory systems (JIT) for all inventory acquisitions.
AMY
Amy graduated with honors with a degree in accounting from State University in June 1996. Despite being
recruited by four of the big-six public accounting firms, Amy accepted a job with Spec-Systems. She works
as an accounting-finance specialist.
Amy accepted Spec's job offer in part because she believed working in industry presented a better
opportunity for rapid advancement than did working in public accounting. Her long-term goal is to rise as
quickly as she can within Spec, eventually becoming Corporate Controller (and perhaps later President). In
the short-run, Amy's goal is to make an immediate and favorable impression on her bosses so that she cail be
considered for the "fast track". Spec's "fast track" employees receive more rapid advancement and promo-
tions than do other employees.
Amy intends to be known within the company as an innovative thinker; someone who can be counted on
to solve complex accounting and finance issues. Amy knows complex problems do not often arise, especially
for recent hires like her. For this reason Amy initially concentrated on establishing congenial relationships
with her coworkers and superiors and becoming known as a "team player". She also made sure she arrived
at work early and left late.
For her first three months at Spec Amy was assigned to a variety of accounting tasks, generally prepar-
ing cost analysis reports. Some of the tasks were interesting and Amy felt she had performed them well.
Hammond seemed pleased with her work up to that point. Amy felt, however, that her goal of rapid advance-
ment needed a boost and so kept an eye out for opportunities for recognition.
Amy became acquainted with James Palmer over the course of her first three months at Spec. James had
been at Spec about a year longer than Amy, having started work directly after he graduated from college.
James was assigned to inventory where he prepared monthly inventory reports. James was viewed as a
capable employee and it was generally felt he had done an adequate job with inventory. Even so, James had
been working on inventory for a little over a year and had become quite tired with it. In talks with Amy,
James indicated that he viewed inventory as a dead end and was looking to pursue something more interest-
ing within Spec.
Amy, however, thought inventory might be just the opportunity she was seeking to add to her responsi-
bilities. At the end of her fourth month at Spec she arranged with James to take over his duties. She has now
been working on inventory for five months. James transferred to payroll.
ECONOMIC VALUE ADDED
Spec-Systems adopted Economic Value Analysis or EV A TM after the restructuring in fiscal 1995. EV A TM was
developed by the management consulting firm Stern, Stewart & Company. EV A TM generates efficiency mea-
sures to determine which activities and assets are earning poor returns. The efficiency measures must include
a cost of capital. Only activities with returns exceeding the firm's cost of capital are acceptable under the
EVA TM system. Spec calculates its cost of capital at 15 percent; thus, all activities must exceed a 15 percent
return to be considered profitable.
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EVATM has 164 efficiency measures that are termed "EVA Drivers" by G. Bennett Stewart of Stern &
Stewart. Mr. Stewart writes;
We have developed a management tool called" EVA Drivers " that enables management to trace
EVA through the income statement and balance sheet to key operating and strategic levers
available to them in managing their business. This framework has proven to be quite useful in
focusing management attention, diagnosing performance, benchmarking with peers, enhancing
planning, and in helping people up and down the line to appreciate the role they have to play in
improving value. It can also help guard against an excessive preoccupation with improving
individual operational metrics to the detriment of overall perfonnance. F or example, a single-
minded drive to increase productivity could lead to unwarranted capital spending or to shifts in
product mix that result in less (value), not more. In the end management must be held account-
able for delivering value, not improving metrics. (Stewart 1994, p. 76)
The efficiency measures are also used as performance measures. Management rewards, for example, are tied
"not to absolute values of EVA, but to year-to-year changes in EVA" (Stewart 1994, p. 78). Thus, all Spec's
internal bonuses are tied to achieving improvements in the EVA performance measures.
Inventory turnover, or cost of sales divided by average inventory, is one EVA performance measure. An
inventory EVA team of Amy, Hammond and four members from production was formed to facilitate
improvements in inventory turnover. To provide incentive, team members will earn a bonus if inventory
turnover exceeds 5.5 in fiscal 1997. The bonus is intended to encourage the team to focus on efficiencies in
production (and therefore cost of sales) and on efficiencies in inventory management (and therefore the car-
rying value of inventory on hand). So far the production managers and engineers had made product design
improvements that reduced the number of parts needed to produce finished goods. The production efficien-
cies reduced average raw material inventory by $30 million in December 1996.
Efficiencies in inventory management are Amy's responsibility. Amy's first proposal, which was
accepted by the EVA inventory team, related to the accounting for demonstration models. Previously the cost
of these models was included in cost of goods sold in the period they began service. Amy argued successfully
that the demo models had sufficiently long lives to qualify for capitalization. Approximately $10 million was
transferred from the inventory account in December to be amortized over 15 months. Because of the pro-
duction efficiencies' and the capitalization of the demo models, December 1996 inventory turnover is 7.91
times, a significant improvement over the 4.84 in November. With the changes, Fiscal 1997 inventory
turnover is projected to equal 5.42. Exhibit 1 presents summary SSI Division financial statements as of
December 31 1996.
AMY'S PROPOSAL
Approximately 80 percent of the component parts inventory on Spec's first quarter Fiscal 1997 balance
sheet was acquired in bulk from a large Japanese electronics company. The parts are stored on Spec's
premises until needed in the production process. Panel A of Exhibit 2 illustrates the current relationship
between Spec and the J apanese supplier.
Early in 1996, Spec asked the Japanese supplier to sell to Spec on a JIT basis. The supplier saw no com-
pelling reason to enter into a JIT relationship with Spec and so refused. The Japanese supplier reasoned that
Spec had little leverage because Spec is significantly smaller than the Japanese supplier and because Spec is
dependent on them for such a large portion of Spec's component parts.
Spec then proposed that a JIT vendor acquire the parts from the Japanese supplier and hold ownership
until needed by Spec. Although the JIT vendor would add marginally to Spec's inventory costs, the cost
would be much less than the cost of capital allocated to net assets in the EVA process. In addition, substan-
tial working capital would become available for other uses. A JIT vendor was again identified and acceptable
terms were negotiated. The Japanese supplier, however, rejected Spec's proposal, refusing to sell Spec's parts
components to any party other than Spec. Panel B of Exhibit 1 illustrates the rejected JIT vendor relationship.
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Amy felt that the proposed arrangement with the JIT vendor could still be accomplished despite the
Japanese supplier's refusal to sell directly to the JIT vendor. Amy raised the proposal again with Hammond.
"Why don't we sell our inventory to the JIT vendor after we acquire it from the manufacturer? After all, we
have the vendor lined up and they are still willing. We can use the same contract as proposed earlier. That is,
we commit to acquire the inventory at a certain cost. We receive the extra working capital and inventory is
taken off our books. The only difference between this and our first proposal is that the inventory remains in
our facility." At this point, Hammond asked Amy to prepare a formal proposal that includes the expected
accounting procedure for the sale. Hammond also asked Amy to prepare pro-forma financial statements
showing the effects of the inventory sale.
Panel C of Exhibit 2 illustrates Amy's proposal for the sale of inventory to the JIT vendor. Also, Exhibit
3 lists some of the terms from th~ JIT vendor contract.
SUGGESTED QUESTIONS
1. What possible accounting procedures could be used to account for the sale of inventory to the JIT ven-
dor? Which procedure do you recommend? Why?
2. In your opinion, is it ethical to propose such a supplier relationship given that the bonuses are tied to
inventory turnover? Why or why not?
3. What economic benefits are provided to Spec by the JIT vendor relationship? What economic costs will be
incurred? How do the costs and benefits differ from other JIT inventory systems?
SUGGESTED READINGS
Jarnagan, Bill, 1994. Financial Accounting Standards Explanation and Analysis 16th Edition -1994. CCH
Incorporated Chicago n...
Johnson, G. H. and.Stice, J. D., 1993. Not Quite Just In Time Inventories. The National Public Accountant
(March): 26-29.
Lieber, Ronald B., 1996. Who are the Real Wealth Creators? Fortune (December 9): 107-114.
Stewart, G. Bennett III, 1994. EVA: Fact and Fantasy. Journal of Applied Corporate Finance. (Summer):
71-84.
Stewart, G. Bennett III, 1991. The Questfor Value. Harper Collins Publishers Inc. New York, NY.
Tully, Shawn, 1993. The Real Key to Creating Wealth. Fortune (September 20): 38-50.
Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB). 1981. Accounting for Product Financing Arrangements.
Statement No.49. Stamford, C7:
Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB). 1985. Elements of Financial Statements: A Replacement of
FASB Concepts Statement No.3. (Incorporating an Amendment of FASB Concepts Statement No.2)
Concepts Statement No.6. Stamford, CT.
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Exhibit 2
Cash & Inventory Flows
Panel A: Current Supplier Relationship
I Spec-System I. ~ I Raw Materials II -r-- -1-~ I.. -I Manufacturer I
Panel B: Suggested (Rejected) JIT Vendor Relationship
I Raw Materials I
I Manufacturer I
+t
I ,,-~~ "..~.~~ Is S t ~ I JIT Raw Materials II vpec-vys,em I.. I Vendor I
Panel C: Final Proposed JIT Vendor Relationship
I Spec-System I ~ I Raw Materials II -,.-- -1--- I.. I Manufacturer I
+t
~ Cash Flows JIT Raw Materials
Vendor. Inventory Flows
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Exhibit 3
Selected Terms from the JIT Vendor Contract
1. The initial contract is for eight months. After that the contract is open to renegotiation.
2. Sale price of inventory sold to the JIT vendor shall equal the amount billed to Spec by the Japanese man-
ufacturer.
3. All increases for any reason in the JIT Vendor's inventory shall be billed to the JIT Vendor by SPEC.
4. All decreases, for whatever reason, in the JIT vendor's inventory shall be billed to Spec by the JIT ven-
dor.
5. The JIT vendor's fee shall equal 1.2 percent of the weighted average monthly inventory held by the JIT
vendor.
6. Payments by both parties shall be made within 60 days.
7. The JIT vendor shall not use the inventory as collateral at any time.
-"'
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PERFORM INC.
Why They Decided to Go Public!
Are They Making the Right Decision?
An Interactive Business Case
James c. Flagg, Associate Professor of Accounting
Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas
Hubert D. Glover, President & COO
Enterprise Advisory Services, Inc., Houston, Texas
COMPANYBACKGROUND
Perform Inc. (PI) was founded in 1983 in Houston, Texas by four CPAs, who are also brothers, as a man-
agement consulting firm dedicated to providing services to small businesses. PI was formed as a partnership
wholly owned by the four brothers. PI quickly gained a reputation for its ability to provide strategic planning,
process improvement and operational consulting services. PI experienced rapid growth and after three years
in business revenue for the four-member firm grew from $100,000 in 1983 to $600,000 in 1986. PI's cus-
tomers started requesting additional services based on the company's performance. Hence, PI responded by
adding systems engineering assistance for information technology. This allowed PI to broadened its customer
base from small companies to the Fortune 500.
PI continued to enjoy explosive growth during the next two years. It was able to secure engagements in
assisting major companies to acquire or develop software and hardware solutions. Revenues grew from
$600,000 in 1986 to $1.1 million in 1989. The number of employees grew from four in 1986 to 12 in 1989.
During this growth period PI was forced to employ a full time office administrator who was responsible for
human resources, payroll, billing, and general office management. Prior to 1986, PI was fully owned and
staffed by the four brothers. Independent contractors were used to meet any unique skills or peak load
requirements as dictated by the respective engagement. However, the demand for services, reliable employee
base, quality concerns and overall project scheduling required PI to hire full time employees in 1989.
By 1990, PI noted that they were unable to retain loyal staff because their compensation package was not
competitive since it did not include health benefits. In addition, PI was in a stagnant growth period. Revenue
had remained in the $1.1 to $1.4 million range since 1988 with no signs of improvement. However, PI was
enjoying healthy profit margins, which ranged from 10% to 15% after paying salaries to each of the four
brothers and staff. The four brothers realized that they were at a crossroads and elected to reorganize along
Copyright 1998 by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA). Cases developed and distributed under the AICPA Case
Development Program are intended for use in higher education for instructional purposes only, and are not for application in practice.
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~- ~ with sharing more of PI's profits through the offering of a comprehensive compensation and benefits pro-
gram. In 1991 PI changed from a partnership to a corporation and issued shares to the four brothers and
minority shares to a recently hired senior manager (who eventually was promoted to president) .PI also
decided to offer health benefits, profit sharing and a 401(k) plan.
The enhancement to benefits and compensation allowed PI to attract key technical and marketing pro-
fessionals that assisted the company to enter into other services including environmental, safety and health
consulting and facilities engineering. More importantly these new professionals helped jump start sales and
PI once again experienced double-digit growth. Revenue exploded from $ 2.1 million in 1992 to $18 million
in 1996 with a $50 million contract backlog. However, profit margins slumped from 15% to 1% during that
same time period. The loss in profit margins was primarily due to the cost of marketing, implementing new
technology such as client server networks and an Intranet, and the cost of recent reorganization into three
divisions, each led by a senior vice president. PI's general and administrative expenses were now $2 million
dollars (more than 12% of revenue).
GROWTH ISSUES
By 1995 PI employed more than 350 employees located in six offices throughout the United States. PI was
now facing the routine operational and human resources issues such as workers compensation claims, litiga-
tion by disgruntled former employees, rising health care costs, and stiff market and pricing pressure. This
was placing a strain on PI's $3 million line of credit (LOC) and cash reserves along with the overall accounts
receivable collection challenges. In the earlier years, PI maintained a low overhead (less than 5% of sales)
and high profit margin (10% to 15%), which allowed it to finance operations from cash reserves. In contrast
with the operational cash requirements dictated by 350 employees PI could no longer use profits to fund pay-
roll and vendor payments. In addition, PI had to rely on the LOC to fund business development activities.
The average cost to pursue a five-year $20 million contract was approximately $100,000 in labor and out-of-
pocket expenses.
Larger contracts mandate longer sales cycles and thus longer periods to generate cash receipts. PI had
changed banks several times before they signed with one of the top three banks in the country. Yet, their cur-
rent asset borrowiI"!g base, which consisted of accounts receivable, did not allow them much flexibility.
Furthermore, the low profit margins did not provide much room to build up cash reserves. Consequently, PI
was starting to feel a major pinch in their ability to execute key business planning initiatives since most of the
available cash was used to meet normal operational needs, e.g. payroll. This provided a major stumbling
block to the long-term growth plans for PI, which sought to enter the outsourcing market in a major way.
This would require hiring hundreds of new staff members, open new facilities and deploy major investments
in supporting technology at a total cost of ranging from $1 million to $3 million.
COMPANYBACKGROUND
SECTION ASSIGNMENT
PI's balance sheet, income statement and cash flow statement are presented below. Please review these
financial statements along with the information provided above to address the following questions:
Undergraduate Introductory Accounting and Intennediate Accounting Courses
1. Does PI have a cash flow problem? If so what appears to be the source of PI's cash shortages, is it rev-
enue or expense driven?
2. What other business issues can be attributed to PI's current challenges?
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Advance Accounting or Special Projects Courses and all Graduate Accounting Courses
I. Respond to questions number one and two above
2. Conduct research to determine if PI's cash and organizational challenges are unique.
Provide examples from periodicals such as Fortune, Forbes, Business Week, Wall Street Journal or Inc.,
which substantiate your assessment and evaluation for all three questions.
Auditing Courses ( Advanced and Graduate Only)
I. Discuss the process to identify the inherent and controls risks that could be attributed to PI's current level
of operations?
Provide references from the GAAS where appropriate, e.g. SASs
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ISSUES
In 1996 PI reorganized again and appointed one of the brother's as chief executive officer, bought out the
other three brothers, and appointed a long time senior manager president and chief operating officer. PI's
newly appointed COO completed a six-month review of the company's financial and operational status. The
COO concluded that PI should seek alternate sources of financing to fund future growth into new markets,
upgrade-computing resources and acquire more best in class professionals and rainmakers. The COO met
with PI's current money center bank and convinced them to reclassify $500,000 from current liabilities
to a long-term note with a flve-year maturity. This will allow PI some short-term breathing room until outside
equity infusion is acquired. Specifically, the COO expects PI to be able to allocate at least $50,000 per month
to be placed in cash reserves as a result of this debt reclassification and related deferral of principal and
interest payments. The new LOC terms will be effective, January 1, 1997. PI's audited annual report
indicated sales of$18.2 million with net income less than $200,000.
The COO determined that PI must send potential investors a signal of vision, viability, profitability and
credibility. Hence, the COO switched their independent auditors from a small local firm to a Big Six firm as
well as changed their attorney's to one of the top five in Texas. The COO also sought to engage the financial
management and strategic expertise that both professional advisors could provide PI along with their bank.
The COO presented a flve-year plan to the Big Six firm, their Top Three bank, and Top Five attorneys which
outlined the following goals:
Reach $100 million in revenue by the year 2002
Achieve this goal by
.Strategic mergers and acquisitions
.Hiring best in class professionals
.Upgrading technology infrastructure
.Obtain $10 million in equity infusion to finance the above initiatives
The three professional advisors the COO that they had two options for pursuing equity infusion which are
noted below:
I. Seek equity infusion from a major Fortune 500 client who would not require a short payback period (i.e.
3 years) with double digit return on investment (ROI) expectations.
2. Pursue a private placement equity infusion from investment groups (i.e. venture capitalists) who expect
a specific payback period and related return on investment.
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FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ISSUES
SECTION ASSIGNMENT
Undergraduate Introductory Accounting and Intermediate Accounting Courses
1 .Why did the COO change auditors, bankers and attorneys? Is this required by the SEC or by investors?
2. Does PI's historical performance justify the amount of proposed equity infusion? What other information
would you expect to see to support such a request?
3. What are the advantages to obtaining equity ,infusion from a friendly customer instead of the general
venture capital market?
Advance Accounting or Special Projects Courses and all Graduate Accounting Courses
I. Respond to questions numbers one, two and three above.
2. Was the restructuring of the LOC the best alternative for PI to resolve current cash flow issues?
3. Does the pursuit of external equity financing place smaller accounting firms at a disadvantage against the
Big Six accounting firms?
4. What other sources of financing are there? Are any of them more advantageous for PI than the ones iden-
tified by their three partners. Which one would you select for PI?
5. Identify the normal payback and return on investment expectations investors would dictate for a com-
pany like PI.
Provide examples from periodicals such as Fortune, Forbes, Business Week, Wall Street Journal or Inc.,
---' which substantiate your assessment and evaluation for all five questions.
Auditing Courses (Advanced and Graduate Only)
I. Does the pursuit for an aggressive expansion plan overshadow PI's ability to remain as a going concern?
What responsibilities does the auditor have in regards to this issue in conducting an independent audit of
PI?
2. Should the reclassification of the LOC be disclosed in PI's notes to the financial statements?
Provide references from the GAAS where appropriate. e.g. SASs
ALTERNATIVE FINANCING INITIATIVES
The CEO and COO determined that PI's aggressive growth strategy noted above in their five-year plan
would require both equity infusion as well as development of a competitive niche. The CEO and COO
reviewed the market via the use of outside consultants and noted that there was an opportunity for a low cost,
quality oriented, professional and business services provider. The COO translated this discovery into an
impact on projected profitability by the year 2002, which was estimated to be 5%(profit margin). The Big Six
accounting firm advised the COO that even a friendly customer who invested in PI would require profit mar-
gins of at least 10% to secure a reasonable ROI.
After consulting with their three professional advisors (bank, auditors and attorneys), the CEO and COO
determined that their five-year plan had to be expanded to include an option to go public. The Big Six
accounting firm, which led other accounting firms in initial public stock offerings, indicated that PI could
offer their investors more than 200% gains on their investment once they went public. The Big Six firm noted
that the professional services industry had experienced positive responses for their IPOs and the market value
"" of the related companies out paced price-earnings ratio of most other industries on the NASDAQ. This
would allow PI to pursue their competitive niche as a low cost service provider while meeting the ROI
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expectations of their investors. Upon going public the investors would tender their stock unless they believed
that PI's stock would continue to earn high yields. Alternatively, the investors could elect to reduce their risks
by selling of enough of the stock to payback their initial investment plus any desired gains while retaining a
level of ownership in PI.
The CEO and COO accepted the recommendations of their three advisors regarding going public. They
also engaged their Big Six accounting firm to develop a business proposal for one of their largest Fortune 500
clients Energy Inc. to request $10 million in equity infusion to begin in 1998. The Top Three bank and the
Top Five attorneys would prepare all of the requisite financial and legal arrangements to prepare PI to receive
the equity infusion.
ALTERNATIVE FINANCING INITIATIVES
SECTION ASSIGNMENT
Undergraduate Introductory Accounting and Intennediate Accounting Courses
This section is recommended only for completion by upper-Ievel accounting or graduate students.
Advance Accounting or Special Projects Courses and all Graduate Accounting Courses
I. Prepare a brief business plan for PI to request $10 million in equity infusion from its largest customer
Energy Inc. The plan should include a company background, marketing plan and financial forecast
deploying the use of the cash infusion as reflected in two years of pro-forma financial statements
2. Determine the options PI has for receiving the equity infusion (e.g. convertible debt and preferred stock)
and discuss the advantages and disadvantages in terms of eventually going public for both PI and the
investor.
3. Identify the organizational issues (e.g. establishing a board of directors for PI), which the company must
address once it goes public
4. Outline the key accounting and legal actions, which must be implemented in order for PI to go public.
5. Assess the validity of PI's ability to launch a successful IPO and satisfy Energy Inc.'s ROI requirements
(assume 10%). Use the Internet and other resources to support your response as well as provide guid-
ance.
Auditing Courses (Advanced and Graduate Only)
I. Can the Big Six firm provide the assurance to potential investors that PI can provide a 200% ROI? Will
the Big Six firm's independence be compromised if they develop PI's business plan? Please address in
light of the new Independence Standards Board and related issues which caused its formation. Is there
any exposure to the Big Six firm providing both assurance and advisory services?
2. What are the auditor's responsibilities in an IPO under SEC regulation (assume S-K or S-X and indicate
accordingly in your response)
3. What other assurance services beyond auditing financial statemens can the Big Six firm provide PI in
order to find alternative sources of funds? What other services (non-assurance) can the Big Six firm pro-
vide PI to assist in this regard?
Provide references from the GAAS where appropriate, e.g. SASs
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HISTORY 
 
The Western New York Independent Living Center, Inc. (ILC or Center) is a not-for-profit human services agency for 
persons with disabilities. It was started in 1979 by a group of students at the State University of New York at Buffalo 
(SUNYAB). The students were fed up with discrimination against, and lack of access for, persons with disabilities. 
Inspired by the successes of those who opposed discrimination on the basis of race, age or gender, and by the Independent 
Living movement that was then gaining nationwide attention, these students decided to make their own opportunities and 
assist their peers to do the same. 
 
Since its inception, the ILC has worked to fill the gaps that had long existed between medical rehabilitation service 
agencies and the needs of people with disabilities who had often "fallen through the cracks". It did this through systems 
advocacy coordination with other agencies, and a comprehensive program of services (see "Overview of Present Program 
Offerings," and Appendix A: "Program Offerings and their Components," below). It has retained its consumer control and 
focus on the individual, while augmenting the services offered as further needs have been identified. 
 
SELECTED MILESTONES 
1981 •  ILC acquired a wheelchair lift-equipped van. 
 
1984 •  ILC provided 17 services, including career guidance, housing assistance, and architectural barrier consultation. 
 
1985 • Services expanded to offer: Sign Language Interpreters, interpreter resource library. 
 
1987 • Launched "Be Parking Considerate" campaign. 
 
1988 • ILC grew into a second building with an audio loop assistive listening system. 
 • Added computerized print-to-braille transcription service. 
 
1989 • Set up a library resource room with a community accessible computer. 
 
1990 • Added new independent living skills area. 
 • Expanded outreach efforts with weekly radio interview program for consumers with disabilities and the general 
public. 
 
1991 • The first UNIFEST Street Fair and Festival (Major Fund Raiser) 
 • ILC recruited experts to its Architectural Barrier Consultation Service. 
 
1992 • ILC secured two grants to assist recipients of mental health services: the Peer Advocate Specialist program 
including staff advocates working for the rights of citizens with psychiatric disabilities. 
 
 
   
     
 
 1993  ⋅ Became partner in Rehabilitation Engineering Research Center on Technology 
    Evaluation and Transfer (RERC-TET), called the "Adapt Your Future" program. 
 
 1994  . Provided layout and desktop publishing services for the 24-page, quarterly,  
    recipient-edited magazine, Mental Health World. 
  ⋅ Helped organize the 100-plus informational march through Buffalo, 
    "No more band aid measures; Be Fair On Health Care". 
  . Kicked off "Porky Parker Disability Awareness Program" for  
    elementary school students. 
 
 
Fiscal Year 1994-1995 
 
         ⋅ Center's Porky Parker Disability Awareness Campaign for kids presented in dozens  of schools, scout troops and 
day care programs. 
         ⋅ "Meet the Candidates Day" for citizens with disabilities in October. 
         ⋅ January, 1995: satellite, Native American Independent Living Services (NAILS), 
 began operation. 
         ⋅ "Americans with Disabilities Act" training seminar held at ILC in March. 
         ⋅ Coalition On Independent Living (COIL) members educated State Legislators in Albany, New York, on the issues 
  and concerns of persons with disabilities. 
         ⋅ Marched with disability rights advocates around the Mahoney State Office Building, in Albany, New York, to 
  protest proposed State service reductions. 
              ⋅ Participated in US government-sponsored exchange with colleagues at independent living centers in Brazil during  
  April and May. 
        ⋅ Buffalo hosted Second Annual Conference of the Coalition On Independent Living  
 (COIL) in June, with independent living movement pioneer, Judith A. Heumann. 
              ⋅ In July, the "Adapt Your Future" assistive device commercialization program began  national testing phase, "the  
  National Consumer Criteria Study, Part 1". 
              ⋅ ILC's fifth annual August UNIFEST Street Fair & Festival (Major Fund Raiser). 
              ⋅ Co-sponsored Americans with Disabilities Act training seminar at SUNYAB in September. 
        ⋅ Also in September, coordinated the Regional Forum on Women's Mental Health 
 Issues at Buffalo General Hospital. 
 
 
OVERVIEW OF PRESENT PROGRAM OFFERINGS 
 
The ILC has constantly adapted and augmented its services and advocacy to meet the needs of the citizen with a 
disability and to encourage individual self-sufficiency. This policy, along with its non-traditional staffing and operation by 
persons with disabilities continually make the Center unique and valuable to the community. 
 
The Center now offers programs in several areas of concern: individual services, programs for consumers with de-
velopmental disabilities, mental health services, support services, community services, and the "Adapt Your Future" 
assistive device commercialization program.  For a detailed description of each program's componential services, see 
Appendix A.  A count taken for fiscal 1994 and 1995, of the most frequently demanded of the above-listed program services 
is presented in Exhibit I below.  The "totals" statistics show that the number of consumers served and service units delivered 
are growing modestly.  Transportation, Advocacy and Peer Counseling are, so far, the top three single services offered by 
the Center.  Overall, ILC's multiple-approach program provides an avenue for all people with disabilities to gain access, 
both physical and attitudinal, into a community of their peers. This process can also assist these consumers in becoming 
contributing citizens. 
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EXHIBIT I 
STATISTICS OF SELECTED SERVICES OFFERED FOR FISCAL 1994 TO 1996 
            _      1994                         1995                          1996             
  
 No. of 
Consumers 
Service 
Units 
 No. of 
Consumers 
Service 
Units 
 No of 
Consumers 
Service 
Units 
 
Peer Counseling 196 5,493  257 6,598  442 10,457  
Personal Counseling 25 63  24 99  18 66  
Housing Assistance 554 3,157  611 3,005  503 3,899  
Information & Referral 1,415 3,037  1,190 3,279  1,313 3,529  
Benefits Advisement 327 2,400  348 2,901  362 2,202  
Advocacy 359 4,611  483 7,672  702 11,626  
Transportation 367 12,238  359 8,506  374 9,692  
Independent Living Skills          
  Counseling & Skill Develop.   216 4,645  209 4,079  295 6,210  
Attendant Referral 10 14  13 30  6 67  
Interpreter Referral 67 179  58 176  68 268  
Interpreter Service 66 2,063  60 2,211  64 1,618  
Equipment Repair & Loan 33 41  28 33  21 30  
Architect. Barrier Consultation   122 1,506  114 1,046  79 1,999  
Voter Registration 13 15  10 13  16 30  
Other Direct Services* 178 7,370  164 7,591  300 6,411  
Totals ** 46,835  ** 47,239  ** 58,167  
          
*Included in these are: Braille Transcription, Coordination of Volunteer Readers, and Recreational Peer Support Groups. 
**As some consumers participate in more than one program, totaling this column would result in a duplicate count.  In 1994-
1995, the ILC served 2,804 individuals (690 for the first time), which was a 3.8% increase over the previous year's 2,701. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
 
ILC'S FUNDING, REPORTING REQUIREMENTS AND ACCOUNTING 
 
The ILC was awarded its first Federal Title VII grant in 1980, and moved off SUNYAB campus early the following year to set up 
shop at 3108 Main Street, Buffalo, New York. Since then, the ILC has been receiving funding from state and local authorities in 
addition to Federal grants.  As recently as 1994, the Center was predominantly funded by the New York State Education 
Department's Office of Vocational and Educational Services for Individuals with Disabilities (NYS VESID).  Other, non-grant, 
funds the agency received came from a few minor contracts, fund raising and fees for service.  The total revenue of the agency 
was approximately $500,000.  VESID's reporting requirement (an audited expense report) was easily met with a relatively 
unsophisticated accounting set up.  The accountant manually tallied required data from source documents and completed the 
necessary forms. 
 
 
From 1994 on, the ILC began developing a relationship with the Office of Mental Health (OMH) and Office of Mental 
Retardation and Developmental Disabilities (OMRDD) at both Federal and State levels.  With the new contracts, among others, 
the ILC grew substantially over the next two years from a $500,000 budget in its 1993/94 fiscal year to a projected budget of 
$1,800,000 for its 1996/97 fiscal year.  A summary of the current sources of ILC's funding (other than fund raising, interest and 
miscellaneous) including the reporting requirements, is presented in Exhibit II below: 
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 EXHIBIT II 
SUMMARY OF FUNDING SOURCES AS OF DEC., 1996, AND REQUIRED REPORTS 
________________________________________________________________________________________
 
     Type of Report  Timing of Report                 Assurance 
Funding Source/Type & Amount  Required  & # of Programs  Requirement 
Federal 
Home Community Based Waiver  Consolidated Fiscal 1/1 - 12/31   
Services (HCBS)              Report (CFR)  1 program  Audited 
 
State Education Department 
Vocational and Educational Services 
for Individuals with Disabilities     10/1 - 9/30   
(VESID)                Expense Report  1 program  Audited 
 
Native American Independent Living    10/1 - 9/30 
Services (NAILS) (VESID)            Expense Report  1 program  Audited 
 
Rehabilitation Engineering Research 
Center: Technology Evaluation and     1/1 - 12/31 
Transfer (RERC-TET)              Expense Report  1 program  Non-Audited 
 
Comprehensive Medicaid Case     1/1 - 12/31 
Management (CMCM)             CFR   1 program  Audited 
 
State 
New York State Education Department    10/1 - 9/30 
VESID                Expense Report  1 program  Audited 
 
Office of Mental Health (OMH)        CFR   1/1  - 12/31 
                           1 program  Audited 
Office of Mental Retardation and 
Developmental Disabilities      1/1 - 12/31  
(OMRDD)               CFR   2 programs  Audited 
 
Housing Options Made Easy     1/1 - 12/31 
(HOME)                CFR   1 program  Audited 
 
Commission for the Blind and 
Visually Handicapped    None   Fees for Service 
(CBVH)                  1 program   Non-Audited 
 
Local 
Erie County Office of Mental Health                   1/1 - 12/31 
(ECOMH)                CFR   8 programs  Audited 
 
City of Buffalo Grant in Aid         None   1 program  Non-Audited 
 
Erie County Department of Social     
Services (ECDSS)             None   1 program  Non-Audited 
 
Americans with Disabilities Act     Fees for Service 
(ADA)              None   1 program  Non-Audited 
 
All other Programs    
               N/A   Multiple programs N/A 
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These multiple sources of funding have brought with them additional reporting requirements, including new
formats and procedures, designed to satisfy the regulations under which each funding source operates.  For
instance, ILC must submit a Consolidated Fiscal Report (CFR) to OMH and OMRDD each calendar year.  The
CFR must be broken down by each program for the two departments.  ILC must also submit fiscal year expense
reports to VESID and to RERC.  Currently, the ILC segregates its costs on the accounting software via the chart
of accounts by type of service - that is, Counseling, Community Support, Fund raising, Research and
administration.  See Exhibit III below.
Exhibit III
Statement of Activities
For the years ended September 30, 1994 and 1995
1996Changes in unrestricted net assets: 1994 1995
  Revenues
   Contributions and Memberships $12,972 $18,040 $19,905
   Transportation fees (less incurred cost allowance of $181/$168) 13,007 13,063 6,316
   Interpreter referral fees (less incurred cost allowance of $533/$1,584) 21,311 26,783 24,040
   Consultation fees 4,550 192 -
   Fees for service (less incurred cost allowance of ($0/$0) 43,094 34,425 66,950
   Other revenues (less incurred cost allowance of $81/$0) 11,950 15,345 13,996
   Investment Income 4,210 12,886 9,445
   Fund raising 84,679 44,700 66,535
   Contracts and Grants 634,199 1,032,650 1,218,861
   Insurance from burglary loss - 5,243 -
 Total unrestricted revenues 829,972 1,203,327 1,426,048
 Expenses:
   Counseling services 251,275 358,093 440,492
   Community services 177,864 201,235 237,288
   RERC-TET Grant 74,101 233,260 213,094
   NAILS Grant - 50,351 61,437
   Administrative 209,482 249,040 354,041
   Action for mental health - - 25,740
   Fund raising 73,326 72,003 64,439
 Total Expenses 786,048 1,163,982 1,396,531
 Increase (decrease) in unrestricted net assets 43,924 39,345 29,517
 Changes in temporarily restricted net assets:
   Contribution -- M. Wendt Fund - - 10,000
   Incurred security deposit fund -- bad debts 635 (726) -
 Increase (decrease) in temporarily restricted net assets 635 (726) 10,000
 Changes in permanently restricted net assets - - -
 Increase (decrease) in net assets 43,289 38,619 39,517
 Net assets at beginning of year 140,258 183,547 222,166
 Net assets at end of year $183,547 $222,166        $261,683
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ILC's current accounting system and reporting formats are designed to produce the above financial report or statement for the 
Center as a whole at the end of the fiscal year.   However, they have become obsolete and inefficient - they are unable to 
produce the varied reports that are now required quarterly and at the end of the calendar year.  The problem posed by these two 
different accounting periods is compounded by the fact that the accounting system is on a cash basis for the first eleven months 
of the fiscal year and then converted to the accrual basis at the close of the final month.  The cumbersome conversion process 
has to be repeated three months later for those programs required to be reported on the accrual basis at the end of the calendar 
year.  ILC is now a multi-agency, multi-program, not-for-profit organization.  It needs an accounting system that can allow it to 
quickly produce the different reports that it must submit to its supporters. A new accounting system, including particularly, a 
new chart of accounts, must be designed to produce the required reports in a timely and efficient manner. 
 
Another problem is that the ILC currently processes the checks to vendors and invoices to customers separately from the 
accounting program.  This necessitates the handling of each invoice to the ILC at least twice: once, to process the check, and 
second, to record it in the books.  There could actually be a third time handling the invoice if that particular invoice needs to be 
recorded to a specific schedule of expense for each of the programs. 
 
ILC's not-for-profit status neither exempts it from withholding wage income taxes from its employees and remitting same to 
state and federal authorities, nor from paying state payroll-related taxes such as SUTA.  In addition to paying these liabilities, 
ILC, as an employer, is required to prepare and submit a variety of tax reports, including the ones on Forms 941 and 990. 
 
Hitherto, ILC has avoided integrating its payroll tax accounting into its accounting system by contracting out that function to a 
payroll tax accounting service.  Serious consideration must be given to whether to continue this arrangement, or to commence 
performing this accounting function in-house.  In the latter case, payroll tax accounting subsystem must be set up and integrated 
into its accounting system. 
 
A consultant has suggested that the Center should consider the manufacturing and selling of wheel chairs.  In this case, still 
further reporting requirements including, particularly, unrelated business income tax filings, would have to be met, its not-for-
profit status notwithstanding.  There appears to be little support to add manpower to the accounting department which is 
presently staffed by the controller and one assistant. 
 
 
UPDATES TO 2000  
 
ILC's growth has continued as is evident from some of the highlights since 1995 shown below.  Most notable is that the Center 
now refers to itself as a family of agencies, comprising of the ILC, AMH, NAILS and AZtech, all of which are under the 
umbrella of the Western New York Independent Living Project, Inc.  A new vision statement to match has also been developed 
by the Board of Directors in 2000.  It reads:  "the WNY Independent Living Project family of agencies is a catalyst for systems 
and individual change, enhancing the quality of life for persons with disabilities while respecting diversity, and promoting 
choices and alternatives for independent living in our societies." 
 
 
Highlights Since 1995 
 
1995 . A satellite agency, Native American Independent Living Services  
   (NAILS) began operation. 
 . US government-sponsored exchange with colleagues at independent  
    living centers in Brazil. 
 . First annual, "The Tailgate: A Charity Football Fest", before a  
   SUNYAB Bulls home game. 
 . Kick off of "Kids Understanding Disabilities" statewide youth  
   awareness program. 
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 . ILC formally united with Action for Mental Health (AMH) 
 . RERC-TET National Study on Assistive Technology. 
 
1997  . ILC began vocationally oriented Peer Transportation Program for Erie  
   County's recipients of mental health services. 
 
1998  . Job Fair, "People with Disabilities on the Move." 
 . NAILS establishes outreach offices in contiguous counties and  
   Tuscarora Reservation. 
 . The Rehabilitation Engineering Research Center for Technology  
   Transfer (T2RERC) replaces RERC-TET, bringing additional strategic  
   partners and a second mandate: the development of new concepts. 
 
1999  . ILC reaches the 20-year mark. 
 .The Center's family of agencies collect and send petitions to the 
   Governor, hold demonstration and press conference, all against  
   various perceived discriminatory treatment of people with disabilities  
   in the State of New York.  
 . ILC assisted with the Fourth Statewide Conference of the Coalition On Independent Living  
   COIL). 
 . T2RERC partners attend the North American Stakeholders Forum on Wheeled Mobility in  
   Pittsburgh. 
2000  . ILC merges with AZtech, a market research firm, that assists manufacturers, service companies, 
  and inventors to develop  assistive technology for people with disabilities and the elderly. 
 . ILC is selected to host the Rehabilitation Research and Training Center on Independent Living 
   Management (RRTCILM), the first time such a federal program is operated by a consumer-run 
   Independent Living Center. 
 
 
 
 
 
EXHIBIT IV 
SELECTED SERVICES OFFERED FOR FISCAL 1997 TO 2000 
 
 Number of Persons Served 
 
Individual Services 1997 1998 1999 2000 
     
Advocacy/Legal Services 605 556 752 726 
Communication Services 145 63 150 123 
Family Services 20 3 19 18 
Housing and Shelter Services 394 295 311 529 
Information and Referral 2,084 2,728 2,924 3819 
Independent Living Skills Training & Life Skills     
     Training and Services 330 284 346 314 
Peer Counseling 467 709 701 1699 
Personal Assistance Services 15 12 22 31 
Recreational Services 502 84 77 43 
Transportation Services 207 575 166 319 
Vocational Services 52 40 49 147 
Other 73 483 516 235 
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EXHIBIT V 
LATEST FUNDING SOURCES (AS OF DEC., 2000), AND REQUIRED REPORTS 
 
 
Funding Source and Type 
 
 
Type of Report* 
Program 
Reporting 
Period and # of 
 Programs 
 
Assurance 
Requirement 
Federal    
 
US Dept. of Education Title VII, Part C 
Financial Status Report SF 289 
704 Report 
10/1 - 9/30 
2 Programs 
 
Audited 
    
SUNYAB Research Foundation through 
  National Institute on Disability Rehabilitation 
  Research 
 
 
Expense Report 
 
10/1 - 9/30 
1 Program 
 
 
Non-Audited 
    
US Dept. of Education Rehabilitation  & 
 Research  Training Center 
 
Financial Status Report SF 289 
11/1 - 10/31 
1 Program 
 
Audited 
    
State    
NY State Dept of Education: Vocational &  
  Educational Services for Individuals with  
  Disabilities 
 
 
Expense Report 
 
10/1 - 9/30 
1 Program 
 
 
Audited 
    
NYS Office of Mental Retardation and  
  Developmental Disabilities 
Consolidated Fiscal Report 
 (CFR) 
1/1 - 12/31 
4 Programs 
 
Audited 
    
 
Medicaid Case Management 
 
PACES 
Monthly fees for 
service 
 
Audited 
    
 
Commission for the Blind & Visually 
  Handicapped 
 
Invoice 
Monthly fees for 
service 
 
Non-Audited 
    
Local    
Erie County Dept. of Mental of Mental Health  
  through NY State Office of Mental Health 
 
CFR 
1/1 - 12/31 
17 Programs 
 
Audited 
    
 
City of Buffalo Grant in Aid 
 
Expense Report 
7/1 - 6/30 
1 Program 
 
Non-Audited 
    
All Other Programs N/A Multiple Non-Audited 
    
 *Types of Reports: 
Report SF 289 - Standard Form 289: A federal govt. Financial Status Report. 
704 Report - US Dept. of Education Section 704 Annual Performance Report for Centers for Independent Living. 
PACES - Medicaid Provider Assisted Claim Entry System 
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 Suggested Discussion Questions 
 
1.  Does the ILC serve any purpose(s) you deem important? Discuss. 
 
2.  Identify the major issues of this case. 
 
3.  What is the significance of the accounting function at ILC? 
 
4.  What were the major issues with ILC's old accounting system?  Explain in detail. 
 
5.  Outline and explain the steps that must be followed to design a new accounting system capable of producing the various 
     reports that the ILC is required to file. 
 
6.  a) Discuss the importance of a chart of accounts in the design of an accounting 
    information system. b)  What characteristics make for a good chart of accounts?   
    c)  Once designed, should it be followed in recording of transactions?  Why or why not? 
 
7.  Prepare (diagrammatically or otherwise) a general model of the chart of accounts that 
    would enable the ILC to produce the various reports required of it. Assume that the maximum digits allowed for an 
    account code/number is seven - the numbers must be from 1000000 to 9999999. 
 
8.  What are the considerations that would go into the choice of accounting software to 
    implement the new accounting system?  Here take into account, the need to minimize 
    repetitive handling of source documents at the ILC. 
 
9.  a) What payroll tax reporting requirements must the ILC meet?  Also, what are the 
    consequences of not meeting the payroll tax reporting requirements, even for a NFPO 
    such as the ILC? 
    b) Hitherto, the ILC has contracted out its payroll function.  Should this function now  
    be integrated into ILC's new accounting system?  What are the pros and cons? 
 
10. Should the ILC follow the consultant's suggestion to look into the possibility of 
    establishing a manufacturing operation to provide appropriate added employment for its 
    clients that are severely handicapped?  That would clearly lead to "Unrelated Business 
    Income" for the Center.  What are the added reporting, particularly tax reporting, 
    consequences of this consideration? 
 
11.  Given the ILC's preference to have persons with disability to run most of its 
    operations, suggest features or modifications to the accounting software to enable persons 
    with manual, visual and auditory impairments to participate in producing and/or in using   
    the Center's accounting information.  
 
 
 Suggested Readings: 
 
1. Bookholdt, James (1996). Accounting Information Systems: Transaction Processing and Controls. New York: McGrawHill Co.
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 Refer particularly to: Part II: "Developing Accounting Systems," and  
 Part III: "Technology of Accounting Systems." 
 
2. Fess, P.E., and Warren, C.S. (1993). Accounting Principles, 17th Ed. 
 Cincinnati, Ohio: Southwestern Publishing Co. 
 Refer to Chapter 7: "Accounting Systems." 
 
3. Gelinas, U.J., Sutton, S.G., and Allan E. Oram (1999). Accounting Information Systems, 4th Ed. 
 Cincinnati, Ohio: Southwestern Publishing Co. 
 Refer particularly to: Part II: "Accounting Information System Applications," and 
 Part III: "Systems Analysis and Design." 
 
4. Gelinas, U.J. and Sutton, S.G. (2002). Accounting Information Systems, 5th Ed.  Cincinnati, Ohio: Southwestern Pub. Co. 
 
5. Hall, James A. (2000). Accounting Information Systems, 2nd Ed. 
 Cincinnati, Ohio: Southwestern Publishing Co. 
 Refer to: Chapters 12-14: "The Systems Development Process," Parts I-III. 
 
6. Harrison, Jr., W.T. and C.T. Horngren (1995).  Financial Accounting, 2nd Ed. 
 Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice Hall. 
 See Chapter 6: "Accounting Information Systems." 
 
7. Journal of Accountancy, December, 1996, pp. 43-52, and September, 1995, pp.50-62. 
 
8. Larkin, R.F. (1999). Financial Statement Presentation and Disclosure Practices for Not-For-Profit Organizations. Jersey 
  City, N.J.: American Institute of CPAs. 
 
9. Moscove, S.A., M.G. Simkin and N.A. Bagranoff (2001). Core Concepts of Accounting Information Systems, 7th Ed. 
 New York: John Wiley & Sons Inc. 
 See Part I: "Introduction to Accounting Information Systems & Their Role in 
 Decisionmaking," and Part II: "Accounting Information Systems for Collecting,   
 Recording and Storing Business Data." 
 
10. O'Brien, James A. (1988) Information Systems in Business Management, 5th Ed. Homewood, Ill. Irwin. 
 
11. Dept. of the Treasury: Internal Revenue Service: Internal Revenue Code 
 
12. _____: Circular E, Employer's Tax Guide - Publication 15 (Rev. Jan., 1997). 
 
 
Helpful Websites: 
 
1. "http://www.irs.ustreas.gov", for various tax questions 
 
2. "http://www.fourmilab.ch/ustax/www/contents.html", for the entire Internal Revenue Code on line. 
 
 3.            "http://www.k2e.com/se/tts.htm";  http://www.k2e.com/se/ttm.htm"; and "http://www.k2e.com/se.ttl.htm"
                 for reviews of "entry-level" to "high-end" Accounting Software Packages.
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 Appendix A 
 PROGRAM OFFERINGS AND THEIR COMPONENTS 
 
INDIVIDUAL SERVICES  
 
These are services designed to help consumers to take control of their lives and maximize their individual opportunities. 
 
⋅ Peer Counseling assists participants in smoothing the transition to independence, whether it is in a group setting, with the 
family or one-on-one. 
 
⋅ Financial Benefits Consultation informs consumers with disabilities of the various programs available and provides 
instruction in securing and/or maintaining assistance. 
 
⋅ Housing Search Assistance aids individuals in locating appropriate housing/living arrangements. 
 
⋅ Home and Building Modification Consultation identifies physical barriers in the home and recommends suitable ad-
aptations. 
 
⋅ Security Deposit Loan Fund offers the opportunity to apply for an interest-free loan for security deposits (such as utility or 
rent deposits) to enable the consumer to move into an independent living situation. 
 
⋅ Independent Living Skills Evaluation assists participants in identifying skills needed in any of the following areas: 
housekeeping, cleaning, clothing care and personal hygiene; cooking and meal planning; reading, writing and communication 
skills; use of adaptive devices; money management including banking, budgeting, shopping and handling taxes; awareness of 
the legal system, home safety, family and community responsibilities; and social and interpersonal skills. Appropriate 
instruction can be provided in the home, or in the ILC's Skills area, which includes an adapted kitchen. 
 
⋅ Recreational Peer Support Groups offer consumers the opportunity to share experiences while taking part in social 
activities, working on community projects and bringing particular interests to the attention of their peers. 
 
⋅ Individual Advocacy is available to citizens who have been the subject of physical or mental health disability-based 
discrimination, and can involve cooperative work with public interest legal organizations. Also, ILC's Systems Advocates work 
for enactment and enforcement of physical and psychiatric disability laws and regulations. 
 
PROGRAMS FOR CONSUMERS WITH DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES 
 
Developmental Disabilities (DD) include disabilities affecting the central nervous system which were acquired before age 22, 
for instance: autism, cerebral palsy, epilepsy, head trauma, mental retardation, spina bifida, spinal chord injury and various 
learning disabilities.  The following three programs are designed exclusively for persons with DD: 
 
. Comprehensive Medicaid Case Management, in which an advocate assists developmentally disabled individuals in 
selecting appropriate services, such as: housing, financial assistance, work programs, medical services, etc., which can aid their 
efforts to live independently in the community. This Case Manager follows the participants' progress, offers support in a range 
of circumstances and can be reached 24-hours per day for emergencies. 
 
. Individual Support Services offers financial assistance, such as rent subsidies and partial funding of home modifications to 
encourage the efforts of people with developmental disabilities to live independently. 
 
. Community-Based Waiver, which channels Medicaid funds to specific independent living needs, including: personal care 
attendants, adaptive devices, daily living skills instruction, and other services. 
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The ILC has designed the following services in this area: 
 
⋅ Peer Advocate Specialist program matches recipients of mental health services, who are living in institutional care and are 
about to make the transition into independent living situations, with trained Peers living in the community who can offer 
guidance. 
 
⋅ Self-Help Groups for Survivors of Sexual Abuse--some for females, and some for males -- are being established throughout 
the community, in which other survivors provide support to assist in healing, diminishing symptoms and shame, and building 
confidence and self-esteem. 
 
⋅ Bridging The Gap (BTG) is an after care assistance program in which mental health advocates provide an array of 
independent living services to reduce the re-hospitalization of persistently mentally ill adults by aiding them in living 
successfully in the community. BTG counselors help recipients of mental health services to: gain appropriate housing and 
relocate; learn daily living, social and coping skills; link up with services, social groups, and self-help organizations; develop a 
peer support/crisis network; learn early symptom recognition and medication management; and develop life goals. 
 
⋅ Mental Health World, is a quarterly publication whose content is entirely controlled by an editorial board made up of current 
or former recipients of mental health services from across Western New York. The ILC is pleased to assist the Board in 
maintaining consumer control by providing administrative and clerical services, and by preparing the New York State office of 
Mental Health-funded periodical for printing. 
 
⋅ Advocates for Mental Health Issues work for the rights of recipients on a case-by-case basis and by addressing concerns 
with other agencies and organizations on a community-wide basis. 
 
SUPPORT SERVICES  
 
These are resources which can be used routinely to maintain and enhance participants' independence. 
 
⋅ Transportation is available via wheelchair lift-equipped vans for a very small cost. Operating on a first-come, first-served 
basis, the Center's vans can take consumers with disabilities to the doctor, shopping, recreational activities, work or anywhere 
else within a 50-mile radius of the Center. 
 
⋅ Screening Service for Personal Care Attendants (PCA's) provides participants a compiled list of possible attendant can-
didates. PCA Consultation offers instruction in practical techniques for interviewing, hiring, managing and terminating at-
tendants. 
 
⋅ A Volunteer Reader List is available, for people needing personal material read aloud due to visual impairment, inability to 
hold a book or who are otherwise considered to be print-handicapped. 
 
⋅ Equipment Loan of wheelchairs, walkers and a variety of other adaptive devices is available for up to one month to assist 
consumers in making purchasing decisions or to fill the gap during a temporary period of need. 
 
Participants can also try out a wide variety of devices at the ILC as part of the Independent Living Skills Evaluation and 
Instruction programs. 
 
COMMUNITY SERVICES  
 
These include services open to anyone who wants to learn about disability issues and/or provide total access. 
 
⋅ Information and Referral provides a wide array of material for study, including: 1. Disability laws and the regulations which 
define them, and Federal and State codes relating to disability issues; 
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2. Instructional videos on sign language interpretation and a variety of other independent living topics; 3. 
Reference material which can assist interested individuals in identifying outside services, programs, adaptive 
devices and other information. 
 
⋅ Interpreter for the Deaf Service places qualified professional Sign Language Interpreters in various settings 
(classroom, office, factory, lecture, etc.) to facilitate communication between consumers who are hearing-
impaired and the hearing public. 
 
. Brailing Service for the blind consumers expediently converts up to five pages of printed material into braille 
for just the cost of the paper.  Arrangements can be made for institutions and larger quantities. 
 
. 24-Hour Information Lines offer timely recordings to anyone with a touch-tone telephone: Alerts (ext.311) -
- vital issues of local, state or national concern; the Job Bank (ext.312) -- brief listings of job examinations and 
open positions, locally and across the nation; and What's Happening at the ILC (ext.313) -- events, new 
programs and activities of interest involving the Center.  Rotary phone users can be connected during business 
hours. 
 
. A Community Directory Service matches individual needs with available resources in the Greater Buffalo 
area, across the State and beyond.  It offers easy access to information such as service content, eligibility 
criteria, costs and appeal processes of hundreds of programs from many different agencies. 
 
Assistive Listening Systems, are portable units which aid organizations in meeting their responsibility to 
provide equal access for hard of hearing persons who have a telephone-compatible hearing aid.  The Center's 
conference room, containing a permanent audio loop assistive listening system, can be reserved for community 
groups' meetings, free of charge. 
 
Architectural Barrier Consultation Service for Businesses and Institutions can evaluate buildings for 
compliance with accessibility standards, and can provide written recommendations on how to improve the 
facility. 
 
⋅ Community Education provides in-service training for agencies and professionals and sensitivity workshops 
for schools and community organizations to acquaint them with issues important to people with disabilities. 
 
ADAPT YOUR FUTURE 
 
This is the ILC's component of a three-way partnership which was formed to evaluate prototype assistive 
devices for persons with disabilities, and enable truly useful inventions to reach the marketplace at a reasonable 
cost. SUNYAB's Center for Assistive Technology gauges submitted devices for safety, soundness and possible 
patent infringement; the ILC coordinates extensive testing by the targeted disabled consumers; and the Western 
New York Technology Development Center performs market surveys, and arranges for manufacturing and 
nationwide distribution. Initial focus groups are conducted at the ILC, and, if necessary, more extensive field 
tests can be made at the Center's fourteen National Testing Sites. The combined effort, officially titled the 
Rehabilitation Engineering Research Center on Technology Evaluation and Transfer (RERC-TET), was made 
possible by a grant from the National Institute for Disability and Rehabilitation Research (NIDRR) of the U.S. 
Department 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA V. HAROLD WOSEPKA:
"A CASE INVOLVING FRAUDULENT FINANCIAL REPORTING."
Dr. Norman J. Gierlasinski, Professor of Accounting
Central Washington University, SeaTac, Washington
Mr. Robert L. Fuhriman, FBI Agent, Retired
Seattle, Washington
ovERvmw
The fraud lasted approximately two years. Two individuals were the primary perpetrators, being assisted
by many co-conspirators (strawmen-borrowers).
Harold T. Wosepka devised a scheme to defraud the Small Business Investment Company (SBIC) pro-
gram administered by the Small Business Administration (SBA) by obtaining approximately $1,950,000 in
funds from the SBA using fraudulent financial information and thereafter converting most of the money to
his own use and benefit and to the use and benefit of others not entitled to receive the funds. This was
accomplished by using associates as "strawmen" to borrow the funds and then return the funds to Wosepka
through a money laundering scheme.
Donald Hoyt, a close business associate, allowed the money to flow through his company, Suburban
Investment Corp. In exchange for this, Hoyt received some of the funds for his personal use.
No government employees were involved in the fraud.
Most of the information in the case comes from the actual court documents, and the experiences of
Robert L. Fuhriman, an FBI agent on the case at that time.
There were thirty-two counts in the indictment. Wosepka used fraudulent financial statements to secure
his own "SBA bank." Accountants investigated documents, hundreds of transactions, many of them per-
formed to defraud the SBA.
mSTORY
The Small Business Administration (SBA), an agency of the United States, administered an authorized
program, known as the Small Business Investment Act. The Act authorized the SBA to create and
license Small Business Investment Companies (SBICs). The SBIC was licensed, regulated, and sometimes
financed in part by the SBA, though it was to be privately owned. The SBIC was to operate as a
federally-sponsored bank for the benefit of independent small business concerns and the owners and
officers of the SBIC, like private bankers, were prohibited from self-dealing. The purpose of the SBIC was
to provide equity capital, long-term loans, and management assistance to small business concerns. The cap-
ital, loans, and management assistance were intended to contribute to a well-balanced national economy
by facilitating the ownership of these small business concerns by those individuals whose participation in
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the free enterprise system was restricted because of a lack of business acumen and capital funds.
To promote the formation of an SBIC and to induce private investors to put their own capital into an
SBIC, Congress authorized the SBA to provide funds to the SBIC, based upon the amount of capital that
was privately invested into the SBIC.
Thus, if adequately capitalized by private funds, and SBIC could gain access to SBA funds in amounts
equal to as much as four times the private capital of the SBIC for the purpose of providing equity capital
and long-term loans to small business concerns served by the SBIC. Such moneys provided to SBICs by
the SBA were known as "leverage funds."
On November 6, 1961, the SBA granted license No. 10113-0011 to an SBIC known as the Small
Business Investment Company of America (SBICA), which proceeded to do business as an SBIC in Seattle,
Washington. Harold T. Wosepka, owned 100 percent of the stock of a Washington corporation known as
TRANS-AM BANCORP, INC., Vancouver, Washington, and was its president and chief operation officer.
During June of 1978, HAROLD T. WOSEPKA entered into an agreement with the shareholders of
SBICA, whereby HAROLD T. WOSEPKA purchased all of the stock of SBICA and became its president.
At a subsequent time, the name of the SBIC was changed from SBICA to TRANS-AM BANCORP, INC.
Suburban Investment Corporation (Suburban) was a Washington corporation doing business in
Vancouver, Washington, and Donald R. Hoyt was the president and owner of Suburban. HAROLD T.
WOSEPKA held an option to purchase 50 percent of the stock of Suburban, provided a line of credit for
Suburban, and was integrally involved in the financial affairs of Suburban. During May of 1979 said option
was transferred to a trust, known as the KLRK trust, established by HAROLD T. WOSEPKA.
HAROLD T. WOSEPKA devised and intended to devise a scheme and artifice to defraud the SBIC
program administered by the SBA by obtaining dominion and control over approximately One Million
Nine Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars in funds of the SBA, by means of false and fraudulent pretenses,
representations, and promises made to convert by fraud substantial portions of SBIC funds to his own use
and benefit and to the use and benefit of others.
Part of the fraud was that HAROLD T. WOSEPKA gained the approval of the SBA to the transfer of
ownership and control of the SBICA, and thereby obtained access to leverage funds of the SBA in a ratio
of four SBA Dollars for every dollar privately invested by HAROLD T. WOSEPKA. The SBA had
approved the transfer of ownership and control of the SBIC to HAROLD T. WOSEPKA on the condition
that HAROLD T. WOSEPKA provide a cash investment of at least $172,310.00 to increase the private cap-
ital of the SBIC. The. SBA would also require the receipt of an actual balance sheet of the SBIC reflecting
the required increase in private capital, and a letter from the SBIC's bank acknowledging an unencumbered
cash deposit to the SBIC's account in an amount of at least $172,310.00. A false representation was made
that all of the funds would come from Wosepka's savings.
Then the following occurred to defraud the SBA by creating the illusion that the funds came from
Harold Wosepka's account, when in fact it never did. (See Exhibit A)
1. Trans-Am Bancorp drew two checks in the amount of $100,000 each to Columbia Construction and
Fairwood Developers.
2. Columbia and Fairwood each deposited their $100,000 checks, then wrote two checks in the amount
of $90,000 each, payable to Suburban Investment Corp.
3. Suburban transferred $260,000 by check to an H.T.W. Enterprises bank account controlled by Harold
T. Wosepka.
4. H.T.W. Enterprises then transferred $268,719 to Trans-Am Bancorp, controlled by Wosepka.
HAROLD T. WOSEPKA prepared a balance sheet for SBICA, dated March 19,1979, showing under
current assets, cash available as $268,719.00 and additional paid-in capital as $189,075.00, thereby raising
the capital of SBICA to more than $500,000.00 and qualifying the SBIC for leverage funding of 4 to 1 from
the SBA.
On March 23, 1979, HAROLD T. WOSEPKA wrote a letter to the SBA, stating that he was enclosing
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said balance sheet reflecting the increased private capital. The enclosed balance sheet, dated March 19,
1979, indicated that the available cash for SBICA was $268,719.00 and that additional paid-in capital of
$189,075.00 had been made. A letter from First State Bank of Oregon stated that on March 23, 1979, an
unencumbered deposit of $268,719.00 was made to SBICA's account, with Wosepka knowing that upon
settlement of these respective checks that SBICA would not have such funds available for its use and that
he was defrauding SBA by failing to disclose this fact and his "check" scheme.
This caused the SBA to wire $1,950,000.00 to Trans-Am Bancorp, Inc, in four increments. Substantial
portions of these funds were later used by Harold T. Wosepka and others for unauthorized purposes. He later
notified the SBA that the funds were used for small business loans pursuant to SBA requirements, when in
fact Wosepka used a substantial amount of the funds for his own benefit. He even bought himself a boat.
HOW THE SCHEME WAS DETECTED AND INVESTIGATED
The scheme was detected by a SBA investigator in the Office of Inspector General through routine
(dogged) examination. The SBA investigator and FBI agents conducted the investigation.
Mr. Fuhriman (FBI Special Agent) was part of the team that investigated and prosecuted the fraud.
Mr. Fuhriman testified as the government's expert summary witness. Approximately 200 interviews were
conducted involving approximately 100 different individuals. Interrogations were conducted by agents and
prosecutors. The investigation was coordinated under the direction of the United States Attorney's Office.
Once it was suspected that one of the loans made by Wosepka's SBIC was improper, an extensive
investigation was begun to determine the full extent of the fraud. At this time, the tracing activity con-
cerning loan proceeds was instituted.
Bank records for all of the entities identified were obtained. At least 60 different bank checking
accounts were for 40 to 50 different entities were identified, located in several states from coast to coast
and Alaska and Hawaii. The records obtained included:
.Checking accounts (including monthly statements, deposits slips and items, canceled checks, auto-
matic transfer items, signature cards, credit and debit memos)
.Wire transfers
.Cashier's checks
.Savings account
.Loan documents
Funds were traced from the SBIC to the borrowers and on to the personal bank accounts of Wosepka
and others through the bank accounts of business entities owned or controlled by him or his close associ-
ates. Some of the funds were traced to boat payments, investments in a motion picture company, payments
on a second residence and other real estate owned by Wosepka. Certain company records were utilized.
The most helpful in this particular matter were the cash receipts and disbursements journals for a number
of the companies involved. Wosepka caused numerous false entries in the various company ledgers to
disguise the movement of the funds.
The true intent of various transactions can be learned by comparing bank documents and company
records. Sometimes a false entry is placed in company records to disguise a particular transaction. Other
times, a check payable to a given payee may be endorsed over to another entity for deposit. Timing differ-
ences between book entries, dates on checks, and bank activity can disclose the real intent for matching
deposits and withdrawals. Through tracing activities, it was possible to prove that at least three-fourths of
the money obtained from the SBA was diverted away from its intended purpose and into the hands of
Wosepka and his close associates.
In other tracing situations, tax returns, credit records, credit bureau reports and public records can be
very helpful. Tax returns will reveal sources of income from interest, dividends, trust sales of capital assets
and will help in identifying assets through payments of taxes and will describe business operations of an
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individual. Corporate tax returns will reveal information in the balance sheet and corporate ownership, offi-
cers and compensation of officers.
Credit card accounts can be identified through credit bureau records and payments on account through
bank records. Credit card records will reveal information about the suspect, including travel (location,
hotels, restaurants and airlines used) and other purchases which reveal the lifestyle of the suspect.
Sometimes perpetrators will utilize aliases, false dates of birth and Social Security numbers. and use
safety deposit boxes for the deposit of funds to assist them in their diversion activity. Funds are often times
used to purchase expensive art, jewelry, etc. Leads to identify these purchases can be obtained through
credit card information or through minor payments made from checking accounts.
ULTIMATE OUTCOME OF PROSECUTION
Harold T. Wosepka was prosecuted in the U.S. District court in the Western District of Washington,
Tacoma, Washington. There were two trials, each lasting three weeks (the first conviction was overturned
in the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals on a legal technicality). Wosepka was sentenced to 10 years in prison,
fined $100,000 and ordered to make restitution of approximately $2,500,000.
QUESTIONS
Answer the following questions.
1. What laws have been broken?
2. Would a strong ethical background have prevented Harold Wosepka from committing the fraud?
3. What controls can be enforced by the Federal Government to prevent this kind of fraud?
4. What other fraudulent schemes could Wosepka have committed for personal gain?
5. Discuss all the ways that funds can be traced.
6. Discuss all the ways that assets which have been fraudulently taken, can be hidden.
SUGGESTED REFERENCE MATERIAL
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Inc. Statement On Auditing Standard No.82.
New York, NY: 1997.
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IL: Irwin Professional Publishing, 1995.
Minkow, B. Clean Sweep. Nashville, TN: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 1995.
The F ederal Register. "The Federal Sentencing Guidelines." vol. 56, no.95, p. 22786-22797.
Gardner, Thomas J. and Anderson, Terry M. Criminal Evidence Principles and Cases. Minneapolis, MN :
West Publishing Company, 1995.
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A NEW GOLF BALL AT WILSON
Bevalee B. Pray, Assistant Professor
Union University, Jackson, Tennessee
Robert L. Wyatt, Assistant Professor
Drury College, Springfield, Missouri
Bob Thunnan
Wilson Sporting Goods, Humboldt, Tennessee
Dennis Young swung his golf club with more intensity than usual today. He was at the range today to test a
newly designed golf ball. It had been nine months in process, from idea to finished product. Dennis was
proud that Wilson Sporting Goods had made the decision to invest R&D funds into its development.
Engineers designed the new golf ball for the better golfer, namely the touring professional. Wilson knew pro-
fessional golfers were willing to pay premium prices for superior products, and this golf ball was uniquely
different from any other product currently manufactured by Wilson Sporting Goods. As Dennis watched his
golf ball sail effortlessly through the air towards the green, he wondered if the golf ball would pass the exten-
sive capital budgeting process in place at Wilson. Being new to his position as divisional engineer, Dennis
wondered if Wilson would conclude that investment in the golf ball could become a profitable venture.
INTRODUCTION TO WILSON
Wilson Sporting Goods Company is a subsidiary of Amer Group Lm. Amer is a publicly traded company
listed on the Helsinki Stock Exchange since 1977 and the London Stock Exchange since 1984. Amer Group
is quite diverse in its business ventures, and has special interests in the marketing and manufacturing of inter-
national branded goods. The following pie chart depicts a breakdown of Amer's business interests in terms
of 1995 sales:
1995 Net Sales
Tobacco
o
s Automotive
ports 30%
58%
tem
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Wilson Sporting Goods Company is the leading perfom1er in the Sports Division of the Amer Group
Lm, and is a global leader in golf, racquet, and team sports equipment. Net sales for Wilson Sporting
Goods in 1995 accounted for approximately $621 million, or 44% of Amer.s net sales.
Wilson segments the organization into divisions reflecting three principal areas of the sporting goods
industry -golf division. racquet division. and team sports division. Each division is further separated into
strategic business units (SBUs). The golf division consists of 3 SBUs -golf balls. golf clubs. and golf bags.
CAPITAL BUDGETING PROCESS
Gaining Approval for Total Expenditures at the SBU Level
At the beginning of each year, managers of the SBUs estimate the level of capital expenditures necessary to
support the strategic business plan for the year. This level usually reflects levels from past years plus/minus
any significant spending for incremental projects. Each SBU manager decides how to apportion expenditures
to the various desirable projects. A preliminary capital expenditure budget is then developed and passed
along to the divisional finance director where it is compiled with other preliminary budgets to reflect the
aggregate capital expenditure budget for each division.
The divisional finance director reviews the aggregate budget and has the power to modify. reject. or
approve any element of the budget. Most often. Amer hands down guidelines for paring the amount of the
budget. According to the finance director for the golf division, Bob Matthews. Amer engages in capital
rationing. Amer predetem1ines an acceptable level of expenditures for each division of Wilson Sporting
Goods. The board of Amer, according to Matthews, sets levels based on Amer's strategic business plan for
the year and on the particular part of the portfolio they want to see grow. Finally. a new target level of expen-
ditures is established for the various departments within each SBU. and the managers are asked to develop a
final capital expenditure budget for the year.
Gaining Approval for Specific Expenditures at the SBU Level
After establishing the level of expenditures. the next step is to seek approval for specific projects in the bud-
get. For each project. managers must make a fom1al request for capital (tem1ed request for authorization. or
RFA) and submit it to the SB U manager for approval. Different levels of expenditures require different lev-
els of authorization. Table One below represents the capital spending authorization levels as shown is
Wilson .s Financial Policy Manual.
Table One: Capital Spending Levels (in thousands)
AUTHORIZATION LEVEL IN BUDGET AMOUNT OUT OF BUDGET AMOUNT
SBU Managers $0- $!00 $0- $25
Divisional Finance Director $!00 -$200 $25- $!00
CEO $200 -$300 $!00 -$200
Wilson Board $300 -$!,000 $200 -$250
AmerBoard $!,000+ $250+
At this point in time. the simple payback method is the capital budgeting technique of choice. However.
there are several SBU managers advocating the acquisition of software designed to aid the finance personnel
in evaluating projects using net present value (NPV) and internal rate of return (IRR). According to Mike
Whan. the Golf Ball SBU manager. "Evaluating an independent project in terms of the payback method is
acceptable. but evaluating mutually exclusive projects using this methodology is virtually useless... In fact.
some projects had been subjected to the NPV and IRR methodology already.
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As requested by Amer, Mike Whan uses a hurdle rate of 12% for use with NPVand IRR. When asked
why 12%, Whan had no explanation beyond "12% is the minimum required return at Wilson." Whan evalu-
ates all projects at 12%.
THE NEW GOLF BALL
Overview
During the next year Wilson will review Dennis' new golf ball during capital expenditure decisions.
Personnel from production, finance, and marketing will work together to generate cash flow estimates. The
golf ball has a five-year life expectancy.
Cash Flow Analysis
After consultation with key people in marketing, manufacturing, and management, managers arrived at the
following estimated cash outlays for the golf ball project. Table Two lists cash outlays and their respective
timings. For simplicity, the figures are rounded to the nearest $10,000.
The item "tour player support" shows the total amount paid to professional golfers for playing and pro-
moting the new golf ball on the various tours (PGA, LPGA, Senior PGA). The R&D equipment and tooling
outlays are expenses in the period incurred, and the production tooling and equipment is depreciated accord-
ing to MACRS five-year schedule. The tooling and equipment is highly specialized and will, therefore, have
no salvage value.
Table Two: Cash Outlay Estimates and 1imings
ITEM AMOUNT TIMING
R&D Materials $40,000 Year 0
R&D Tooling $100,000 Year 0
Production Tooling $400,000 Year 0
Production Equipment $100,000 Year 0
Promotional Expense $2,500,000 Year 1
$2,000,000 Year 2
$2,000,000 Year 3
$1,000,000 Year 4
$1,000,000 Year 5
Tour Player Support $2,000,000 Year 1
$2,000,000 Year 2
$2,000,000 Year 3
$2,000,000 Year 4
$2,000,000 Year 5
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The estimated cash inflows are based upon preliminary forecasted sales volumes (in dozens of golf
balls) and an expected retail price for the new golf balls at $36 per dozen. The volume forecast is the most
risky portion of the analysis. Managers are estimating sales to be 500,000 dozen per year, except year one
which will be a partial production year. During year one, sales are estimated at 200,000 dozen per year.
Estimates are that the change in net working capital is $1.4 million. Costs to produce the golf ball are
estimated to be $7.50 per dozen.
Questions
I. Calculate net present value and internal rate of return for the golf ball project.
2. Conduct a sensitivity analysis where the discount rate(hurdle rate), sales volume, and selling price are
allowed to fluctuate. How should one interpret this analysis?
3. Assume projections are for the golf ball to earn above the 12% hurdle rate required by Wilson. What are
some nonfinancial and qualitative factors that might lead managers to not accept the golf ball?
